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Abstract
Historically, economic development has come at the cost of environmental
degradation. Since the 1980s, neoliberalism rooted in neoclassical theory has dominated
mainstream economic thought. The result has been a dramatic increase in environmental
degradation in favor of economic growth. The neoliberal recommendations toward
development are encapsulated in the Washington and post-Washington Consensuses
which promote the liberalization of trade and foreign investment as well as a reliance on
market mechanisms. Ultimately, the goal of neoliberalism is to generate growth
regardless of the impact that it places on the environment. The case of China presents an
example of an economy which pursued a market transformation and neoliberal goals.
The severe environmental impact of China’s economic transformation and growth
demonstrates the unsustainability of neoliberalism. Using China as a case study, this
thesis evaluates the traditional development path and the need for a transition toward an
alternative development paradigm which promotes environmental sustainability.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Historically, economic development has come at the cost of natural resources and
increased emissions. Traditionally, development has been achieved through
industrialization which has increased the productive capacity and thus GDP of a country.
While these effects have accumulated under capitalism, the emergence of neoliberalism
has influenced the current global economy. As a result, environmental effects have
accumulated over the past four decades as the global economy has embraced
neoliberalism. So, due to the accumulated environmental damages, neither neoliberalism
nor the capitalist system under which it operates, are sustainable.
The dominance of the neoliberal economy has resulted in overexploitation caused
by increasing consumption. Thus, over the past 50 years, our ecological footprint which
measures the consumption of natural resources has increased by roughly 190% (World
Wildlife Fund, 2018). Although developed countries are responsible for the bulk of
environmental degradation, developing countries are becoming the leading polluters.
Emerging economies such as China and India have experienced tremendous growth
through industrialization. Because the Earth’s environment has a maximum carrying
capacity for the amount of pollution it can absorb and a finite amount of resources, this
type of development cannot be sustainable. Global warming and the resulting climate
change will present significant obstacles in maintaining the status quo. In the long-term,
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the results of these phenomena will be catastrophic and thus require a structural change
from this status quo.
Disruptions and changes in the climate will undoubtedly impact the development
and daily lives of a significant portion of the Earth’s population. Between 2030 and
2052, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicts a global
temperature rise of 1.5°C should emissions continue to increase at the current rate (Allen
et. al., 2018). The risks of this warming disproportionately impact regions depending on
their geographic location, mitigation actions, and level of economic development. The
increased risk for extreme temperatures, natural disasters, drought, and flooding are not
limited in scope and will play a role in impacting both the global economy and the lives
of people across the world. By limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius opposed
to 2.0 degrees Celsius, the IPCC predicts that the number of people exposed to climaterelated risks and poverty could be reduced by several hundred million by 2050. This
presents a predicament for least developed countries because these regions are most
exposed to the risks of climate change. While embracing pollution-intensive
development is seen as the best method to increase incomes, the resulting increase in
GHG emissions and resource exploitation will further expose these regions to the risks
associated with climate change (Allen et. al., 2018).
Allowing for all countries to grow as the United Sates will only exacerbate and
expedite the effects of climate change. Because the ecological footprint of wealthier
nations such as the United States are comparatively high, if everyone in the world lived
as Americans do, then we would need roughly four Earths to support the population
2

(McDonald, 2015). Even without other countries achieving the United States’ level of
consumption, given current levels of resource use and emissions, 1.7 Earths would still be
required to provide resources and absorb pollution (Global Footprint Network, 2019).
So, climate change is a global challenge despite developed countries sharing a
significantly larger share of the pollution and destructive production methods that have
helped contribute to the degradation of the environment. Regardless, changes in the
environment are felt by all inhabitants and will require a departure from industrialization
in favor of more sustainable methods and technologies.
In November of 2018, a report issued by thirteen federal agencies warned that
without a significant effort to mitigate global warming, the effects of climate change
could lead to a decrease of up to 10% of the size of the U.S. economy. Global warming
could limit the effectiveness and productive capacity of global supply chains and
agriculture which could precipitate this decline (Davenport & Pierre-Louis, 2018). The
results of global warming will impact the severity of natural disasters, temperatures, as
well as the ecology of an area as new species of insects and animals migrate to atypical
areas in search of food or due to the deterioration of their natural habitat. Thus, the
effects of global warming are not limited to one country, region, or sector; the impact will
be felt by the economy, human health, animal health, and the overall health of the
environment. Nonetheless, a dilemma exists as some see the imposition of environmental
regulations and adoption of new technologies coming at the cost of growth and
employment. For developing nations, sacrificing growth is difficult especially
considering their relative position in terms of GDP.
3

In emerging economies, extreme poverty is far more prevalent than in
industrialized economies. Development serves to improve the GDP growth and income
levels of these developing nations. With greater income, emerging economies would be
able to improve the lives of its people and become more competitive in the global market.
But, should developing nations achieve this level of growth through industrialization and
trade liberalization, the environment will suffer. Given the capability of the Earth to act
as a sink for pollution, eventually, traditional development will become unsustainable and
cleaner technologies, new agricultural methods, and new approaches to development will
become necessary. Nonetheless, the traditional views of economic success are centered
around GDP growth. Inherently, this requires the adoption and utilization of the most
efficient technologies, increasing production, and expanding business. The result has
been treating the environment as an externality in development, neglecting the increasing
levels of pollution, and/or relying on a technological panacea to solve global warming.
Some may point to the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) as evidence of the
ability to achieve both industrialization and environmental sustainability. The curve
demonstrates the theoretical relationship between environmental degradation and
GDP/GNP per capita. The theoretical relationship between these variables is an inverted
U-shaped curve. The shape of the curve suggests that initially, economic expansion is
associated with urbanization and industrialization leading to higher amounts of pollution.
As the economy matures, production and incomes rise. At higher levels of income, the
demand for an improvement in environmental quality will also rise. Also, with higher
levels of production and income, the level of resources for investment into more
4

sustainable technologies will also grow. The theory allows for economies to develop
through environmentally damaging methods given the assumption that these countries
will invest into more sustainable technologies after reaching a sufficient level of income
per capita (Stern, 2004). This theory allows for the adoption of neoliberal policies
without fully sacrificing the environment. Should the EKC hypothesis hold, then we
need only worry about increasing the level of income per capita to solve environmental
degradation. Because economies have historically embraced neoliberal policies to bolster
income per capita, embracing the EKC would allow for such policies to coexist with
environmental sustainability.
Sustainability can be defined as the obligation that every generation leave natural
resources and environmental quality undiminished for future generations (Solow, 1991).
Despite this definition, different schools of economic thought take drastically different
approaches to sustainability. Strong sustainability assumes that the natural capital stock
cannot be replenished by the level of produced capital. This definition of sustainability
suggests that a capitalist, neoliberal economy is in opposition of environmental quality
(Speth, 2008). Conversely, the weak sustainability hypothesis allows for countries to
maintain the traditional path of development. The weak sustainability hypothesis asserts
that all capital is fungible allowing for indefinite economic growth so long as the
functions of the environment as both an output and input are substituted by human-made
capital. Based on this perspective, the use of natural resources is not harmful as long as
the current generation invests in the capacity of future generations to generate an
equivalent level of welfare (Solow, 1991). From the perspective of those who support
5

this level of sustainability, more stringent definitions may sacrifice the ability of future
generations to develop at the same levels as the current generation (Solow, 1991). Like
the EKC hypothesis, weak sustainability allows for adherence to the traditional
neoclassical model.
Developing countries that hope to attain similar levels of development as their
developed counterparts have been encouraged to industrialize and integrate with global
markets. This process is rooted in global expansion, deregulation, and GDP growth
typical of orthodox neoliberalism. For example, David Ricardo supported free trade in
arguing against the proposed English Corn Laws which would restrict trade and protect
the English agricultural industry. Ricardo’s argument rested on the notion that without a
comparative advantage in agriculture, England would not benefit from restricting trade.
Through trade, the country is able to obtain more of each good than had it produced both
goods for itself (Ricardo, 1817). In general, Ricardo used comparative advantage to
demonstrate that trade and specialization lead to increased output and lower costs than
the trading nations could achieve independently. This idea would become the basis of the
Heckscher-Ohlin model which promotes free trade between countries based on
comparative advantage. According to the model, a given country will produce and export
the goods which require more intensive use of the factors of production that are abundant
within the country. By doing so, trade becomes beneficial as the country exports the
goods which require a relatively intensive use of an input found locally in abundance and
imports goods which are more difficult or expensive to produce. Thus, the conclusion of
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the model is that free-trade is beneficial for all countries involved.1 Both Ricardo and the
Heckscher-Ohlin model demonstrate that the goal of free-trade is increased efficiency
and consumption. Based on the theories presented by Ricardo and the Heckscher-Ohlin
model, the dominant neoliberal development model has supported the expansion of
international trade.
The neoliberal consensus regarding development aims to capture the fastest mode
of economic development. During the late-1970s, rising concerns regarding the role of
the state in the economy, lead to neoliberal development emerging as the dominant
development theory. Industrialization, free-trade, and low regulation play large roles in
facilitating growth under the neoliberal development model. This is embodied in the
Washington Consensus which serves as recommendations for the economic development
of industrializing nations. Originally, the suggestions of this consensus were meant to aid
Latin America in remedying its national debt crisis. To do so, the Washington Consensus
promoted ten recommendations meant to best achieve economic growth. The
Washington Consensus promoted a small government coupled with liberalized trade and

1

The Stopler-Samuelson theorem compliments the H-O theorem by predicting the winners and losers of
trade given a two-country model. The theorem assumes that a labor-abundant country initiates trade, thus
leading to an increase in the price of the relatively abundant input, labor, and a decrease in the factor price
of the scarce input, capital. Assuming full employment is present before and after trade, labor’s total
income has increased due to a rise in the factor price. Also, the income share of capital will have declined
because the price of that factor fell. With trade, the labor-abundant country sees the price of capital falling
and wages rising. The response of producers will be to utilize more capital and less labor in production.
This will increase the marginal productivity of labor resulting in an increase in the real income of labor.
Thus, the theorem concludes that the real income shares of the owners of the abundant factor increases with
trade. Conversely, owners of the scarce factor, capital, will have less labor to work with due to the rising
price of that factor. Thus, the marginal productivity of capital will fall and the real incomes of the owners
of the scare factor decrease with trade. So, the Stopler-Samuelson theorem predicts that with full
employment, an increase in the price of an abundant factor and the decrease in the price of a scarce factor
will result in rising income for owners of the former and falling income for owners of the latter (Appleyard,
Field, & Cobb, 2010).
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foreign investment. This consensus aimed to supplant the state with the free market to
achieve macroeconomic stability and fiscal discipline. But, under the suggestions of this
consensus, Latin America failed to achieve meaningful growth (Moreno-Bird, Caldentey,
& Nápoles, 2005). Middling growth coupled with the success realized in East Asia,
which had not fully adopted the policies of the Washington Consensus, casted doubt on
the efficacy of these policies.
The failures of the Washington Consensus led to an expansion of policies which
would incorporate some forms of state intervention (e.g. social policy, investment in
education) with the neoliberal policies that continued to dominate mainstream development
theory. The so-called post-Washington Consensus emerged as a critique of the previous
consensus which ignored the role of the government in the economy. While this new
consensus was set in opposition to the previous consensus, it ultimately promoted freetrade, foreign-direct investment (FDI), and privatization. Thus, the post-Washington
Consensus merely expanded upon the previous consensus rather than departing from it.
The state was implemented as a compliment for markets, but still the free market is relied
upon to produce the most efficient outcome. So, the post-Washington Consensus maintains
the neoliberal ideology of its predecessor but uses the state as a means to provide sound
governance, regulatory reforms, and social sustainability (Güven, 2018).
Although supporters of neoliberal policy recommendations support the notion that
economic growth can continue without environmental degradation, the environmental
costs of economic development – in the context of the climate crisis - demonstrate the
unsustainability of the neoliberal development model. Supporters of a neoliberal model
8

may argue that countries should prioritize raising material standards of living and reduce
emissions after incomes have increased sufficiently. But, global emissions have yet to
demonstrate the pattern as predicted by the EKC. Instead, emissions continue to rise with
GDP growth as indicated by the period between 1990 and 2014 in which emissions were
found to increase 0.5% for every one percent increase in GDP (Cohen, Jalles, Loungani, &
Marto, 2018).

Additionally, the theoretical inverted U-shaped relationship between

income per capita and emissions as described by the EKC has been inconsistent when
applied empirically. Traditionally, economic growth has come at the expense of the
environment, therefore the dominant models of growth should be reassessed in favor of a
model that considers both social and environmental issues.
The trade-off between growth and environmental sustainability is encapsulated by
the experience of China. China’s remarkable economic growth came after the country’s
transformation from a command to a market economy. The accumulation of environmental
costs in the country indicates that this model’s approach is very troubling from an
ecological point of view. While China has progressed and implemented several significant
environmental measures, the country is still the leader in global carbon-dioxide emissions.
Although the increased demand for a cleaner environment has sparked new policies, China
remains dependent on coal to create jobs and generate growth. While the country has made
strides to become “greener” it still has not successfully decoupled its economic growth
from environmental degradation.
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the current state of economic development
and the burden it places on the environment. Using China as a case study, this thesis
9

evaluates the traditional development path and the need for a transition toward an
alternative development paradigm which promotes environmental sustainability. Chapter
two of this paper discusses the influence of mainstream economic theories on
development. Chapter three discusses alternatives to the growth-dependent neoliberal
development model. Finally, chapter four analyzes China’s market transformation, the
costs associated with the country’s prolific growth, the progress made in addressing these
costs, and the need for the country to shift toward a more sustainable mode of
development.
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Chapter 2: Mainstream Economics: The Orthodox Approach to Sustainability
2.1 Neoclassical Economics and Neoliberalism
Since the early 1980s, mainstream economic theory has been dominated by a
narrow understanding of neoclassical economics. Based on the orthodoxy championed
by University of Chicago economists, under restrictive assumptions, free markets lead to
an efficient equilibrium (Allan, 2019). Under this understanding of neoclassical theory,
private economic agents are the leading source of value creation. From this perspective,
individuals and firms are the main drivers of efficient economic outcomes and therefore
are the key agents in the economy (Herrera, 2006). The traditional neoclassical theory
utilized perfect markets as a useful, but ultimately unattainable modeling tool.
Comparatively, the Chicago school of economics was able to use the logic of the
traditional model to argue against the intervention of the state because it was perceived to
result in economic distortions. Instead of recognizing perfect markets as unattainable,
University of Chicago economics emphasized that perfect competition exists in realworld markets and is disturbed under government interference (Allan, 2019).
The University of Chicago economists relied on the strict assumptions made by
the neoclassical model to argue against government involvement in the economic system.
Core to the neoclassical model are two optimality theorems which must hold for perfect
markets to exist. The first optimality theorem states that should a competitive
11

equilibrium exist, and all goods are priced in the market, then the allocation is “pareto
optimal.” Thus, at this equilibrium point, social welfare is maximized because no
individual can be made better off without making another worse off (Herrera, 2006;
Arrow, 1963).
The assumptions made by the neoclassical model seek to simplify the real world
allowing for inferences based on mathematical modeling. The major assumptions made
in the neoclassical model are the existence of a competitive equilibrium, the marketability
of all goods and services relevant to costs and utilities, and nonincreasing returns (Arrow,
1963). The first two assumptions ensure that a competitive equilibrium is possible
because together, they assume that prices are fully determined in the market and absent
any externalities. So, under the assumptions of a perfectly competitive market, there are
no external costs borne upon society from the consumption or production processes. The
presence of externalities would mean that a divergence exists between private and social
costs (Arrow, 1963). The importance of this assumption is due to the general equilibrium
theory which is integral to the neoclassical paradigm. This theory asserts that every
buyer and seller will act out of their own self-interest and market competition will
produce a unique set of prices and quantities that will lead to an equilibrium between
supply and demand of all goods and services as well as every input used in production.
Once this equilibrium is realized, it is assumed that social welfare will be maximized and
pareto optimality will be achieved (Herrera, 2006). Thus, should the assumption
concerning the lack of non-market elements be violated, then the model can no longer
assume that social welfare is maximized at the competitive equilibrium point. The third
12

major assumption of nonincreasing returns assumes the absence of market power. Thus,
there exists many buyers and sellers competing in the market. Also, the absence of
market power implies that there exists a market clearing price (Arrow, 1963).
Ultimately, the understanding of neoclassical economic theory championed by the
University of Chicago is used to provide the theoretical basis to the neoliberal policies
that began to dominate at the World Bank. The growth-centric, trade-led development
which has been promoted at the World Bank since the 1980s is the direct result of this
development in neoclassical theory (Allan, 2019). Despite the strict assumptions of the
neoclassical model being recognized as unattainable by traditional neoclassical theory,
these assumptions compose the theoretical underpinning of neoliberalism. The term
“neoliberalism” originates from the economic liberalism of Manchester, England which
was defined by laissez-faire economics. The Manchester system was closely associated
with free-trade and the repeal of England’s Corn Laws (Saad-Filho & Johnston, 2005).
Neoliberalism represents the restructuring of global capitalism from the former nationstate based on Keynesian welfare in favor of global economic integration. Trade
agreements and projects such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum, and the European Union are all indicative
of the global restructuring toward neoliberalism. Furthermore, between 1980 and 2017,
the number of free-trade agreements has increased from 70 to 659 (Robinson, 2018).
The emergence of neoliberalism rooted in the economic theory of the Chicago
School of Economics was preceded by a decline in Keynesianism. After World War II,
Keynesianism was considered the dominant paradigm with regard to the determination of
13

economic activity. Under this theory, economic activity is determined by the level of
aggregate demand. And Keynesianism accepted that the economy will inevitably
experience fluctuations which cause unemployment and may require monetary and fiscal
policy to stabilize the economy by influencing the level of aggregate demand (Palley,
2004). Compared to neoliberalism, Keynesianism embraced the role of the state in
stabilizing the economy. Neoliberalism maintains that free markets will self-adjust and
attain the full employment of all factors of production. While Keynesians tend to agree
on aggregate demand determining employment, the theory is split regarding income
distribution. This split stems from the position of Keynes who accepted that workers are
paid the amount that they are worth to the company. American Keynesians, or neoKeynesians, accept the original position of Keynes which does not provide justification
for labor unions or labor market intervention (Palley, 2004). Similarly, neoliberals assert
that factors of production, including labor, are paid what they are worth. This is achieved
through the supply and demand process in which wages depend on the relative scarcity
and productivity of labor. Compared to neo-Keynesians, post-Keynesians assert that
wages are not only determined by a factor’s relative scarcity and productivity, but also its
bargaining power (Palley, 2004).
Ultimately, the intellectual disagreements within Keynesian theory would lead to
its downfall. Disagreements regarding the theory of income distribution allowed labor
market interventions to be portrayed as distortions rather than corrections of a market
failure. Additionally, the notion that downward price and wage rigidity were responsible
for unemployment led to weaknesses in the theory. Keynes asserted that lower nominal
14

wages would lower prices, which in turn would increase the real value of money, thereby
encouraging aggregate demand. Also, the lower prices would increase the real money
supply, resulting in lower interest rates, thus encouraging investment (Palley, 2004).
Neo-Keynesians maintain the view of price and wage flexibility which is adopted by
American economists. Wage rigidities were seen as stemming from the presence of trade
unions and minimum wage laws. Thus, these interventions which sought to increase the
bargaining power of workers were painted as the causes of unemployment.
Comparatively, post-Keynesians portrayed unemployment as stemming from fluctuations
in demand, weak business confidence, and uncertainty about the future (Palley, 2004).
Nonetheless, this division presents the opportunity for neoliberal policy rooted in
Chicago School neoclassical economics to supplant the prevailing Keynesian theories. In
effect, the neo-Keynesian views regarding income distribution and employment
determination pave a path for the proliferation of neoliberalism.
The elections of Margaret Thatcher in 1979 and Ronald Regan in 1980 mark the
beginning of neoliberal economic policy dominance. Under these policies, industrialized
countries have chosen to enforce low regulations, maintain a small government, embrace
globalization, weaken the labor market protections, cut corporate tax rates, and stifle
social policy (Palley, 2004). In embracing these policies, the economy moved closer to
the free markets promoted by the Chicago School. This placed an emphasis on
corporations in the global economy as the principal agents of growth.
The dominance of neoliberal policies coupled with the development of technology
which has improved communication and transport have resulted in the restructuring of
15

the global economy. As a result, large multinational corporations (MNCs) have assumed
a significant role in economic development. A multinational corporation is an enterprise
that conducts research, production, sales, and other activities across different countries,
not only in its country of origin. Thus, these corporations have been able to establish a
global network across which research and development as well as production processes
are separated (Kordos & Vojtovic, 2016). The availability of cheap labor and abundant
natural resources coupled with a lack of environmental regulations make developing
countries an attractive production haven for multinational corporations. For the country
receiving the foreign investment, MNCs are seen as providing modern capital, the skills
to operate the advanced technology, as well as a global distribution network which
provides jobs and higher growth across global markets. Because MNCs are seen as
providing developing countries with the means to industrialize, foreign governments have
removed regulations regarding capital movements and profit remuneration (Siddiqui,
2012). Since the 1980s, MNCs have played an increasingly large role in the global
development process. The number of multinational corporations has grown significantly
from roughly 7,000 to 60,000 with roughly 500,000 branches between the 1980s and
2016 (Kordos & Vojtovic, 2016; Siddiqui, 2012). Neoliberal policies, in the context of
rapid technological change, helped facilitate this expansion. The reliance on the free
market leads to the removal of barriers in the division of labor across countries. As a
result, MNCs have been able to flourish and increase their profit and production numbers.
The importance of the corporation to the neoliberal capitalist system is
paramount. Corporations are the largest agents of growth which is inherent to this
16

system. And given the negative relationship between economic growth and the
environment, it is also true that corporations are the principal force in environmental
degradation. The ability of corporations to drive growth is facilitated by laxed
regulations under the guise of increased profits. The modern corporation is characterized
by the separation of ownership from management, limited liability, corporate
personhood, the maximization of shareholder wealth, and the externalization of costs
(Speth, 2008). Together, these characteristics ensure that corporations maximize profit,
corporate owners and shareholders are insulated from being held accountable for the
damages of the corporation, corporations are granted the same constitutional rights as an
individual, and the firm does not incur the external costs of its production processes. As
a result, the corporation is legally supported to maximize growth and shift its external
costs onto society and the environment. Under a system that promotes the free market in
favor of growth and profit maximization, large corporations have become increasingly
powerful and are able to avoid regulation.
Given the importance of corporations in this system, the entities hold influence in
the political process. Corporate lobbying influences political decisions to maintain
favorable regulations meant to allow for continued growth. Furthermore, corporations
influence public opinion through the ownership of media and the influence of public
broadcasting through corporate donations (Speth, 2008). The ability for corporations to
influence policy and public opinion perpetuates the ability of the firm to operate under
minimal regulations. For example, in June 2007, an ambitious energy bill was met with a
great lobbying effort from automobile, fossil fuel, electric utility, and agricultural
17

industries. Ultimately, this resulted in a compromise which implemented greater auto
fuel efficiency standards but struck down a national renewable energy goal (Speth, 2008).
Further increasing the power of a corporation is its role in the global economy.
The proliferation of the global economy under neoliberalism has increased corporate
power and weakened the ability to control corporations. Because neoliberalism has
effectively shifted the balance of power from the nation-state to global corporations,
these entities have become harder to regulate. The relative power of the corporation
leads to an environment in which deregulation occurs to maximize the expansion of
corporate activity. This growth is driven by the pursuit of a greater access to resources,
cheaper labor sources, and new markets. The neoliberal model seeks to achieve this by
advocating for free trade which removes another barrier to corporate activity (Speth,
2008). This creates a system based on monotonically increasing consumption and the
exploitation of natural resources. Inherently, the promotion of free trade and the
increasing power of corporations lead to increasing environmental degradation which
serves to threaten the sustainability of the neoliberal system driven by corporate
expansion and globalization.
The growth in pollution levels and environmental degradation contribute to the
unsustainability of neoliberalism. This is exemplified by the impact of the global
economy on Earth’s biocapacity. Biocapacity measures the ability of ecosystems to
renew themselves. Over the last fifty years, technological growth and land management
practices have allowed for a 27% increase in biocapacity. But this increase in
biocapacity has not outpaced the increase in consumption as defined by our Ecological
18

Footprint. The Ecological Footprint is a measure of the consumption of natural
resources. Comparatively, over the same period, the Ecological Footprint has increased
190% driven largely by our consumption of fossil fuels (World Wildlife Fund, 2018).

Figure 2.1. World Ecological Footprint.
Source: World Wildlife Fund, 2018.

The focus on expansion led by the proliferation of MNCs has led to great growth
of carbon emissions. Relying on pollution-intensive inputs makes the expansion of
production inherently bad for the environment. This is exemplified by the period
between 1961 and 2014 in which carbon emissions contributed 60% of the total increase
in the Ecological Footprint (World Wildlife Fund, 2018). The environmental impact of
this growth in production is emblematic of a core criticism of neoliberalism and the
assumptions of the neoclassical model. The pollution generated by production, the
natural resources depleted during extraction, the damage inflicted upon our environment
and the lives of others, etc. are all representative of externalities not reflected in the cost
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of a final good (Herrera, 2006). Thus, the presence of externalities violates a core
assumption of the neoclassical model and the first optimality theorem. By relying on the
free-market, neoliberalism does not address inequality, environmental degradation,
health, and other social issues that persist both nationally and globally. Instead, it is
thought that development through the free market and globalization will solve all issues
surrounding these distortions that arise under a neoliberal system.
2.2 Environmental Impact of the Global Economy under Neoliberalism
The impact of a broadening global economy on the environment stems from the
increased production and consumption that results. Because production is largely reliant
on pollution-intensive nonrenewable natural resources, environmental degradation
results. The negative environmental impacts are vast and often have feedback
mechanisms which can exacerbate the problem. Increased consumption can result in
biodiversity loss and the disruption of natural habitats and functions dependent on
biodiversity such as soil formation. Or, the impacts on biodiversity can be indirect
through pollution resulting from the use of production inputs which will ultimately
threaten habitats, natural functions, and the richness and abundance of species (World
Wildlife Fund, 2018). As developing economies have transitioned to the global market,
agricultural production has grown as well. As a result, agriculture accounts for the
majority of the conversion of forested land. Deforestation allows for the use of land for
agricultural activities. But the process also comes with the loss of the natural
environment and biodiversity. The feedback of the loss of previously forested land is the
disruption of habitats as well as the disruption of ecosystem functions. Furthermore, the
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inputs commonly used in agricultural production result in pollution that further impacts
biodiversity. The use of pesticides has been known to impact birdlife and soil as well as
aquatic biodiversity. Additionally, the loss of forests represents the loss of ecosystems
which help reduce the impact and risk of natural disasters. So, by destroying these
ecosystems for economic gain, developing countries lose a natural means of mitigating or
preventing the most severe natural disasters (World Wildlife Fund, 2018). Globally,
rainforests act as a natural carbon sink, the destruction of which will reduce the planet’s
natural ability to absorb GHG emissions. The compounding impact from increases in a
country’s productive capacity serve as a caution against the growth-first mentality of
neoliberal ideology.
In countries such as China and India, economic development has resulted in
rapidly deteriorating air quality. The development of these countries has been
characterized by urbanization and industrialization which result in increases in
automotive transportation and industrial production. As a result, these countries have
experienced drastically increased levels of air pollution which serves as a significant
threat to public health (EPI, 2018). The health impact of reduced air quality is a
significant concern for the citizens of the country, but the effects of such pollution are
global. In addition to worsening air quality, the GHGs that are emitted due to a reliance
on fossil fuels contribute to climate change. In pursuing economic development
countries such as India and China have relied on coal for their energy production. Thus,
the industrialization and growth experienced by each country has resulted in significant
increases in GHG emissions such as carbon-dioxide.
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The resulting air pollution has caused China to pursue decarbonization efforts
such as modernizing its energy sector and utilizing more renewables. Globally,
decarbonization efforts have reduced the emissions intensity of carbon-dioxide, but
overall carbon-dioxide emissions are still rising (EPI, 2018). This suggests that while
efforts are being made to adopt renewable energy sources and increase energy efficiency,
countries are still largely dependent on fossil fuels resulting in emissions increases.
Furthermore, the increased production capabilities of developing economies are
advocated for by neoliberal development doctrine. Yet, the severe environmental costs
are either completely ignored, or are rendered acceptable due to the potential growth in
income. Without government regulation, a country will struggle to improve their
environmental performance. But neoliberal ideology relies on the market to achieve
growth and sees the state as inefficient in achieving that goal.
As the anthropogenic impact on the environment has grown, so has the need to
curb emissions. The dominance of the free market within neoliberal ideology creates a
schism between combatting climate change and promoting growth. Neoliberalism relies
on the market to achieve the most efficient outcome and therefore views government
intervention as superfluous. Nonetheless, the rising emissions levels have caused a
significant amount of damage and still pose a severe threat on the environment. As a
result, countries have demonstrated the willingness to adopt climate agreements that
would serve to reduce global emissions levels. The Paris Agreement was adopted in
2015 with the goal of phasing out GHG emissions by the second half of the century.
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Additionally, the ambitious 197-member agreement sought to limit the rise in the Earth’s
average surface temperature to below 2°C above the pre-industrial period (UN, 2019b).
Such agreements and government action are antithetical to the neoliberal
development framework. Under this framework, industrialization has proliferated with
global GHG emissions reaching 50.8 billion tons by 2016. This figure represents an
increase of 48% since 1990. Energy supply, which includes coal-fired power plants and
oil refineries, is the largest share of GHG emissions with 34% of the total. Industry and
transport make up the next largest shares totaling 22% and 14% respectively. Despite
technology prices for renewable energy such as wind and solar falling, carbon-dioxide
emissions still rose 1.7% in 2018 which marked the most notable rise since 2013.
Furthermore, levels of heat-trapping carbon-dioxide in the atmosphere rose to 415 parts
per million in May 2019 which marks the highest level observed in nature in at least
800,000 years. Industrialization and development have played significant roles in these
statistics as the U.S., Europe, China, and India account for just over half of the world’s
total GHG emissions (UN, 2019b).
2.3 Structural Adjustment Programs and the Washington Consensus
The proliferation of neoliberalism facilitates the development of policies which
asserts its recommendations onto emerging economies. Policies such as Structural
Adjustment Programs (SAPs) were introduced as a means to correct the perceived
imbalances created by state action in industrializing economies (Shah, 2013). SAPs are
economic policies which countries must follow as a precondition for receiving IMF and
World Bank financial assistance. These policies apply a neoliberal economic ideology
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which promotes the free market with the goal of promoting economic independence.
Under these programs, the IMF and the World Bank encourage deregulation,
privatization, and decentralization. Specifically, these policies promote currency
devaluation, increased interest rates, and austerity (Shah, 2013). These economic policies
aim to make developing economies more attractive for investors, promote free trade, and
balance the national budget. While currency devaluation, liberalization, and deregulation
aim to increase the ability of the developing nation to trade, the IMF also values a
balanced budget. But the IMF does not encourage these nations to raise taxes in
accomplishing this goal; rather it would prefer that a balanced budget be achieved
through reducing government spending (The Whirled Bank Group, 2003).
Reducing government spending results in cuts to investments in education, health
care, social care, and other programs vital to assisting the poorest members of the
population (The Whirled Bank Group, 2003). Despite the criticisms and social unrest
that have resulted from Structural Adjustment Programs, this neoliberal ideology formed
the core of the orthodox approach to development under neoliberalism, the so-called
“Washington Consensus.” In 1989, the Washington Consensus was developed as a list of
reforms argued to be desirable in most Latin American countries. At the time, Latin
America was undergoing policy reforms resulting from its ongoing debt crisis. So, the
Washington Consensus represented a departure from the policies which had previously
been followed in developing countries toward policies regarded as orthodox in the
OECD. This meant moving away from inflation tolerance, import substituting
industrialization, and state intervention in favor of globalization and the promotion of the
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free-market economy. The policy recommendations of the Washington Consensus
promoted deregulation, privatization, and the liberalization of trade and foreign
investment; state-owned enterprises were seen as inefficient and regulations were
perceived as stifling of private businesses (Williamson, 2005). The focus on liberalized
trade and deregulation would allow developing nations to specialize in the production of
goods for which there exists a comparative advantage. By doing so, the industries
involved in trade will be able to capitalize and increase their productive capacity and
efficiency. While this consensus was conceived for Latin America, the Washington
Consensus would become the accepted policy doctrine for international development
(Marangos, 2018).
Ultimately, the Washington Consensus provided ten recommendations to promote
development. These recommendations include the liberalization of trade and foreigndirect investment. Central to this consensus is deregulation which was seen as a method
to eliminate entry barriers for new firms and increase the level of market competition.
This is emphasized by the recommendation that countries privatize state-owned
enterprises. In addition to these recommendations, the Washington Consensus promotes
a cut to the marginal tax rate, fiscal discipline, and the establishment of property rights
(Marangos, 2018). These recommendations serve to perpetuate the Chicago School
economic foundations of the neoliberal model. Through these 10 policy
recommendations, the Washington Consensus imposes this model on industrializing
countries in hope of promoting the fastest possible growth.
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The promotion of a free-market economy was predicted to create jobs and
improve the competitiveness of developing countries on an international scale. The
neoclassical foundation of the policy suggestions aimed to allow developing nations to
capitalize on their comparative advantages in textiles, agriculture, and other primary
goods. This argument echoes those presented during the economic liberalization of
Manchester, England from which the term “neoliberalism” originates. During this time,
David Ricardo (1817) argued that free trade would be more beneficial for England than
implementing protectionist policies. According to Ricardo (1817), without a comparative
advantage, a country will not benefit from restricting trade. Similarly, the HeckscherOhlin model suggests that given assumptions regarding different factor intensities, factor
endowments, tastes, and identical technology, free trade will be beneficial for both
countries. So, the countries will produce and export goods that require relatively
intensive use of inputs abundant in that country. Therefore, in theory, the liberalization
in trade would allow for industrialized nations to specialize in capital while an emerging
regions such as Latin America would specialize in primary commodities.
Under neoliberal development policies, developing countries have assumed the
role as manufacturers for their industrialized counterparts. Globalization as promoted in
the Washington Consensus is the result of technological advancement which has allowed
multinational corporations to segment their production abroad while maintaining low
costs. In order to shift production abroad and increase their profitability, MNCs have
taken advantage of the cheap labor, natural resource abundance, and low environmental
regulation that often characterizes the economy of developing nations. As a result,
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economies have become more globally integrated and developing nations have become
increasingly reliant on foreign investment and modern technology to increase their
production capabilities (Siddiqui, 2012).
The liberalization of international trade coupled with the increased focus on the
privatization of state industries aimed to promote economic growth in Latin America. At
the time of the establishment of the Washington Consensus, Latin America was burdened
by debt2. In theory, promoting growth and fiscal discipline through austerity would allow
Latin America to grow and pay off this debt. The success of the Washington Consensus
at promoting growth, however, is seen as middling in the region. The reduced role of the
state, and thus the increased role of the private sector did not yield the desired growth
rates for the region but did successfully reduce inflation and fiscal imbalances (MorenoBird, Caldentey, & Nápoles, 2005). Under these guidelines, from 1990-2000, Latin
America achieved an average annual growth rate of 3.3% compared to the 1.1% realized
during the previous decade. While this is marked improvement over the stagnation of
the 1980s, it still fell short of the average annual growth rate of 5.5% realized from 195080. With the exception of Chile, during the period of 1990-2003, all Latin American
countries grew at a slower rate than that achieved during 1950-80. Similarly, for most
Latin American countries, labor productivity expanded at a slower pace under the
guidelines of the Washington Consensus than during the three-decade period prior to the

2

During the 1980s, Latin America experienced a debt crisis resulting in what is commonly referred to as
the “lost decade”. The debt crisis arose due to two oil price shocks in the 1970s. These shocks created
current account deficits in many Latin American countries. This resulted in increased borrowing by Latin
America from US commercial banks and other creditors. At the beginning of the decade, total outstanding
debt was $29 billion but rose to $159 billion by the end of 1978, and ultimately rose to $327 billion in 1982
(Sims, 2013).
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stagnation of the 1980s (Moreno-Bird et al., 2005). In addition, evidence arose that these
recommendations were not successful in the long run as Argentina’s growth was shortlived. Furthermore, the success realized by East Asia proved to be a counterpoint to the
Washington Consensus. The East Asian development success was achieved through
targeted state intervention and import substitution3. This allowed for the promotion of
domestic industries and consumption opposed to the promotion of international trade as
suggested in the Washington Consensus. As a result, East Asia achieved growth rates of
5.5% compared to 1.5% achieved in Latin America and -0.1% achieved in Africa, the
latter of which also adopted neoliberal policies (Refai, 2016). The growth achieved by
East Asia serves as an important contradiction to the policy suggestions of the
Washington Consensus.
The guidelines suggested by the Washington Consensus came under more
scrutiny due to the financial crises that impacted East Asia and Latin America in the late
1990s. The suggestions of the Washington Consensus that promoted the liberal reliance
on foreign capital came under fire as a culprit to the crisis. Thus, by 2008, emerging
economies had drastically reduced their exposure to foreign financial markets by keeping
large foreign currency reserves and improving the regulations of their banking systems.
Such policies aimed at insulating emerging markets from the inherent risk realized by the

3

East Asia utilized its government to complement markets. The government sought to implement policies
that ensured macroeconomic stability, regulated financial markets, created markets where they previously
did not exist, ensured direct investment was allocated in a manner to enhance economic growth and
stability, and encouraged private investment and political stability. East Asian countries sought to develop
technological capabilities, promote exports, and build domestic capacity to develop intermediate goods
such as plastics and steel. The government supported these endeavors by investing in education and capital
which yielded technological benefits. Furthermore, the government encouraged exports which supported
its domestic industries. Finally, the state supported firms by providing technology programs which sought
to support research and development (Stiglitz, 1996).
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foreign financial market. In response to these new policies, after the global financial
crisis of 2008, economic performance rebounded, and these countries attained better
economic growth than their developed counterparts (Birdsall & Fukuyama, 2011).
Comparatively, the Washington Consensus encouraged exposure to foreign markets and
the risk that accompanies such exposure. By promoting liberalized trade and foreign
direct investment, the Washington Consensus thought it beneficial for emerging
economies to rely upon foreign capital for production and foreign consumption of its
exports.
So, the Washington Consensus failed to spark the predicted boom and resulted in
increased risk from the greater exposure to foreign capital markets. Furthermore, the
consensus promoted public savings. Like the SAPs that preceded it, the Washington
Consensus encouraged strict austerity measures on government spending which sought to
achieve a fiscal surplus. The coupling of austerity measures and the privatization of state
institutions led to the reduction in social programs and increased inequality. Thus, in
addition to the less than desirable results to economic growth, the Washington Consensus
also increased existing social disparities (Refai, 2016). Furthermore, the consensus’
focus on international trade inherently produces negative externalities in the form of
pollution. Deregulation ensures that both domestic and multinational companies can
invest and produce in a country without any barrier to the resulting emissions. In theory,
this will increase the productive capacity of firms which benefit from a division of labor
and economies of scale attained from international trade.
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2.4 The Post-Washington Consensus
The failures of the Washington consensus led to an expansion of the policy
recommendations. Joseph Stiglitz (1998) cited the East Asian financial crisis as a turning
point on the Washington Consensus. East Asia had not followed the Washington
Consensus closely but realized the most successful growth in history. The East Asian
financial crisis led to supporters of the Washington Consensus’ recommendations
associating their heavier government involvement with East Asia’s financial predicament.
But the departures that East Asia took from the Washington Consensus resulted in a
number of great achievements such as improved lifespans, education, and reduced
poverty. Thus, Stiglitz (1998) argues that the reason for the East Asian financial crisis
was not that the government intervened too much, but it was because it did not intervene
enough. Therefore, the notion of a laissez-faire government as suggested by the
Washington Consensus was the exact reason that the financial crisis occurred. In
Thailand, the failure to implement regulation on government-directed investments in real
estate contributed to the problem. In Korea, a lack of regulations allowed for the lending
to companies which were highly leveraged and had significant governance issues
(Stiglitz, 1998). Additionally, countries which did adhere to the orthodox neoliberalism
presented in the Washington Consensus suffered from financial volatility. Premature
capital account liberalizations exposed countries to risk as they were required to rely on
their weak domestic financial systems and the turbulent foreign market (Güven, 2018).
Therefore, while University of Chicago economists would argue that the East Asian
financial crisis was due to the government involvement which betrays the neoliberal
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recommendations of the Washington Consensus, the root of the problem was the lack of
appropriate regulations. So, the suggestions of the Washington Consensus could not
explain the record growth experienced during the East Asian miracle but could explain
the problems experienced during the region’s financial crisis (Stiglitz, 1998).
The formulation of the post-Washington Consensus is rooted in the persistence of
market imperfections. The previous consensus relied heavily on perfectly competitive
markets prevailing and yielding the most efficient outcome. Market imperfections open a
role for the state to provide services which aim to improve both economic and noneconomic factors (Fine, 2001). Ben Fine (2001) criticizes the new consensus because it
merely builds upon the old consensus opposed to presenting a true evolution. Despite
arguing for social reforms and regulations, the post-Washington Consensus still
suggested that countries liberalize and open their markets (Güven, 2018). Where the
Washington Consensus presented the state in opposition with the market, the postWashington Consensus presents the two entities as complements. So, the main difference
between the two consensus’ is the relationship between the market and the state.
While set in opposition of neoliberalism, the new consensus does not provide
policy commitments such as those promised by the Keynesian promotion of
modernization. The promotion of modernization rested on the idea that the state should
intervene in employment, growth, and structural change as well as the provision of
health, education and welfare. This state intervention would intend to guarantee both
economic and social progress (Fine, 2001). Instead, Stiglitz (1998) presents a rationale
for government intervention, but only due to the presence of market failures which makes
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state intervention the superior alternative. The result is a consensus that maintains the
neoliberal market-orientation of the previous consensus, but also implements the state to
provide good governance, regulatory reforms, and social sustainability (Güven, 2018).
Broadly, the post-Washington Consensus is one that promotes macroeconomic
stability of developing countries. To achieve this, the post-Washington Consensus
outlines the importance of promoting macroeconomic stability by stabilizing
unemployment and promoting long-term growth, implementing sound financial markets
through reform, fostering competition, and increasing the role of the government in the
economy (Stiglitz, 1998).
The recommendations of the post-Washington Consensus grew from the previous
consensus by promoting a more active role for the government in influencing and
sustaining economic growth. Also, the new consensus filled in the gaps of the
Washington consensus and expanded upon some of the overlooked issues. Stiglitz
(1998) saw the Washington Consensus’ focus on inflation control and managing budget
deficits as damaging because it distracted from other sources of instability such as weak
financial sectors. Empirical evidence had revealed that only high inflation, greater than
40% was harmful. Thus, the new consensus would not curtail lower levels of inflation.
Attempting to control lower levels of inflation was seen as not helpful in improving
economic performance of developing economies (Marangos, 2018). Also, the postWashington Consensus highlights the importance of unemployment and economic cycles
in a developing country. While the former consensus overlooked stabilizing
unemployment, the post-Washington consensus asserts that the costs of economic
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downturns can be severe for a developing country. These include disruptions to the
livelihoods of families, increased poverty, decreased living standards, and in the worst
case can evolve into political and social conflict. Additionally, such disruption can
inhibit the ability to finance research and development, thus limiting the technological
advancement of a country and impacting its long-term growth. The solution to protecting
against such economic turmoil is the implementation of sound macroeconomic policy.
Also, implementing regulation or altering the incentives of the financial sector can
insulate the country from severe financial downturns. Both solutions serve to increase
the role of the government which directly contradicts the recommendations of the
Washington Consensus. Similarly, the recommendation that developing countries
undergo some form of financial reform contradicted the old consensus. Instead, it is
asserted that regulation of the financial market serves to reduce risk, promote
competition, protect consumers, and provide marginalized groups access to capital. So,
by implementing regulation, the financial market is less exposed to risk and thus a severe
economic downturn, protects consumers against high prices resulting from unfair
competition, and promotes a more equal distribution of resources. Instead of simply
promoting trade liberalization and deregulation, the post-Washington Consensus aims to
implement a more effective financial system (Stiglitz, 1998).
In addition to an unregulated financial system, the Washington Consensus
encouraged foreign direct investment. In theory, foreign investment would lead to
unimpeded flows of foreign capital which would greatly benefit emerging economies.
The idea was that like the free trade of goods and services, unimpeded foreign investment
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would increase efficiency in emerging markets. But, the impact of free capital markets
was much less clear than that of free trade because of the capital markets’ reliance on the
financial sector. The risk of unregulated capital markets is evidenced by the global
financial crisis of 2008-2009. During this crisis, an open capital market in conjunction
with low levels of regulation resulted in highly leveraged and unregulated financial
institutions (Birdsall & Fukuyama, 2011). The financial sector is able to take risks that
could impose large negative externalities on the economy that a typical manufacturing
firm cannot. Nonetheless, the new consensus contends that maintaining a current account
deficit, which arises when a country invests more than it saves, can be sustainable so long
as the rate of return from the country’s investment in capital exceeds its cost. For
developing countries, it is common for the rate of return to exceed the cost of
international capital, so for many emerging markets, current account deficits are seen as
sustainable under the new consensus (Marangos, 2018). It is vital that countries impose
sound financial regulation to insulate themselves from the risk of investing in foreign
capital. This helps emerging economies avoid the financial crisis experienced by East
Asia and Latin America which prompted the departure from the Washington Consensus.
The post-Washington Consensus also contradicts the conclusions of the original
consensus’ views on trade liberalization. While the new consensus does not necessarily
condemn free trade as a means of achieving growth, it emphasizes the importance of
domestic firms. The argument is that while free-trade hopes to make developing
countries competitive on a global scale, it has failed to do so. Instead, the
implementation of free trade has led to developing countries not being able to compete on
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an international scale. As a result, developing countries found themselves unable to
exercise their comparative advantage. This was the case with domestic primary
producers in Latin America that struggled to remain competitive given foreign
protectionist barriers. Thus, the promotion of competition and innovation amongst
domestic firms is more desirable as it fosters an environment for innovation while
promoting and building the strength of the domestic industry. Additionally, promoting
competition on the export side is equally as important. The conclusion reached by
Stiglitz (1998) is that trade liberalization cannot be relied upon in and of itself to produce
a competitive or innovative economy. The government must encourage domestic
competition in imports and exports if it hopes to allow the country to exercise its
comparative advantage. When emerging countries are able to capitalize on their
comparative advantage, Stiglitz (1998) argues that trade will increase wages and expand
consumption.
Privatization was another core feature of the Washington Consensus that is argued
to stifle competition and innovation. The post-Washington Consensus acknowledges that
both trade liberalization and privatization are important to development, but are not
solutions in themselves. Privatization should follow the establishment of competitive
markets and regulatory agencies (Stiglitz, 1998). Under the previous consensus, the
potential return incentivized countries to privatize quickly and fix any problems after
privatization. Instead, the new consensus recognized the importance in establishing an
effective legal structure regulating bankruptcy, corporate governance, and competition
prior to privatizing state enterprises (Marangos, 2018). Again, this exemplifies the
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tendency of the post-Washington Consensus to merely expand upon its predecessor,
opposed to departing from it. Instead, the post-Washington Consensus warns against premature privatization reasoning that an effective competitive environment for privatization
is not built in developing countries which could result in the creation of unregulated
monopolistic firms which has the effect of higher prices and lower innovation. The
example of this point was that of China which chose to broaden the scope of competition
without privatizing state-owned industries (Rawski, 1999). Eventually, the country
would pursue privatization in the latter stage of its economic reform. Nonetheless, it did
not pursue the rapid privatization of state industries as recommended by orthodox
neoliberalism. China realized and sustained incredible growth for two decades while
countries which focused on the rapid privatization of these industries did not realize the
same level of growth (Rawski, 1999).
In addition to leveraging the state to foster an effective competitive environment
for privatization, the post-Washington Consensus recognizes that the government must
allocate resources to areas which the private sector ignores such as social policy. The
new consensus recommends that government be involved in regulation, social and
economic policy, education, health, environmental protection, etc. Market failures that
are often present in a market economy and lead to both economically inefficient, and
socially suboptimal outcomes. The presence of market failures such as externalities
violate one of the core assumptions of the perfectly competitive market on which the
Washington Consensus is based. For example, pollution is an externality which imposes
a significant cost on society but is not reflected in the price of the good. Therefore, there
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is a need for the government to act and restore the economy to its socially optimal state
by correcting the market failure (Stiglitz, 1998). Prior to the formation of the postWashington Consensus, social policy was often overlooked in favor of policy which
promoted economic efficiency. The Washington Consensus opted to promote efficiency
and fiscal discipline which led to austerity measures that stifled social policy. Without
robust social safety nets, economic instability leaves citizens at risk. In emerging
economies, such risk can lead to political instability given the fragility of their democratic
system (Birdsall & Fukuyama, 2011).
While there are many areas in which the government can complement the market,
Stiglitz (1998) defines two of the main areas as the building of human capital and
transferring of technology. The level and accumulation of human capital is vital to the
country’s long-term growth. For example, in the U.S., an additional year of education
amounts to a rate of return between 5% and 15%. This figure is even more significant in
poorer, developing nations. In East Asia, the government provided universal education
thus increasing its human capital accumulation. Without government intervention, the
market fails to provide a sufficient amount of human capital. This is the result when
dealing with a good that provides a positive externality such as education or health care.
Thus, by aiding in the finance, provision, and access to the good, the government can
ensure an adequate supply (Stiglitz, 1998).
Additionally, the transference of technology provides a vital role for the
government in an economy. The individual returns to research and development in
industrialized countries have been measured at 20% to 30% and social returns reach 50%
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or more. The positive externalities generated by technology are not reflected in an
unregulated market leading to the under-provision of the good. Thus, the similarities
between human capital and technology lead to a similar conclusion: without government
action, the amount of investment in the production and implementation of technology
will fall below the social optimum. From a policy standpoint, the government would
benefit by supporting higher education, thus increasing the level of human capital and
promoting sustained innovation. By supporting tertiary educations in fields such as
science and engineering, a developing nation can hope to achieve sustained growth and
innovation. Furthermore, the transfer of technology can be promoted through foreigndirect investment. This allows countries to assimilate properly and implement
technologies from its resulting investment inflows (Stiglitz, 1998).
The post-Washington consensus built upon the neoliberal Washington Consensus
by improving governance, regulation, and the strength of social policy. The consensus
stresses the need to develop human capital, health, improve income inequality, develop
the political sector of developing nations, and achieve sustainable development. These
focuses result in a more equitable approach to development which seeks to achieve longrun viability. Furthermore, the post-Washington Consensus explicitly addresses the issue
of climate change. In the post-Washington Consensus, the issue of climate change is
recognized as one with global consequences (Stiglitz, 1998). Joint implementation is
proposed as a solution that would provide MNCs with incentives to decrease emissions.
This would lead to these MNCs reducing their overall emissions levels especially in
developing countries. The theory is that because developing countries generally are more
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energy inefficient than their developed counterparts, the marginal cost of reducing
emissions may be substantially lower. As a result, the World Bank has established
investment opportunities in carbon-reducing projects that would aid in a reduction of the
companies’ emissions levels and establish green technology transfers to developing
nations (Stiglitz, 1998). This strategy would require commitments from industrialized
nations and would rely on the market to make such reductions. While the inclusion of
climate change in the post-Washington Consensus is a welcome evolution upon the
previous consensus, it still retains a market-oriented solution.
While the post-Washington Consensus managed to make many vital and
necessary changes to the Washington Consensus, it still failed to fully divorce its policy
recommendations from neoliberalism. Instead, the post-Washington Consensus remains
accommodating of the previous consensus despite its acknowledgement of market
imperfections. By accommodating the ultimate goals of its predecessor, the postWashington Consensus still has a neoliberal viewpoint, albeit one that focuses more on
promoting financial and social stability. The post-Washington Consensus still urged
countries to liberalize and open their markets, but while incorporating the government to
implement regulation that would prevent against economic risk. The new consensus still
urged for privatization, but only after a sufficient environment for competition and
governance was established. The policy recommendations of the post-Washington
Consensus represent merely an expansion to mainstream theory and failed to truly evolve
from the market-dominated approach championed by neoliberalism (Fine, 2001).
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Despite the criticisms of the post-Washington Consensus, it began to supplant its
predecessor as the generally accepted development paradigm. The 2008-2009 financial
crisis presented another case against the reliance on the so-called “U.S. Model”
dominated by orthodox neoliberalism. Because the East Asian Financial Crisis led to the
adoption of stricter regulations which reduced the region’s exposure to the risk of foreign
markets, many developing regions maintained their commitment to free trade and
globalization. The nature of the global financial crisis experienced in 2008-2009 led
developing countries to maintain that the cause of the crisis was strictly limited to the
United States and its financial model. Instead of leading to a departure from the manner
in which emerging economies pursue development, this more recent financial crisis
raised concern regarding the free-market or neoliberal model from which developing
nations had already departed. So, for emerging countries the relatively small government
and free-market focus of the United States did not reflect the structure of their economies,
thus providing no reason to depart from their established development path (Birdsall &
Fukuyama, 2011).
The lessons learned by developing nations during the East Asian financial crisis
helped decrease the dominance of the U.S. free-market, capitalist model. The resilience
of emerging markets during the global financial crisis of 2008-2009 helped lend credence
to their decreased reliance on foreign capital and increased state intervention (Birdsall &
Fukuyama, 2011). The weakening of the Washington Consensus was also evident at the
World Bank and IMF. Both organizations relaxed conditionalities for loans in favor of
financial reforms meant to protect its borrowers from risk (Güven, 2018). While this
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action is due to the acceptance of increased regulations in the face of a severe economic
crisis, it still contradicts the SAPs and recommendations of the Washington Consensus
which had dominated previously.
Ultimately, the weakening of orthodox neoliberalism in favor of a synthesis
between the market and the state does not represent an actual departure toward
sustainability. The post-Washington Consensus utilizes the government to correct market
failures and facilitate an environment that is more conducive to fostering competition in
industrializing countries. As a result, it maintains the ultimate goals of orthodox
neoliberalism, but allows for the government to aid in achieving these goals. Regardless
of government involvement, by promoting privatization and the liberalization of trade
and foreign investment, the result will still be an increase in environmentally damaging
activities through the reliance on the global neoliberal system.
2.5 Weak Sustainability and Decoupling Economic Growth from Environmental
Degradation
Sustainable development, as first defined by the Brundtland Commission (1987),
is development that meets the needs for the current generation, without sacrificing the
ability of the future to meet their needs. Mainstream economists would assert that
infinite economic growth is sustainable due to the weak sustainability hypothesis, which
assumes that all capital is fungible. The weak sustainability hypothesis allows for the
economy to continue producing at its current rate so long as the functions of the
environment both as an output and input are substituted by human-made capital. The
produced capital can be physical, or even technology or knowledge that allows future
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generations to produce the value that was lost from the use of natural capital. So, the use
of natural resources is not harmful if the current generation invests in the capacity of
future generations to do the same (Solow, 1991). By assuring that this level of
sustainability is met, neoclassical economists would argue that future generations are as
well off as the current generation, thus ensuring inter-generational equity. This definition
allows for the market to continue to produce as neoclassical economists intend and
significantly departs from the more traditional definition of sustainability.
In contrast, strong sustainability asserts that natural capital is more than just a
stock of resources that can be substituted by other types of capital. Instead, strong
sustainability views natural capital as a set of complex systems that greatly influence life
either directly or indirectly (Pelenc, Ballet, & Dedeurwaerdere, 2015). But under the
weak sustainability framework, sustainability is achieved so long as future generations
have the option to be as well off as the current generation. The idea is that the current
generation cannot know the tastes and preferences of their successors. Additionally, the
current generation cannot know the state of technology of future generations. Therefore,
adopting a more stringent definition of sustainability focused on preserving the natural
capital stock will serve either to hinder the future or compromise the ability to address
current poverty (Solow, 1991). Under this view, growth is conveniently able to coexist
with ecological conservation.
Should growth be able to coexist with ecological preservation, then the
implication is that the economy can grow indefinitely. Infinite economic growth is
predicated on the ability of countries to decouple economic growth from environmental
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degradation. Should decoupling be possible, GDP growth would be a sustainable goal.
Decoupling can be defined as either relative or absolute. Relative decoupling occurs
when GDP growth outpaces the growth in resource and energy consumption and/or
environmental impact. For example, between 1990 and 2002, China experienced its GDP
growth rates increase by a factor of twenty. Comparatively, over the same period,
China’s energy use rose by a factor slightly greater than four (Ward et. al., 2016). Over
the same period, Germany experienced absolute decoupling as it realized GDP growth
while decreasing energy use and total material use by 10% and 4% respectively. Other
developed countries in the OECD realize a similar pattern as Germany, but with a flat
rate of energy and material use. Between 1990 and 2002, relative decoupling prevails at
the global level with energy and resource use increasing by 54% and 66% respectively
(Ward et. al., 2016).
Between 1990 and 2014, there is similar evidence of relative decoupling. In
measuring the cyclical and trend elasticities of emissions growth for the world’s twenty
largest emitters, the average elasticity has been estimated around 0.5% (Cohen et al.,
2018). So, a one percent increase in economic growth was found to illicit a 0.5%
increase in emissions. The difference between industrialized and emerging markets is
similar with elasticities of 0.4% and 0.6% respectively. In measuring the trend
elasticities, the average elasticity is 0.4%. Also, a greater difference between
industrialized and developing countries was observed with trend elasticities of 0% and
0.7% respectively. Furthermore, for six of the observed countries, the trend elasticities
either were not statistically significant from zero (Italy, Russia, and the Ukraine), or
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negative (France, Germany, and the UK) (Cohen et al., 2018). For these countries, the
evidence would suggest that absolute decoupling has been achieved.
While some global evidence suggests that relative decoupling is occurring, it is
important to note that some mechanisms overestimate the rate at which this is occurring.
For example, many developed countries have implemented global value chains (GVC),
thus separating production from consumption and exporting pollution elsewhere (Cohen
et. al, 2018). GVCs are defined as cross-border production chains which involve multiple
countries. Typically, a GVC will involve multiple sectors and industries, including
extraction and manufacturing. In such chains, the raw material extracted in one country
may be exported to another, then possibly exported again, and so forth until the material
reaches the country of final consumption. In such a case, the value of the raw materials,
as well as the resulting pollution, are attributed to the extracting country (Zhan et al.,
2013).
Today, global value chains make up roughly 70% of international trade (OECD,
2019). GVCs have allowed industrialized economies to utilize foreign direct investment
to export pollution-intensive production processes abroad and import the finished good.
Therefore, the domestic emissions of the country are artificially lowered as the
production process is now performed abroad. In tracking the consumption-based trend
elasticities of the 20 largest emitters, Cohen et al. (2018) demonstrate that the elasticity of
emissions growth rises, especially for advanced economies. The average consumptionbased trend elasticity rose from 0.4% to 0.6%. For industrialized economies, the average
elasticity rose from 0% to 0.5% while emerging economies realized little change at 0.7%.
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For Germany, which had demonstrated absolute decoupling of -0.8% based on
production-based elasticity estimates, rose to -0.4% when using consumption-based
estimates. Similarly, France and Italy no longer demonstrated absolute decoupling after
accounting for consumption (Cohen et al., 2018).
Due to the dominance of global value chains, domestic material consumption
(DMC) can be misleading. Data demonstrates that resource productivity, as measured by
the ratio of GDP to DMC, has increased in most European and OECD countries in the
past decade. The increases in resource productivity suggest a process of decoupling of
economic growth and resource use (Wiedmann et al., 2013). While the increase in
resource productivity seems to support decoupling, the scope of DMC is limited to the
direct resource consumption of the domestic economy. This means that upstream raw
materials consumed due to imported and exported goods originating outside of the
economy are excluded from the measurement (Wiedmann et al., 2013). Thus, there is a
need for another index that considers the impact of global value chains. “Material
footprint” (MF) provides the global allocation of raw material use to the final demand of
an economy. Hence, MF circumvents the issue of the DMC measurement because it
addresses the link between both the start of the production chain and its completion. So,
not only is the domestic economy’s resource use measured, the impact of foreign
production on the final good is also considered (Wiedmann et al., 2013).
As international trade rises, so does a country’s reliance on nondomestic goods.
Thus, relying on the DMC index will overestimate the true resource productivity. By
linking national material flow accounts with a global multiregional input-output model,
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the study calculated the raw material equivalents (RMEs) of trade flows between 186
countries. Then, by adding/subtracting the RME of net imports/exports to the domestic
extraction of the resource, the study obtained the country’s MF. Then, to compare the
result against the traditional method of measuring resource productivity, the MF is
compared to the DMC index (Wiedmann et al., 2013).
In 2008, the global MF was equal to 70 billion metric tons (Gt). Of this amount,
29 Gt was indirectly related with trade flows between the 186 countries included in the
study. The Chinese economy had the largest MF of 16.3 Gt which amounted to double
the amounts seen in the U.S. and quadruple the amounts of Japan and India. The source
of this large share of MF was the rapid industrialization and urbanization experienced in
China. Additionally, China has the largest share of MF associated with exports (7.3 Gt)
indicating that the country produces a large amount of goods tied to foreign consumption
(Wiedmann et al., 2013). The traditional method of measuring resource productivity
would fail to identify this anomaly. Using the traditional model, 7.3 Gt of the country’s
material footprint would not be captured because it is associated with foreign
consumption.
While China holds the largest MF attributable to exports, it holds the smallest
levels of RMEs attributable to imports. Industrialized economies have significantly
higher levels of RMEs tied to imports. So, it follows that as countries industrialize their
MF per capita grows substantially larger than their DMC per capita. (Wiedmann et al.,
2013). This suggests that as these economies grow, they tend to rely on other countries
for production. Hence, the traditional DMC measure of resource productivity becomes
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misleading because the use of raw materials in production is not done in the home
country. So, for emerging economies such as Brazil, India, and China, the gap between
per capita MF and DMC is small. But, for industrialized countries such as Japan and the
UK, which rely heavily on imports for final consumption, per capita DMC has declined
but per capita MF has increased (Wiedmann et al., 2013).
The material footprint of industrialized nations provides evidence of the growing
reliance on other countries in a globalized economy. This has led to an apparent
decoupling of economic growth and pollution. OECD countries have managed to realize
economic growth while domestic material consumption has been maintained or
decreased. But the MF has grown at the same pace as GDP which indicates that resource
productivity has not improved as the GDP/DMC ratio would suggest. This casts doubt
on the existence of decoupling in industrialized nations. For emerging economies, data
suggests that China and India achieved relative decoupling according to both measures.
But, for resource-exporting nations such as Chile, Brazil, and Russia, a decrease in
resource productivity was realized. Conversely, South Africa managed to realize
absolute decoupling according to both measures (Wiedmann et al., 2013).
While emerging nations managed to experience different results than their
industrialized counterparts, the data contradicts the notion that decoupling is possible at
higher levels of income. The pattern of the OECD countries indicates that richer nations
rely more on foreign countries to produce and supply inputs in production. In this case,
pollution is merely moved abroad and neither the nation’s material footprint nor its global
emissions are reduced. Nonetheless, this pattern has attributed to the apparent relative
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decoupling experienced in industrialized economies. Furthermore, this method has found
support amongst those who target growth. The method of migrating pollution to least
developed countries was argued as more efficient in a controversial memo written by
World Bank chief economist Lawrence Summers (1991). In his 1991 memo, Summers
argued for more migration of polluting industries under the auspice of efficiency. This
contentious memo argued that because the opportunity cost of pollution depends on the
foregone earnings resulting from increased morbidity and mortality, then the pollution
should occur in a country with the lowest wages. Additionally, Summers (1991) asserted
that the costs of pollution are likely to be non-linear, with a low initial cost. Summers
(1991) saw countries in Africa as “under-polluted”, thus allowing for cost-savings in
migrating pollution to the region. Lastly, the memo cites that demand for a clean
environment over aesthetic and health concerns is likely to occur at relatively higher
incomes. Furthermore, it is argued that the aesthetic reasons for demanding an increase
in air quality are not relevant because trade in goods that are aesthetic reducing could be
welfare enhancing. Because clean air is non-tradeable, least developed countries would
benefit more from the trade in goods which may damage the air quality (Summers, 1991).
The argument presented by the chief economist of the World Bank demonstrates
the problem with mainstream economic theory in recognizing needs aside from those
promoted by the free market. In his memo, Summers (1991), merely addresses three
arguments for promoting the migration of pollution abroad. These arguments overlook
the feedback asserted by pollution on the global environment, and completely renders
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unimportant the externalities imposed on the environment and people of developing
nations.4
Another caveat to the global evidence of relative decoupling is that absolute
decoupling is necessary for climate stabilization and, more generally, for ecological
preservation (Ward et. al., 2016).

Under relative decoupling, resource and energy

consumption still grow albeit at a slower rate than economic growth. In a world with
finite resources and a limited capacity for pollution, these figures cannot continue to
increase. Thus, relative decoupling merely suggests an increase in resource efficiency,
while absolute decoupling indicates a break in the dependency on environmentally
damaging practices. Furthermore, the increases in resource efficiency may actually
increase the demand for the resource rather than conserving it. This relationship is
described as the Jevons’ paradox. In analyzing coal, Stanley Jevons asserted that
technological efficiency gains resulted in increased demand and use of coal, iron, and
other resources which were thought to be conserved as a result of the gains5.

4

The pursuit of economic growth may also be associated with undesirable social effects. For instance, GDP
may be growing rapidly while the working class fails to see real gains in income. In America, despite
production growth, data demonstrates rising inequality and worsening wage gaps by gender and race. As
the economy has expanded, wages have grown, albeit at a rate slower than what would be expected for a
country experiencing low unemployment (Gould, 2019). This could result in overall GDP growth
concentrated to a wealthy minority who may not increase their consumption of energy and resources. Since
1979, real hourly pay for most American workers diverged significantly from economic growth. From
1979 to 2017, productivity grew 70.3% while wages grew merely 11.1%. But, over this same period, the
top one percent of earners realized cumulative gains in annual salaries of 157.3%. (Gould, 2019).
Stanley Jevons addresses coal efficiency as a means to enhance England’s material and intellectual
prosperity. Jevons saw coal as the driver of progress but recognized the finite availability of the resource.
Jevons argued that increased coal efficiency leads to increased coal consumption based on the concepts of
profitability, technological innovation, and consumer behavior. His main concern was the increasing rate
of consumption that was perceived to threaten the stock of the resource. With the impending shortage of
coal, more efficient technologies and resource use were perceived as the main tools to combat the falling
stock of the resource. But Jevons believed that it was the more efficient technologies that would lead to
excessive consumption. The primary example provided by Jevons was the case of Savery’s steam engine
of 1698. The steam engine was designed to pump water from coal mines, but the machine wasted too much
5
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Furthermore, technological change has largely driven historic increases in
production and consumption (Alcott, 2005). Intuitively, efficiency gains are thought to
induce the opposite effect. More efficient resources suggest that fewer resources are
required in production. But, historically, more efficient technology and resource use has
led to the pursuit of more rapid growth. Technological advances have allowed for
rampant growth in agriculture, mining, production, etc. all of which have contributed to
greater levels of consumption. Theories of economic growth consider a large portion of
progress as the result of technological advancements. So, if this relationship persists,
then policies promoting efficiency gains in polluting resources will prove counterproductive; rather efficiency gains should be offset by quotas or rationing of the resource
(Alcott, 2005).
The Jevons’ paradox is based on the notion of rebound. This occurs as increased
resource efficiency causes a decline in the price of the commodity. Increased resource
efficiency leads to less resources being required to yield the same output, thus with the
same amount of resources, more energy can be created. This leads to a fall in price
resulting in a corresponding increase in demand. Should the energy savings be
outweighed by the increase in demand, then no savings occur (Alcott, 2005). Jevons, in
describing the paradox alluded to the notion that several factors compound and lead to
this result. The price effect of increased resource efficiency was compounded by the
income effect that may follow technological savings. By, increasing technological and
resource efficiency, a firm is able to increase their profits, allowing them to increase

heat. Thus, the coal-fueled steam engine needed to become more efficient. Once the machine became
more efficient, previously inaccessible coal deposits were made available (Alcott, 2005).
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wages and dividends as well as reduce prices; all of which positively impact demand
(Alcott, 2005). All of these factors contribute to Jevons’ ultimate conclusion that
increased resource efficiency leads to an increase in demand. The policy implication of
the Jevons’ paradox is that for policies promoting resource efficiency to be effective,
policies promoting energy conservation will be necessary. For example, taxing carbondioxide emissions will result in efficiency increases meant to offset the tax. But, should
policy target impact as well, either through rationing and/or quotas, then true progress
can be made (Alcott, 2005). The Jevons’ paradox demonstrates the importance of
striving for absolute decoupling. The increased resource efficiency of relative decoupling
merely indicates that the same level of resources can achieve a higher level of output.
According to Jevons, this results in decreased prices and increased demand of the
resource. This paradox allows for great GDP growth relative to resource use due to the
increased levels of consumption resulting from the efficiency gains. In countries such as
China where relative decoupling is observed, technological advancement has allowed for
great efficiency gains, but resource use is still rising (Ward et. al., 2016). While the gains
in technological efficiency result in a more efficient resource, demand and utilization of
that resource has grown in pursuit of higher levels of economic growth.
The perceived influence of technology on environmental sustainability is evident
in the interpretation of the IPAT formula. Originally, the IPAT formula was not meant to
present a path in influencing environmental sustainability. Rather, it sought to identify
the key contributors of unsustainability. The shift in interpretation is reflective of a shift
among many environmentalists with regard to technology (Chertow, 2001). In the early
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1970s, the initial IPAT equation was credited to Paul Ehrlich and John Holdren (as cited
in Chertow, 2001, p. 14). Ehrlich and Holdren sought to confirm their view that
population was the dominant contributor to the environmental crisis. As a result,
technology does not play as prominent of a role in Ehrlich and Holdren’s equation (as
cited in Chertow, 2001, p. 15). This initial equation simply stated that impact was equal
to the product of population, and impact per capita. So, technology is not a separate
variable, rather it influences impact per capita. Ehrlich and Holdren saw technology as
having an indeterminate effect on per capita impact despite increases in consumption.
This view demonstrates the positive role that technology can have. Still, the theory
asserts that technology can only delay certain environmental trends, not completely avert
them (as cited in Chertow, 2001, p. 16). Conversely, Barry Commoner viewed
technology as playing a more pivotal role in the environmental crisis. He saw the
progression of pollution in the United States as the fault of technological innovation
realized since the end of World War II. Because the new technology had a significantly
higher environmental impact than the technology that it replaced, Commoner asserted
that the post-war technological innovation was the primary reason for the growing
environmental crisis (as cited in Chertow, 2001, p.16).
The IPAT formula demonstrates the relationship between environmental impact,
population size, economic affluence, and technology. The equation is presented as
follows:
𝐼 = 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑥

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑥
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑
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where “population” represents the size of the U.S. population during a given period,
“economic good” expresses the amount of a particular good produced or consumed
during a given year, and “pollutant” refers to the amount of a particular pollutant emitted
(as cited in Chertow, 2001, p.16). The ratio of “economic good” to “population” can be
interpreted as affluence. While the ratio of “pollutant” to “economic good” is seen as the
environmental impact generated per unit of production, thus representing the technology
variable. After simplifying the equation, impact is equal to the amount of the pollutant
released (Chertow, 2001).
Eventually, environmentalists would shift toward technological optimism. This
demarcation is contributed to the Brundtland Commission (1987), which determined that
unrestrained economic growth would lead to environmental collapse. Based on this
framework, economies would need to pursue sustainable development. The goal of
sustainable development led to the view that economic growth must be accompanied by
technological advances to lessen the burden on the environment. With GDP growth as
the main goal of an economy, it is not feasible to expect a decrease in affluence.
Populations will continue to grow and limiting such growth is either unethical or
unpractical. So, technology is the only variable that can be successfully controlled. By
increasing technological innovation, a resource may become more efficient, or possibly
new resources or techniques of production will become viable. As suggested by the
Jevon’s paradox, merely rendering a resource more effective may not successfully induce
conservation. This may induce relative decoupling, but resource use will still increase,
and the environment degraded albeit at a slower rate than economic growth. But, by
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utilizing technological advancement to better integrate, for example, renewable resources
into our energy mix and break the dependence on fossil fuels, then absolute decoupling
may be realized.
2.6 The Environmental Kuznets Curve
Technological optimism and the desire to make growth compatible with
environmental sustainability underlie the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC), which
was developed in the early 1990s. The concept was a product of Gene Grossman and
Alan Krueger’s (1991) study on the potential environmental impacts of NAFTA resulting
from the liberalization of trade and foreign direct investment. The framework was meant
to quell fears of environmentalists concerned that liberalized trade would result in more
pollution and the abuse of natural resources (Grossman & Krueger, 1991).6
The EKC derives its name from the work of Simon Kuznets who ascribed an
inverted U-shaped relationship between economic development and income inequality
(Fakih & Marrouch, 2019). Similarly, the EKC provides a conceptual framework
explaining the relationship between economic development and the environment based
on the standard theory. The EKC demonstrates the theoretical relationship between
income per capita and pollution. It suggests that during the industrialization process,

6

NAFTA led many environmentalists to voice concerns regarding environmental regulations which were
overlooked in the pursuit of international competitiveness. Indicative of the environmental threats imposed
by free-trade agreements was the maquiladora sector. Policy allowing the duty-free import of production
inputs, allowed Mexico to use the maquiladoras to produce American exports. But a lack of regulations
allowed the sector to contribute to poor environmental and social conditions (Grossman & Krueger, 1991).
Supporters of free-trade policy argue that the environmental impact of the policy may not be necessarily
negative. Should trade exist according to comparative advantage in factor abundance or technology, then
the composition effect on the environment is ambiguous. The ambiguity arises because it may not be clear
whether pollution intensive sectors will expand or contract as a result of trade. Lastly, supporters argue that
free-trade agreements can result in gains to environmental sustainability as more efficient technology is
transferred from more affluent nations to foreign producers (Grossman &Krueger, 1991).
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when the citizens of a country are poor, pollution and environmental degradation will rise
together with economic growth. But, once the per capita income of a country reaches a
certain threshold, citizens would demand increases in the quality of the environment
(Mäler, 2013). This suggests that environmental quality is a luxury good that will be
demanded when a country has reached a certain income threshold. Therefore, the EKC
presents an inverted-U shaped curve that initially demonstrates a positive relationship
with per capita income and emissions, then flattens and becomes negative after a certain
level of per capita income is achieved. The existence of the EKC relationship would
suggest that industrialization will result in higher per capita incomes, which will result in
increases in environmental quality. This theoretical pattern intends to represent the
typical pattern of development. Typically, as an economy industrializes, it moves from
an agricultural-based economy to an industrial-based economy. This shift results in a
higher dependency on polluting resources, thus environmental impact increases. But, as
the income of the country rises, it eventually transitions toward a service-based economy
and its environmental impact lessens. Furthermore, such economic advancement would
result in more monetary gains which could be invested in environmental conservation and
pollution abatement. Essentially, this idea places a portion of the burden of reducing
GHG emissions on future generations by allowing the current one to develop and emit as
needed. But this is difficult because allowing for the initial level of emissions could be
irreparably damaging should its impact be severe. So, future generations would not be
able to completely remedy the levels of emissions should their predecessors pollute
beyond a certain threshold. If developing countries wish to follow the path predicted by
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the EKC, the declining emissions associated with the second half of this curve may not be
enough to salvage the environment.
In Grossman and Krueger’s model (1991), the EKC put in relation concentrations
of sulfur dioxide and economic growth. Anthropogenic sulfur dioxide emissions
originate from the burning of fossil fuels in electricity generation and heating, the
smelting of non-iron ores, automobile exhaust, and the chemical industry. Containing
such pollution would require the implementation of desulfurization equipment in
polluting facilities, transitioning to low-sulfur grade coal, or by moving away from coal
completely. The concentration of the observed pollution is dependent both on the amount
emitted by natural and human sources, as well as the ability of the atmosphere to absorb
the pollution. Therefore, the model analyzes the relation of sulfur-dioxide concentration
to the GDP per capita of the country that houses the testing site, the characteristics of the
site and city, and a time trend. For example, the regional characteristics included the
model are whether the city was on a coastline, the population density, and whether it was
ruled by Communist government. The time trend allows the model to observe whether
the test site is abating or worsening emissions over time (Grossman & Krueger, 1991).
Additionally, the model estimates the impact of international trade on pollution. This
was included to address the belief that the intensity of trade increases the levels of
pollution within a country. By including the country’s trade intensity as a variable,
Grossman and Krueger (1991) sought to capture its impact on the concentration of sulfurdioxide.
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The results of the Grossman and Krueger (1991) model were measured across
multiple income ranges. The observed coefficients on these income ranges demonstrated
the amount of additional pollution a country in the given income range is estimated to
have relative to a country in the preceding income range. In measuring the estimated
relationship between sulfur-dioxide and per capita GDP at the 50th and 95th percentile of
daily measurements, the concentration of the pollutant was observed to rise at low
income levels and fall with a per capita GDP in the range of $5,000 to $14,000, then
leveling off with the potential to rise again. The median turning point observed in the
relationship at the median level was observed at $4,119, whereas the turning point at the
95th percentile was measured at $4,630. The model rejects the hypothesis that sulfurdioxide pollution is unrelated to per capita GDP at a significance level of 99% (Grossman
& Krueger, 1991).
Unsurprisingly, the model found that concentrations of sulfur dioxide were higher
in the city-center than the suburbs and lower in residential areas compared to commercial
and industrial areas. Additionally, areas of high population density were found to result
in more pollution. Also, the concentration of sulfur-dioxide was found to be higher in
Communist-ruled countries. And contrary to environmentalist concerns, the model found
that sulfur dioxide emissions were significantly lower in sites belonging to countries
heavily engaged in international trade (Grossman & Krueger, 1991). The model notes
that they had no economic explanation for this finding. But it may be reflective of
foreign direct investment displacing technology which uses resources that emit this
particular pollutant. Ultimately, the results of the model indicate an inverted U-shaped
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relationship between pollution and income per capita, thus providing the basis of the
EKC (Grossman & Krueger, 1991).

Figure 2.2. The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC).
Source: Mäler, 2013.
Despite the initial findings from Grossman and Krueger’s model, the validity of
the EKC is contentious. In general, evidence of the EKC has been inconclusive in
economic literature. In reviewing earlier EKC studies, David Stern (2004) analyzed the
existence of an EKC. While several preceding studies confirmed the relationship of an
EKC, Stern (2004) argues that the relationship is not as clear. Earlier models, such as
the one conducted by Grossman and Krueger (1991) assume that there is no feedback
from environmental damage on the economy. Thus, these earlier models assume that the
economy is sustainable.
Stern (2004) described the relationship as indicated by the conventional EKC
hypothesis as one of four possible scenarios. In addition to the conventional scenario, the
“new toxics” scenario describes the case where new pollutants do not demonstrate an
inverted U-shaped relationship. Unlike the conventional EKC, the “new toxics” scenario
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results in a monotonically increasing EKC. Where traditional pollutants, such as sulfur
and nitrogen oxides, may have demonstrated such a relationship, newer pollutants, such
as carcinogenic chemicals and carbon dioxide, do not. Also, a “race to the bottom”
scenario may demonstrate a monotonically increasing pattern. This scenario arises when
industrialized countries outsource their production processes to developing countries. In
accordance with the Hecksher-Ohlin trade theory, under free-trade, developed countries
will specialize in the industries which utilize a relatively abundant factor. So, developing
countries often will specialize in labor and natural resources resulting in increased levels
of production and emissions. The result is not a true abatement of pollution, rather a shift
in responsibility from rich to poor countries. As a result, developing economies will find
it difficult to abate emissions as the pressures induced by globalization mount. The final
proposed scenario is a revised EKC which does not reject the conventional inverted Ushaped pattern. Instead, the revised scenario suggests that the curve shifts downward and
to the left due to technological advancement. The main contribution of this revised
scenario is the assessment that environmental improvements are possible for emerging
economies and that their peak level of degradation will be lower than those countries that
developed earlier. Unlike the “new toxics” and “race to the bottom” scenarios, the
revised EKC suggests that globalization is good for the environment. The revised EKC is
predicated on the idea that environmental regulation increases with income especially
from low to middle income levels. Additionally, the liberalization of developing
countries encouraged more efficient use of inputs and less subsidization of the
environmentally damaging activities (Stern, 2004).
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Stern (2004) points out that many of the econometric models used to predict an
EKC relationship suffer from biases that impact the result. For example, these models
often suffer from an omitted variable bias which results in regressors being correlated
with omitted variables leading to biased coefficients. Additionally, these studies which
use the EKC model are highly dependent on the sample of countries used. For example,
in analyzing a study of 74 countries, it was found that non-OECD countries demonstrated
significantly higher turning points than those belonging to the OECD. When resolving
some of these statistical criticisms, studies have found higher turning points and a
possibly monotonic relationship between income and emissions. Thus, Stern (2004)
concludes that there is little evidence of the existence of an inverted U-shaped
relationship as predicted by the conventional EKC. In reviewing the existing empirical
analyses, it is not clear that there exists a predictable relationship between pollution and
income per capita. Stern (2004) argues that the shape of this relationship will be a
combination of the “new toxics” and revised EKC scenarios. The income elasticity of
emissions is likely to be less than one but not negative in wealthy countries as theorized
by the conventional EKC hypothesis (Stern, 2004).
A more recent study analyzing the EKC relationship found similarly inconclusive
results. In studying twenty OECD countries from 1870 to 2014, nine of the twenty
countries supported an EKC relationship with different turning points of income per
capita (Churchill, Inekwe, Ivanovski, & Smyth, 2018). The study predicted the
relationship between carbon-dioxide emissions and GDP per capita, the ratio of net
imports/exports to GDP, population size, and financial development (Churchill et al.,
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2018). According to the EKC hypothesis, initially, the coefficient on GDP per capita will
be positive because carbon-dioxide emissions and environmental degradation are
predicted to rise with GDP. But, later in an economy’s development, the EKC predicts
an improvement in environmental quality due to technological advancement and a
demand for improvement. As a result, the model predicts a negative coefficient after a
certain turning point. This allows for the model to capture the EKC hypothesis which
predicts that after a certain level of income, further increases in GDP will lead to lower
carbon-dioxide emissions (Churchill et al., 2018).
These turning points have a wide range with the lowest occurring in Australia at
$2,679 and the highest in France at $170,520. Also, the study found that given the
turning points, carbon-dioxide emissions should be declining in six of the countries
where income per capita is higher than the respective thresholds. Should these countries
be experiencing a rising level of emissions, the existence of an N-shaped relationship
may be present. An N-shaped relationship would suggest that there exists a secondturning point in which emissions rise again after a period of decline. The study found
that such a relationship exists for Australia, Canada, and Japan, while an inverted-N
shaped EKC was found in Denmark. Spain and the UK which are the remaining
countries that demonstrated an income per capita beyond the observed threshold, did not
demonstrate an N-shaped relationship (Churchill et al., 2018).
In eleven of the twenty observed OECD countries, the existence of an EKC
relationship was not observed. Of these eleven countries, Norway, New Zealand, and
Portugal, demonstrated a statistically significant U-shaped relationship. For these
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countries, the opposite of the EKC hypothesis was true. This means that emissions
decline as income per capita increases, then increase after a certain threshold. The
turning points observed in the study suggest that the emissions for each of these three
countries should be increasing. Norway realized its turning point in 1967 which
coincided with increased exploitation of natural resources by drilling for oil in the North
Sea. New Zealand’s turning point was in 1952 and coincided with a boom in the demand
for wool. Up until this point, New Zealand’s economy was largely agricultural, but a
global boom in the demand for wool led to the country engaging in international trade
which led to an increase in emissions. Furthermore, the country realized an energy crisis
which led to industrial production based on the country’s supply of natural gas. This led
to higher energy production and an increase in exports such as methanol, urea fertilizer,
and petrol which further exacerbated its emissions. Portugal’s turning point was realized
in 1961 and is associated with the implementation of government policy designed to
stimulate development after a period of poor development and growth rates. While this is
known as the “Portuguese economic miracle”, it highlights the role economic
development plays in a country’s emissions. This policy implementation led to an
increase in production, consumption, and trade which stimulated Portugal’s economic
growth, but also contributed to increased emissions (Churchill et al., 2018). The
evidence of the countries that did not demonstrate the EKC suggest that the curve may
vary by region. For Norway, New Zealand, and Portugal, the EKC did not hold due to a
number of different reasons such as technological innovations, market shocks, and
political motivations. So, while the EKC hypothesis would support the ability for
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countries to develop, then decrease emissions, the inconsistent data found with countries
that experience the opposite provides an environmental argument against traditional
development. Because of the case of a U-shaped relationship between greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and income per capita, the long-run result is an increase in emissions
which contributes to climate change and exacerbates its impact.
Evidence of the EKC often varies between regions. The hypothesis may be
observed in certain regions, but not others. A study of fourteen Asian countries
exemplifies this point. The study used annual data from 1990 to 2011 from Bangladesh,
China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Oman,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, and the United Arab Emirates (Apergis & Ozturk,
2014). Notably, the study analyzes the existence of the EKC in a region which has
experienced rapid development. To determine the presence of the EKC relationship the
analysis uses a multivariate model which includes data for: CO2 emissions (CO2), GDP
per capita (YC) in 2005 US dollars, population density (POPD), size of the land (LAND),
industrial share of total GDP (SHARE), government expenditures (G), and the quality of
institutions. To measure the quality of institutions four indicators are used: (i) political
stability and the absence of violence (POL), (ii) government effectiveness (GOV), (iii)
the quality of regulation (REG), and (iv) the control of corruption (COR). The alternative
model adds the variable YLAND which expresses the scale of economic activity per unit
of land (Apergis & Ozturk, 2014).
Given the EKC hypothesis, the study makes inferences regarding the signs of the
coefficients. The coefficient for YLAND is expected to be negative because emissions
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tend to rise with increased economic activity. The SHARE variable is expected to
demonstrate a positive relationship because as industries become richer, an increase in
emissions can be expected. The YC variable is predicted to have a positive relationship
with carbon dioxide emissions because high income levels are associated with high levels
of production. And the POPD variable may have a positive or negative relationship with
pollution. The ambiguous relationship arises because more densely populated cities
produce more emissions but may also demand more pollution abatement. Also,
government expenditures (G) are forecasted to produce higher levels of economic growth
which lead to higher levels of pollution. The indexes used to model the quality of
government institutions are all anticipated to exert downward pressure on the level of
emission concentration because a more stable and effective government tends to lead
toward lower emissions (Apergis & Ozturk, 2014).
For the 14 Asian countries, the results of the model are consistent with the
author’s predictions. The results have both the expected signs and are statistically
significant leading to empirical support of the EKC in these countries. Among the
countries measured, China and India were the fastest growing and largest polluters.
China and India lead the world in both economic growth and growth in energy demand.
Combined, the two countries accounted for 10% of the world’s total energy consumption
in 1990 and grew to 21% in 2008 (Apergis & Ozturk, 2014). The empirical evidence of
an EKC in these countries leads the study to suggest that some measures should be taken
to reduce emissions without sacrificing economic growth. The policies suggested
implementing regulations on greenhouse gas emitting industries, increasing the utilization
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of biodiesel fuels, improving renewable energy sources such as solar and wind, and
supporting investment in green technologies (Apergis & Ozturk, 2014). These measures
aim to reduce emissions without sacrificing growth in these countries. Still, the authors
warn against simply relying on economic growth as a cure for environmental
degradation. The goal of these countries should be to reduce the carbon intensity of
energy emitted per unit of energy consumed. While emissions may decline as demand
for abatement rises, if the energy mix remains biased toward fossil fuels, then it will be
difficult to achieve this energy goal (Apergis & Ozturk, 2014).
In observing a different developing region of the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA), Fakih and Marrouch (2019) used data spanning the period of 1980-2010 across
10 countries. The study found that emissions per capita are monotonically increasing
with income. Thus, due to no evidence that this relationship will reverse, the study
suggests a rejection of the EKC hypothesis in this region. This relationship can be
indicative of the fact that several countries within the region have greatly increased their
use of energy derived from fossil fuels, but environmental policy has yet to be addressed
(Fakih & Marrouch, 2019). The evidence from the MENA region further demonstrates
the inconsistency of the EKC hypothesis. Furthermore, Fakih and Marrouch (2019)
relaxed some of the assumptions made by the original EKC hypothesis which yielded the
monotonic relationship. Many EKC models use a parametric model which assumes the
fit of the model. When removing the parametric assumption, Fakih and Marrouch (2019)
found that the data strongly rejected the EKC hypothesis. To evidence the impact that
parametric modeling has on EKC analysis, the researchers estimated the same model
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using a linear, quadratic, and cubic specification. By doing so, the quadratic and cubic
specifications demonstrated support for the strong EKC hypothesis. This suggests that
both the regional differences and method of the model contribute to the observed
disparities in the relationship between income and emissions between countries (Fakih &
Marrouch, 2019).
The result of these studies suggests that the existence of the EKC very much
depends on the country and its historical experiences. There is no guarantee that a
country will observe the theoretical EKC relationship. The country may experience a
relationship like Norway, New Zealand, and Portugal where more income per capita
results in an initial drop in pollution, but eventually leads to an increase. Given the need
for an overall reduction in pollution, it is easy to see how this would be a worrisome
relationship for developing countries to rely on. Alternatively, a country may simply
observe no relationship between income per capita and pollution. In the study conducted
by Churchill et al. (2018), this was the case for Austria, Greece, Italy, Sweden, and
Switzerland. The lack of a relationship supports the neutrality hypothesis, which
indicates that there is no structural relationship between carbon-dioxide emissions (and,
more generally, environmental indicators) and income per capita. In these countries, the
lack of relationship may be explained by their historical development.7

7

Theoretically, the pattern of development is expected to evolve from an agrarian, to industrialized, and
finally to a service-based economy. But this does not occur universally. In Italy, the transition from an
agrarian to industrial economy was short-lived. Due to an oil crisis in the 1970s, and a recession in the
early 1990s, the Italian economy experienced slow growth. So, despite its transition toward an
industrialized economy, the Italian economy imposed little environmental impact. Greece has maintained a
unique position amongst European producers. It did not follow the traditional evolution from primary, to
secondary, to tertiary production, but rather has long maintained a strong service sector and a relatively
small industrial sector. Switzerland and Austria have long maintained strong industrial sectors, but this led
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While the majority of the OECD countries observed by Churchill et. al. (2018)
did not experience a relationship as predicted by the EKC hypothesis, five countries did.
Finland, France, Spain, the UK, and the US all experienced an inverted-U shaped
relationship between income per capita and pollution. But, the income per capita at the
predicted turning point where emissions would decline in the US, Finland, and France are
relatively high and have yet to be reached. Conversely, in the UK and Spain, both have
experienced their turning point. The United Kingdom’s turning point is one that is
attributed to decreases in the use of coal and an increase to the overall price of fossil
fuels. During the late 80s and early 90s large investments were made in the combined
cycle gas turbine which led to a significant decrease in the reliance on coal. The First
Gulf war created a price shock for fossil fuels which decreased the use and reliance on
these materials. The UK has experienced a drastic decline in emissions of 38% between
1990 and 2017. Furthermore, in 2017, its decreased utilization of coal contributed to the
UK achieving carbon-dioxide emissions at its 1890 level. Similarly, Spain’s turning
point is indicated by another economic crisis. Spain was one of the countries most
affected by the global economic crisis experienced in 2008 and 2009. From 2000 to
2007, Spain experienced an increasing level of emissions before declining by 25.4% by
2016 (Churchill et al., 2018).
The mixed results supporting the EKC suggests that the hypothesis may not be a
reliable predictor of a country’s relationship between development and emissions (or,
more generally, the environmental impact of economic growth). Churchill et. al. (2018)

to significant R&D that resulted in the proliferation of cleaner technology offsetting the expected
environmental impact (Churchill et al., 2018).
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found support for the EKC, but also found that in 90% of the OECD countries observed,
there is either no EKC, an N-shaped EKC, or an EKC with a turning point that occurs in
the long-run. The data suggests that the existence of the theoretical relationship as
outlined by the EKC is very much dependent on the experience of the individual country.
This critique was levied by Stern (2004) in analyzing studies which argued for the
existence of the EKC. Empirical analysis has further cemented this by observing the
EKC in certain countries and regions such as East Asia, but not others such as the Middle
East and Northern Africa (Apergis & Ozturk, 2014; Fakih & Marrouch, 2019). In the
case of the Middle East and Northern Africa, Fakih and Marrouch (2019) found that the
relationship between per capita income and emissions is monotonically increasing.
Given the inconsistent results from the OECD countries, developing countries
could be expected to follow a similar pattern. Additionally, should these countries follow
the same relationship as a country such as the U.S., the turning point at which emissions
would decrease may be at sufficiently high levels of income and thus be located far in the
future. So, the dilemma that exists is which path developing countries choose to follow.
Are these countries bound to follow a neoliberal development model, or focus on the
implementation of social safety nets, supporting domestic industry, reducing inequality,
and placing environmental sustainability at the core of their economic strategy?
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Chapter 3: Alternatives to the Growth Imperative
3.1: Alternative Theories of Development
The current global economy is not compatible with environmental sustainability.
The dominance of neoliberalism in the global economy has led to significant destructive
environmental implications that pose a threat to future generations. As a result, the
traditional development path as defined by the Washington and post-Washington
Consensuses cannot be made compatible with sustainability. While the post-Washington
consensus recognizes a role for the government based on the existence of market failures,
both consensuses promote economic growth based on the market, foreign investment, and
trade. Because both promote the same neoliberal development ideals, negative
environmental externalities result. The inconsistency of the Environmental Kuznets
Curve and the failure of the economy to achieve absolute decoupling demonstrate the
inability of the neoliberal development model to coexist with environmental
sustainability.
The inclusion of human development will be very important in the role that
developing countries play in climate change. The Washington Consensus’
recommendations ignored these indicators and focused merely on GDP growth. The
post-Washington Consensus retained a mainstream foundation but introduced important
expansions. Nonetheless, the neoliberal foundation of these expansions overlooks the
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impacts of production on the environment. Ultimately, to achieve a transition toward an
environmentally sustainable growth model, the role of the environment in our economy
must be considered. Ecological economic theory represents such a departure from
mainstream thought.
The ecological approach is often in direct opposition of the orthodox approach.
The core tenets of the theory are that the economic system is merely a subset of the
ecological system, sustainability should reflect ecological criteria opposed to economic
criteria, and a variety of academic disciplines should be considered when considering
environmental issues. Thus, this branch of economics is much more considerate of the
role that the environment plays in production. This is exemplified by the expanded
circular flow model implemented in ecological economics. Where the standard circular
flow model demonstrates the manner in which goods and services, capital, payments and
wages move through the economy, the expanded circular flow model incorporates our
reliance on the ecological system. The standard circular flow model utilized by
mainstream economics suggests that the economic system can grow indefinitely because
it is not constrained by environmental limitations. Instead, the expanded model illustrates
that economic activity is limited by the scarcity of natural resources which act as inputs
in production and the ability of the environment to absorb pollution (Harris & Roach,
2018). Given the scarcity of resources and the finite ability of the environment to act as a
pollution sink, ecological economics asserts that the macroeconomic system has limits
and cannot expand indefinitely as indicated by mainstream thought.
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Figure 3.1 The expanded circular flow model
Source: Harris & Roach, 2018.

The sustainability of mainstream economic theory can only be considered using
the weak sustainability hypothesis. This hypothesis allows for indefinite economic
growth, thus maintaining the current dominance of neoliberalism in economic
development. But the ecological approach calls for a much stronger definition of
sustainability that does not assume the fungibility of capital. In order to achieve a
stronger level of sustainability, a departure from the traditional capitalist system may be
necessary. Furthermore, a departure from using GDP growth as a measure of success
may be necessary to promote a more sustainable system.
Success in a capitalist system is contingent on the level of growth achieved by an
economy. This means that for an economy to be considered successful and healthy, the
levels of production and hence consumption must be growing. But, historically,
environmental degradation is inherent to economic growth. Even more concerning is the
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rate at which economies have historically expanded. Growth has increased at an
exponential rate throughout history and as more countries industrialize, the same result
can be expected. Given the negative externalities experienced in production, firms tend
to overproduce a good given its costs. This is because the externality results in a price
external to the firm which is borne onto society. The result is the lack of an appropriate
market price on scarce natural resources which leads to excessive use. Therefore, the
public costs of pollution are not reflected in the price of the final good. Market failure
coupled with political interests and the constraints of globalization have allowed for both
exponential growth and environmental degradation. Special interest groups have pushed
for subsidies in environmentally damaging sectors. Globalization has constrained the
government to rely on trade, foreign investment, privatization, and deregulation to spur
growth (Speth, 2008). All of these factors and components of capitalism have
contributed to the current degradation of the environment.
Gus Speth (2008) suggests that the modern capitalist system is to blame for the
degradation of the environment. Capitalism is predicated on generating a surplus and
using that surplus to generate more production. The system has supported the growth of
large, powerful multinational corporations with an obligation to its shareholders to
increase their rate of growth. Furthermore, capitalism promotes excess consumption
which perpetuates this growth and production. Finally, a capitalist system leads to
government pressure to maintain high levels of growth which serves as a benchmark for
economic performance. This leads to the deregulation of industry and the relegation of
social issues toward lesser importance. Thus, Speth (2008) asserts that the capitalist
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system is not capable of sustaining the environment. Rather, as an economy grows, it
disturbs and deteriorates the natural capital of the environment. Neoclassical economists
have supported a weak sustainability hypothesis which champions growth and shifts the
burden of sustainability on the technological progress of future generations. But,
traditionally, technological growth has improved efficiency and economic growth, thus
exacerbating the human impact on the environment (Czech & Daly, 2004). Conversely,
strong sustainability recognizes that the environment and growth are at odds. Strong
sustainability does not assume capital fungibility and contends that de-growth or an
alternative measure of growth may be necessary. The possibility of decoupling touted by
mainstream economics is either not possible, or too erratic to rely upon. Supporters of a
strong sustainability hypothesis such as Speth (2008) and Brian Czech and Herman Daly
(2004) would argue that the environmental predicament is the result of flaws inherent to
the capitalist system.
To preserve the environment and its natural resources changes to the dominant
capitalist system and global neoliberal economy will be necessary. For example, Czech
and Daly (2004) suggests embracing a steady state economy in which stocks of labor,
capital, as well as the resources and energy spent in production (throughput) are held
constant. Should economies continue to grow, and populations continue to increase
humans will push the environment to its limit. Pollution will grow beyond that which the
environment can absorb, and nonrenewable natural resources will reach its limit. If not
contained, growth trends in world population, industrialization, pollution, food,
production, and resource use will push the Earth to its capacity for growth within the next
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100 years (Magdoff & Foster, 2011). The result of this is likely a disastrous decline in
population and production. Furthermore, increasing rates of inequality have made it so
this growth is not evenly distributed to all people. Those with more wealth
disproportionately consume and contribute to this growth compared to those living in
poverty. This is evident in the U.S. where since 2007, 400 individuals owned nearly as
much wealth as the bottom half of the country amounting to 150 million people (Magdoff
& Foster, 2011). For those at the top strata of wealth, consumption will continue to rise.
For those in this position, and those trying to attain such a position, more consumption is
considered better. Naturally, this mindset is dangerous, and has serious environmental
ramifications.
Simply adjusting our technologies and promoting cleaner, more efficient energy
sources which substitute for fossil fuels will not completely alleviate the problem. The
works of Speth (2008), Czech and Daly (2004), and Magdoff and Foster (2011) suggest
that the dominant economic system is the cause of the Earth’s environmental woes. The
drive for profits and the resulting socioeconomic organization has contributed much to
the deterioration of our environment. Additionally, under such a model, strong corporate
regulations are often seen as stifling and not conducive with growth. So, corporations
have often found methods to skirt issues such as environmental safety under the guise of
increased profits (Magdoff & Foster, 2011). The need for growth and the negative
externalities associated with it are inherent to the capitalist system. The features of
capitalism are not limited to only driving consumption, but also, populations need to
grow in order to support both consumption and the workforce. The Earth does not have
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the capacity to support constant population growth, yet global population is expected to
reach 9 billion by midcentury, and 10 billion by the end of the century (Magdoff &
Foster, 2011). Maintaining the lifestyles of a modern U.S. household across 9 billion
people would certainly result in ecological disaster. But the growth trends that paint such
a dire outlook will be determined by the wealthy. Whereas the bottom 3 billion of the
Earth’s population emit nothing, the top 500 million people (roughly 8% of the
population) emit half of the greenhouse gas emissions (Magdoff & Foster, 2011). The
workings of the capitalist system including the resulting socioeconomic stratification,
need for a growing population, and reliance on consumption and growth are incompatible
with the need to decrease throughput. While technological innovation influencing the
ubiquity of green technologies would help, the desire for “more” will drive such a system
in an environmentally unsustainable direction.
The principal actors within the capitalist system are corporations. Corporations
strive to increase profits, in turn satisfying their shareholders. This motivation leads to
perverse environmental incentives as some costs inherent to production are shifted from
the firm onto the environment. Under the global neoliberal economy, the number of
MNCs has increased dramatically leading a similar rise in global emissions and
environmental exploitation (Kordos & Vojtovic, 2016; Siddiqui, 2012). Nearly twothirds of total industrial carbon-dioxide and methane emissions are attributed to only 90
major industrial carbon producers. Between 1980 and 2010, it is estimated that the
emissions traced to these 90 emitters are responsible for 43% of the total increase in
atmospheric carbon-dioxide, between 29% and 35% of the rise in global average surface
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temperature, and between 11% and 14% of the rise in global sea level (Ekwerzel et al.,
2016). These large corporations are responsible for a significant portion of
anthropomorphic climate change, but their importance in driving the global economy
allows for continued production thus exacerbating the environmental impact of fossil
fuels. In a system that incentivizes corporations to attain the largest possible profit, it is
unsurprising that the largest corporations elect to utilize the cheapest and most efficient
resource.
The relative cost-efficiency of fossil fuels has allowed for corporations and an
economic system based on expansion to thrive. In 2018, the global consumption of oil
and natural gas increased by 4.6% which represents the fastest rate since 2010. This rise
in the use of fossil fuels was supported by an estimated $300 billion in global subsidies
for fossil fuel consumption in 2017. This figure represents an 11% increase from the
$270 billion in subsidies recorded in the year prior and is roughly double the estimated
support provided for renewable energy (REN21, 2019). The growing level of subsidies
enforces the cost disparity between fossil fuels and renewable energy. The level of
subsidies is the result of rent-seeking behaviors exhibited by powerful MNCs which use
lobbying as a means to exploit the political arena. Annually, oil and gas corporations
spend upwards of $200 million to delay, control, or block policies meant to alleviate the
pressures of climate change and produce advertisements meant to sway public opinion
(REN21, 2019). The rent-seeking actions of the corporation and the resulting high-level
of subsidies perpetuate a greater demand for fossil fuel energy sources resulting in higher
utilization and degradation.
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As evidenced, a departure from the traditional capitalist system may be required
to achieve sustainability and prevent against the impacts of climate change. Growth
within the capitalist system is the most vital indicator of economic success, but it also
leads to excess consumption and production. But, because GDP growth remains the key
measure of economic success, a new measure that takes into account factors such as
income inequality, health, and environmental quality may aid in the transition from a
system focused on increases in production. Traditionally, the neoliberal foundations
which have defined the mainstream recommendation for growth ignored such factors.
But, the genuine progress indicator (GPI) seeks to depart from such recommendations
and incorporate these social indicators into a new measure of success8.
The neoliberal dominated Washington Consensus provided a framework for
developing countries to attain economic growth. These policy recommendations, based
largely in mainstream neoclassical theory, promoted deregulation, globalization, and
privatization of the economy. But the consensus failed to recognize several factors
afflicting both developing nations and the world as a whole. Income inequality, health,
education, environmental quality, among other social concerns impede the ability for
emerging economies to achieve sustained development. Simply relying on economic
growth and technological innovation to serve as a panacea for environmental degradation
may not be tenable as indicated by the inconsistent evidence of decoupling and the

GPI, or “green” GDP, has shown some success in both India and China which have established a “green”
GDP accounting system. To calculate GPI, first, estimates of personal consumption expenditures are
weighted by the Gini Index which measures inequality. Then, GPI takes into account non-market benefits
contributed that are beneficial to society such as, volunteer time, housework, parenting, etc. Finally,
expenditures resulting from costs associated with externalities such as pollution costs as well as the costs
associated with abatement are factored into the index (Felice, 2016).
8
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Environmental Kuznets Curve. The reliance on a capitalist system defined by GDP
growth is not compatible with environmental sustainability. While mainstream economic
theory would suggest that the economy is able to expand indefinitely, alternative
economic theories point out the environmental limits of the current macroeconomic
system.
3.2 Sustainable Development Goals
Heterodox economists contend that the neoclassical model is intrinsically unable
to address the needs of people and the environment. For this reason, they doubt that
mainstream economics can promote sustainability. The United Nations concur that in the
21st century, sustainability needs to be at the core of the process of economic
development. In this direction, the UN has established seventeen “Sustainable
Development Goals” (SDGs) to be achieved by 2030. These goals seek to address the
challenges that plague many developing nations across the globe; they include targets
related to poverty, education, inequality, health, climate and environmental degradation,
and peace and justice (UN, 2019a). The seventeen goals serve as a vital part of the
United Nation’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and build upon the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which preceded the SDGs (Biermann, Kanie, &
Kim, 2017).
Traditional neoclassical development models do not account for the
environmental impact of production. It is assumed that the costs imposed on the
environment are external to the economy and equal to zero; consistently, the market price
is assumed to reflect all costs of production. But the UN acknowledges that climate
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change and environmental degradation are compelling issues impacting sustainable
development. By improving energy efficiency and increasing the use of renewable
energy, developing nations can insulate themselves from the environmental and
economic risks posed by climate change. Some progress has been made toward the
adoption of renewables as the ratio of energy used per unit of GDP has declined (UN,
2019a). By 2030, the UN hopes to improve both the access to energy and the share of
renewable energy in the global energy mix. Similarly, by 2030 the UN hopes to double
the rate of energy efficiency. In order to achieve this result, improving international
cooperation and facilitation of clean-energy research will be necessary. Furthermore,
improving infrastructure and technology in least developing countries to accommodate
the provision of sustainable energy will aid in the achievement of this goal (UN, 2019a).
Also central to the U.N.’s goals regarding sustainability is building sustainable
cities and communities. Urbanization that arises during development creates a number of
issues such as congestion, housing shortages, deteriorating infrastructure, and increasing
air pollution. With rapid increases of people moving into cities, it is vital that
improvements are made to housing, pollution, and infrastructure to ensure safety and
environmental quality (UN, 2019a). Building upon the need that economies need to
promote resource and energy efficiency, the U.N. advocates for responsible consumption
and production. The basic idea of this goal is to improve the efficiency of resources.
Using labels to educate consumers of supply chains can encourage responsible
consumption, while encouraging companies to adopt more sustainable practices, can
encourage more sustainable production. Furthermore, the goal seeks to address fossil79

fuel subsidies which encourage environmentally damaging production methods. The
U.N. advocates for the need to phase out such subsidies and restructure taxation to reflect
the cost of fossil fuels. By doing so, these economies can hope to improve the overall
level of development without increasing economic, environmental, and social costs (UN,
2019a).
Additionally, the Sustainable Development Goals recognize the need to address
climate change. Climate change has already begun to impact economies and will
continue to do so at an intensified rate in the future. As greenhouse gases approach the
highest concentration levels in history, changes in weather patterns, rising sea levels, and
intensified natural disasters will continue to disrupt the economy and people’s lives.
Without climate action, the world’s average surface temperature will likely rise above
three degrees centigrade by the end of this century (UN, 2019a). Climate change will
impact people and economies regardless of development level. Therefore, the issue is not
contained to any one country and must be solved through international coordination.
Industrialized nations can use their relative economic resilience to help developing
nations move toward a cleaner, low-carbon economy. It is important that all nations seek
to improve the resilience and adaptive abilities in the face of climate change. By
adopting climate-related national policies, economies will be better able to adapt to the
negative effects posed by global warming (UN, 2019a).
The Sustainable Development Goals are unique in their approach to governance
through goal setting. Goal setting provides a non-legally binding set of objectives for UN
member states. Thus, no government is legally obligated to make progress toward
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achieving sustainability as defined by the SDGs. Thus, the SDGs are set apart from other
global environmental goals and sustainable development targets which are contingent on
legally binding treaties (Biermann et al., 2017). The fact that these goals are not enforced
through a legally binding arrangement leads to questions regarding the likelihood that
countries will adopt the goals. Nonetheless, supporters of the non-confrontational goalsetting approach of the SDGs point to the lack of institutional governance as a strength.
Furthermore, supporters argue that the approach to developing the SDGs was more
inclusive of emerging economies. The Sustainable Development Goals were established
through the coordination of 70 governments. Unlike the MDGs, the development of the
SDGs considered the input from industrialized and emerging economies. Under this
process, no country was considered developed in terms of sustainability (Biermann et al.,
2017). Finally, supporters of the goal-setting approach favor the flexibility that the goals
allow governments. Most of the SDGs are qualitative which provides freedom for
governments given national choices and preferences. For goals that are more
quantitative, the non-binding nature of the SDGs allow governments to rely on their own
preferences (Biermann et al., 2017). The amount of flexibility that the SDGs grant
countries leads to pessimism whether the goals can truly make a dent in the growing
environmental impact of development. The targets set forth by the SDGs are mostly
qualitative and relatively vague. The flexibility of the goals may allow for countries to
approach the targets in accordance to national preferences but can also lead to weak
implementation (Biermann et al., 2017).
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Through the Sustainable Development Goals, the U.N. acknowledges the failures
of the traditional neoliberal model and the need for sustainable development. Given the
current climate predicament, neoliberal growth is no longer sufficient. Instead of
pursuing growth based on the laissez-faire neoclassical model, the U.N. recognizes that
environmental sustainability should be placed at the core of a country’s economic
development strategy. Unsurprisingly, the most significant progress made toward
achieving the SDGs has been in goals oriented toward economic or social indicators.
Under the dominant neoliberal framework, the pursuit of some goals has come at the
expense of others. Globally, economies are still predominately reliant on pollutionintensive natural resources for their production methods. So, focusing on the eradication
of poverty through the improvement of industry and technology will result in higher
levels of emissions. The UN’s goals recognize that since 2000, extreme poverty has
declined, infant and maternal mortality rates have dropped, and the share of the global
population with access to electricity has increased. As these indicators have increased,
other environmental and social indicators have regressed. The per capita “material
footprint” for emerging economies has grown, the share of sustainably fished stocks has
declined, deforestation continues to rise, and more than half of children and adolescents
worldwide remain illiterate (Barbier & Burgess, 2019). Thus, by reducing poverty
through increased production and industrialization, unintended environmental and social
consequences result. These consequences are indicative of the conflict that exists
between the pursuit of economic growth and the conservation of the environment.
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When analyzing the first SDG, which aims to eradicate poverty, significant
progress has been made. From 2000 to 2016, the global poverty headcount ratio at $1.90
per day declined from 20.8% to 3.0%. For low-income countries, a similar decline was
seen in extreme poverty rates with declines from 81.3% to 28.1% over the same
timeframe (Barbier & Burgess, 2019). But this progress has been realized under a model
that perpetuates environmental degradation in favor of economic expansion. Contrary to
the economic and social strides made during the 2000s, there has been less success in
achieving the goals measured by environmental indicators. Over the period of 20002016, the largest gains were seen in indicators measuring SDG 1 No Poverty (85.5%),
SDG 5 Gender Equality (77.0%), and SDG 17 Partnership for the Goals (40.1%). For
low-income countries, the largest gains were seen in SDG 5 Gender Equality (96.9%),
SDG 1 No Poverty (65.4%), SDG 3 Good Health and Well Being (60.8%), SDG 17
Partnership for the Goals (58.5%), and SDG 7 Affordable and Clean Energy (44.8%)
(Barbier & Burgess, 2019). Regardless, all five of the environmental SDGs had
indicators which were declining either at the global or low-income country level.
Notably, carbon-dioxide emissions, total fisheries production, and forested areas were
worsening at the global level. Additionally, for low-income countries, the proportion of
the population exposed to PM2.5 air pollution above the WHO guideline, and adjusted net
savings excluding particulate emissions damage were worsening (Barbier & Burgess,
2019).
Although neoliberalism has allowed for a shift of bargaining power in the hands
of corporative and financial elites, the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals seek to
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improve the lives of those negatively impacted by the traditional model. Thus far,
progress toward these goals has largely been relegated to goals economic in nature, while
environmental indicators continue to worsen. The current development model which
relies on industrialization and trade places strain on the environment and creates a
limitation for the SDGs. Although the SDGs aim to address the environmental and social
issues that are ignored by the neoliberal development model, neoliberalism persists. The
establishment of the SDGs provide acknowledgement that the neoliberal model is no
longer sufficient and must be replaced with a development model that prioritizes
environmental and social sustainability. Based on the current dependence on fossil-fuel
energy, should economies continue to develop based on economic expansion and
industrialization, environmental degradation will result. Given this reality, the
sustainability of growth based on the neoliberal model is questionable and is dependent
on whether economic growth can be decoupled from environmental degradation.
3.3 Restructuring the Corporation and Moving Beyond Economic Growth
To achieve the goals necessary to support environmental conservation and
improvement, corporations will be vital to the process. In the current global economy,
corporations are the most influential entities of growth. The growth-dependent neoliberal
economy requires the success of corporations and has supported a system that imposes
minimal barriers to the growth of these entities. This system has allowed for the
concentration of power to multinational corporations which have been given a prominent
place in not only the economy, but the political process.
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Because these corporations are the largest agents of economic growth, it is also
true that they are the greatest contributors to environmental degradation. The ability of
corporations to enter the political sphere and influence public opinion further exacerbates
this relationship as corporations have argued against environmental regulations which
serve to limit their ability to increase production. But given their influence on growth
and environmental degradation, corporations will need to have a prominent position in
implementing change. Similar to how corporations have assumed the role as top polluter,
these institutions have the potential to influence a shift toward sustainability.
The severe environmental impact of multinational corporations led Speth (2008)
to propose changes to the corporate mandate of profit maximization. The changes
proposed encouraged voluntary corporate initiatives, promoted corporate accountability
through regulation and other government controls, and promoted a change to the nature
of a corporation. Under this proposal, corporations would be encouraged to adopt
“greening” initiatives. Encouraging the adoption of such initiatives will be driven by
green consumerism. Influencing such changes will include investors, lenders, and
insurers concerned about environmental and financial risks; pressures exerted from
NGOs; existing government regulation and the prospect of future regulation; sales
opportunities resulting from green products and technology; and by the need to improve
the corporation’s image (Speth, 2008).
But these voluntary programs cannot influence major change alone. The
implementation of sound regulation and government action will aid in influencing
corporations to reduce emissions. Such actions may include revoking corporate charters
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on large polluters. Most corporate law statutes allow for such actions in the case that the
corporation has severely violated public interest. Additionally, the government may
exclude or turn away unwanted corporations. This may prevent corporations notorious
for pollution or other damaging practices from entering a country. Eliminating limited
liability would make executives liable for gross negligence. In certain cases, this could
be extended to shareholders. This would serve to make both the executives and
shareholders far more concerned with potential environmental, labor, and other
exploitation issues. Eliminating corporate personhood would strip corporations of the
ability to claim constitutional rights intended for individuals. Also, eliminating the
lobbying ability of corporations would remove the firm from politics. This may be
achieved by transitioning to publicly-funded elections. By doing so, it would eliminate
some of the incentives of politicians to make decisions based on payments from lobbyists
(Speth, 2008). All of these proposals would serve to make corporations more concerned
with negligence resulting in environmental or human abuses and less powerful both
globally and domestically.
Lastly, Speth (2008) suggests a change to the mandate which governs
corporations. This mandate is that the corporation should pursue its own interest and
prioritize the maximization of shareholder wealth. Instead, the “future corporation” must
recognize that generated wealth is the joint product of shareholders, employees, unions,
future generations, the government, customers, communities, and suppliers (Speth, 2008).
This shifts the goals of the corporation from profit maximization to include a wider
breadth of principles. Under this mandate change, corporations would be incentivized to
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increase sustainability and equity, as well as respect human rights (Speth, 2008). The
current state of the corporation has allowed for the growth of prominent and powerful
multinational corporations which have greatly impacted environmental degradation. The
capitalist system under which these corporations operate has supported such abuses in the
name of profit maximization. Although the current political and economic system may
not be receptive of these changes, the growing dissatisfaction with the externalities of the
global neoliberal system may aid in facilitating this corporate restructuring.
In addition to changing the nature of a corporation, a departure from the growthintensive economic model which continues to dominate the global economy may be
necessary. Despite the costs associated with economic growth, orthodox economists still
champion exponential growth to promote income growth and alleviate poverty. But it
remains that growth has proven to be incompatible with social and environmental
sustainability. Instead of promoting the need for exponential growth, heterodox
economists promote the need for logistic growth in which economic growth approaches a
maximum. So, growth would reach a steady state which accommodates the limits that
the environment imposes upon the economic system (Harris & Roach, 2018).
A steady state economy would exist opposed to the growth-centric model in
which positive GDP growth is targeted. Opposed to merely targeting production growth,
economies can focus on the improvement of education, health, inequality, the
environment and other aspects neglected by purely pursuing GDP growth. This allows
for an improvement in well-being beyond simply focusing on growth (Harris & Roach,
2018). Naturally, orthodox theory would point to growth as the means of economic
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development that allows for increased incomes and reduced poverty. But with
improvements in social and environmental indicators, a post-growth economy may serve
to improve welfare rather than reduce it9. To demonstrate this the implementation of a
steady-state economy was applied to the Canadian economy. Under this model, the
Canadian government was assumed to apply a tax on GHG emissions which was used to
reduce other taxes, ultimately achieving a net zero revenue impact. The study predicts
that given the need to transition to a steady-state economy, a shorter work week would
result in lower unemployment, there would be less growth in material consumption, and
spending in health care and education could increase. Accordingly, the study predicted
that GDP per capita would stabilize after 2025, GHG emissions would fall by 22% by
2035, poverty and unemployment would decrease, and the debt-to-GDP ratio would fall
(as cited in Harris & Roach, 2018 p. 606). The recommendation of transitioning to a
steady-state, post-growth economy is one rooted in the belief that so-called “sustainable
growth” is unachievable. This implies that the EKC and decoupling upon which the
neoliberal notion of weak sustainability is predicated are either too inconsistent or
unreliable in achieving environmental sustainability.

9

A post-growth economy is an economy that has completed the process of economic growth and operates
with no further increase while experiencing a possible decrease in resource and energy use (Harris &
Roach, 2018).
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Figure 3.2 No Growth Scenario for the Canadian Economy
Source: Harris & Roach, 2018

But can a steady-state economy exist in the current capitalist global economy?
Czech and Daly (2004) recognize that while the capitalist economy is technically capable
of supporting a steady-state economy, a socialist democracy may be better suited for the
transition. This type of government is implemented currently in European nations such
as Sweden and Switzerland. These are often seen as “mixed economies” in which the
state plays a significantly more prominent role in the economy. Typically, under a
socialist democracy, factors of production are controlled by private enterprises while the
government controls subsets of these factors in favor of public interest. For example, the
state may govern the forests, natural resource deposits, fisheries, etc. Additionally, the
state owns and operates facilities requiring significant investments such as manufactured
capital, power plants, infrastructure, and railroads. Finally, socialist democracies tend to
provide services which may be too important to be relegated to the private sector.
Service such as education, health care, and environmental protection are provided by the
state due to the potentially perverse motives of a profit-driven enterprise (Czech & Daly,
2004).
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A social democracy still exists on the spectrum of capitalism, but better utilizes
the government in the provision and governance of resources that may be otherwise
abused by the private sector. Comparatively, the dominant Anglo-American model of
capitalism is characterized by neoliberalism and results in the market dominating the
state. So, social democratic nations such as those of Scandinavia better control natural
resources and implement more social programs such as higher minimum wages and
unemployment benefits, greater protections against layoffs, free or nearly free health
care, education, etc. (Speth, 2008). The result is a system which acknowledges and
promotes qualities that have served as pitfalls to economic expansion.
The transition to a steady-state economy or a “green economy” defined by a new
economic system would be certainly met with opposition from those who champion the
need for growth. Often, promoting environmental sustainability is positioned as an
obstacle for growth and job-creation. Recently, this debate has flourished in developed
nations such as the United States where the government announced its intent to pull out
of the Paris Climate Agreement10. Despite the opportunity for green sectors to promote
job creation, investment, and growth, sustainability has been pitted against economic
expansion (Harris & Roach, 2018). This adversarial relationship between environmental
policy and economic growth is further exacerbated by the political power of corporations
that seek to maintain high profit margins. The ability for corporations to exercise this
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In 2019, the U.S. government announced its intent to withdraw from the landmark Paris Climate
Agreement. The reasoning behind this decision was mainly due to a perceived economic disadvantage that
would arise should the U.S. honor its commitment to the agreement (Pompeo, 2019). Such action would
serve to severely hinder the impact of the Paris Climate Agreement. Prior to the United States’ intent to
depart from the landmark agreement, the signees captured 97% of global GHG emissions. Without the
United States, this agreement captures only 80% of global GHG emissions (Johnson, 2019).
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power leads to the perpetuation of this relationship in both common political and public
discourse. Additionally, transitioning to a “green economy” will not only promote
environmental sustainability but social equity as well. So, transitioning away from the
predominant economic theory based on growth and globalization presents the opportunity
to promote the areas neglected by GDP growth (Harris & Roach, 2018).
Common criticisms of the implementation of environmental protection and
regulations are often met with concerns regarding cost, job losses, the negative impact to
economic growth, and international competitiveness. While the cost of environmental
regulation is not well-documented in the U.S., a 2009 U.N. Environment Programme
report determined that expenditures were between 2% and 3% of U.S. GDP. This figure
is in accordance with the amount spent in European countries which ranges from 1% to
4% of GDP (as cited in Harris & Roach, 2018, p. 389). Importantly, the amount spent on
these regulations provides a benefit to society in the form of an improved environment.
Annually, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget publishes a report summarizing the
cost-benefit analyses for all major regulations enacted during that year. During the 10
years spanning 2004-2014, the regulations passed by the Environmental Protection
Agency was estimated to cost $46-$61 billion but yielded annual benefits between $192$842 billion (as cited in Harris & Roach, p.391). With respect to the critique that the
promotion of environmental sustainability results in the loss of jobs, often investments in
such policy will create and displace jobs, but not necessarily lose jobs altogether. Several
studies have examined this perceived relationship between environmental protection and
jobs and found that either the net impact is positive or does not demonstrate an inherently
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negative relationship (Harris & Roach, 2018). The perceived negative relationship
between growth and environment protection omits the non-economic benefits of a cleaner
environment such as better health, cleaner air, and reduced risk to the impacts of climate
change. These benefits are important because as demonstrated they can both offset the
costs of a policy and provide positive feedback in the form of increased productivity. By
arguing for economic expansion in favor of environmental protection, the ideology of
neoliberalism is reinforced as the positive impacts to social welfare are ignored.
The difficulty of transitioning toward a global economy in which corporations
hold less power, environmental protection is reinforced, and exponential growth is no
longer embraced cannot be understated. Today, those who hold the most power have
benefited the most from the current economic system. The elites that have attained great
wealth within the system have and will continue to push back against regulation that may
stifle profit in favor of promoting an economic system that acknowledges the impact of
the neoliberal capitalist economy (Speth, 2008). Despite the natural reluctance, growing
unrest regarding the current state of environmental and social health could be the catalyst
for change. Although there exists hesitation and opposition toward greening initiatives,
such action will be necessary should the global economy wish to transition toward
sustainability.
No case better demonstrates the perils of neoliberal development goals than that
of China. The country’s market transition is one characterized by great economic growth
and mounting environmental damages. Despite not following the goals as set forth by
orthodox neoliberalism, the country’s model still focused on privatization and
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globalization. The country’s success in achieving these goals has disastrously worsened
the environment and contributed greatly to global emissions. In becoming the so-called
“factory of the world”, China has also become the world’s largest emitter of GHG
emissions accounting for over a quarter of global emissions (Albert & Xu, 2016). In
recognizing the unsustainability of this model, China also demonstrates the difficulty of
transitioning away from the growth imperative. China has successfully become a leader
in environmental policy and renewable investment, but also has demonstrated a
reluctance to transition away from the pollution-intensive economic model that aided its
economic ascendance (Chunmei & Zhaolan, 2010)
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Chapter 4: The Environmental Cost of China’s Success
4.1 China’s Economic Transformation
Between 1949 and 1978, prior to China’s rapid economic expansion under
economic reforms, the country operated under a centrally planned economy. Under
Chairman Mao Zedong, the government set both production goals and prices, as well as
allocated resources throughout the economy. As the government began to pursue
industrialization, large investments were made in both physical and human capital. The
significant investments in capital would support the ability of the country to innovate and
improve its productive capacity. By 1978, the country saw roughly three-fourths of its
industrial production controlled by state-owned enterprises. Starting in December 1978,
under new leadership, China began its transition toward a market economy
(Congressional Research Service, 2019)
Compared to other socialist countries that have pursued market reforms rapidly,
China’s market transition has been a progressive and gradual process. For China, this
transition took place over two phases. The goal of phase one of the reforms (between
1978 and 1992) was to deemphasize the role of the command economy while maintaining
economic growth. During this phase of economic reforms, the state introduced township
and village enterprises (TVEs) into rural areas, implemented special economic zones
(SEZs) to attract foreign investment, and implemented a dual-track pricing system which
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aided the economy in its gradual transition toward a market economy. Beginning in
1993, the second reform period is characterized by the rapid expansion of the private
sector, foreign trade and investment, and the establishment of monetary and fiscal
controls which mitigated the risk for variations in the economy (Garnaut, Song, & Fang,
2018).
Chinese reformers saw the former command economy as inefficient and wasteful.
Under the command economy, complex industrial projects drained resources resulting in
the unmet demand of consumers. By transitioning to a market solution, reformers sought
improvement in meeting the needs of consumers. In response, China encouraged
entrepreneurial opportunities by lowering barriers, thus creating markets where they
previously did not exist. These early reforms created lightly taxed and unregulated
markets which allowed industries to thrive based on market conditions. For example,
rural areas were allowed to operate township and village enterprises (TVEs) which were
seen as having a positive impact on local investment and economic growth. The success
of these township and village enterprises served as the basis for much of phase one of the
reform period. After the success of TVEs, during the period between 1978 and 1993, this
approach was expanded to other sectors of the economy (Naughton, 2006). Additionally,
special economic zones (SEZs) were established which encouraged foreign businesses to
operate in the country. The main purpose for the implementation of SEZs was to attract
greater levels of foreign investment and technology within China (Naughton, 2006).
Under the leadership of policy-maker Zhao Ziyang and Deng Xiaoping, China
was able to successfully move beyond the command economy which had dominated
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previously. The success of this transition is rooted in the gradual reforms pursued by the
country. Without a blue-print to pursue market reform, China implemented a dual-track
transition which sought to maintain aspects of the centrally planned economy while
implementing market reforms. This approach was meant to maintain stability while
implementing the desired market reforms (Naughton, 2006). This resulted in Deng
Xiaoping describing the reform process as “crossing the river by feeling the stones” at
each step (Garnaut, Song, & Fang, 2018). So, the dual-track model relied on a two-tier
pricing mechanism for most goods which maintained a state-determined price, as well as
a market price. By the early 1980s, a significant portion of economic activity occurred at
market prices (Naughton, 2006). The dual-track system maintained state-ownership, but
incorporated market ideals into state-owned firms. By the mid-1980s, most state-owned
firms were allotted additional capacity for the production of market goods beyond the
output planned by the state. Thus, state-owned factories were gradually introduced to the
market through the implementation of the dual-track system (Naughton, 2006)
Despite the government’s desire to move toward a market-oriented economy, the
effort was met with several obstacles which threatened the transition. Notably in 1989,
the Tiananmen Square protests arose due in part to the death of former general secretary
Hu Yaobang in April 1989 and the struggling economy11. During the reform-era, the
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The Tiananmen Square protests began on April 17, 1989 following the death of former General Secretary
of the Communist Party Hu Yaobang. The protests arose due to both government corruption and a
struggling economy. As the protests grew, the Chinese government saw its legitimacy threatened leading
to the government pursuing an end to the demonstrations and declaring martial law. On June 3 rd, protests
turned violent as soldiers fired upon civilians killing thousands. The exact number of deaths remains
unknown, but the Chinese Red Cross initially reported 2,600 fatalities before retracting that figure under
pressure from the government. The official figure is 241 dead, including soldiers, and 7,000 wounded
(Frontline, 2019).
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most sluggish growth was realized in 1989 and 1990. The slow growth realized during
this period led to skepticism regarding the direction of China’s economic reforms. The
growing anxiety regarding inflation, corruption, and the direction of economic reform
contributed to the violent Tiananmen Square protests (Garnaut, Song, & Fang, 2018).
The violent end of the protests led to many industrialized countries and foreign
companies to condemn China. During this time, China saw itself ostracized as it was
throughout the campaign of Chairman Mao (Brown, 2009).
In the early 1990s, following the political unrest of the protests, the status of
market reforms and global integration were in doubt and faced the possibility of being
reversed. The uncertainty regarding the reforms was quieted in 1992 in the context of
Deng Xiaoping’s tour of southern China. During this tour, Xiaoping visited some of the
SEZs which he had created as a part of the initial reforms (Garnaut, Song, & Fang, 2018;
Brown, 2009). The tour would serve to reaffirm the belief in and need for free-market
reforms and global integration. While Deng Xiaoping had retired from all party and
government positions, he served as the most influential living political figure from his
generation. The tour paved the way for the second phase of reforms and the integration
of China in the global economy. Deng Xiaoping’s message on this tour was that
economic reform and global integration was inevitable. The members of the party that
chose to blame the Tiananmen Massacre on foreign influences were wrong; and without
foreign investment and technology, China would struggle to modernize. Given the
success of this tour, the Communist Party would continue supporting the economic
reforms and develop socialism with Chinese characteristics (Brown, 2009).
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With the restoration of confidence in the economic reforms and having grown out
of the first phase of the reform process, China was ready to implement the second phase
of its market transformation. In this period, Zhu Rongji became the most vital figure
with regard to economic policy. With the first phase of the reform complete, the second
phase shifted its focus toward three policy measures: ending the dual-track system, recentralizing fiscal resources, and implementing macroeconomic austerity (Naughton,
2006).
Much of the second phase of economic reforms was focused on creating a system
best suited to support a market economy. Due to the first phase of reforms, state
enterprises no longer generated revenue mainly for the government. Instead, the
implementation of a market for industrial output led to a sharp decline in government
revenue creating a fiscal crisis. So, as a part of its policy goals in the second phase of
reforms, the government sought to recentralize fiscal resources. Because the central
government needed fiscal resources to fund their regulatory reforms, sufficient and
consistent sources of revenue would need to be established (Naughton, 2006).
Finally, the country’s focus on macroeconomic austerity arose due to the
inflationary pressures inspired by Deng Xiaoping’s Southern Tour. The excitement
inspired by the tour created expectations of an economic boom. Thus, Zhu Rongji
enforced macroeconomic austerity in mid-1993. This facilitated a shift in China’s longterm policy toward macroeconomic conservatism which helped usher in stability.
Additionally, this policy ideal led to assigning responsibility of profits and losses to
public institutions as cheap credit was no longer made available by the state and a strict
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budget constraint was enforced. Furthermore, the macroeconomic conservatism of China
fostered a system in which restructuring decisions were primarily determined by market
forces (Naughton, 2006).
Having accomplished these three policy measures, reformists would shift focus to
regulatory and administrative restructuring in the banking system, tax system, system of
corporate governance, and foreign markets through membership in the WTO (Naughton,
2006). First, fiscal and tax reforms worked in concert with recentralization as the
government sought to establish a larger tax base amidst declining revenues. Additionally,
this reform sought to improve relations between central and provincial governments by
increasing the share of revenue collected by the central government and establishing rules
for sharing revenues between the two authorities. So, in 1994, a 17% value-added and
other businesses tax were introduced and proved to be successful in generating
government revenue (Naughton, 2006).
Also, the banking and financial system underwent reform toward the second half
of the 1990s. Previously, the People’s Bank of China acted as a central bank but
remained subject to the control of government officials. In late 1998, the reform
provided a restructure which established nine regional branches akin to the Federal
Reserve Board of the United States. Additionally, the People’s Bank of China was
provided a monetary policy board and a mandate to conduct monetary policy. This
reform aided the central government in accomplishing its objective of macroeconomic
austerity as a central bank imposed stricter budget constraints and limited the access to
government funds (Naughton, 2006). While reforms to the tax and banking systems
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helped facilitate stability, the need for corporate governance arose from the Company
Law of 1993 and the listing of public enterprises on China’s newly opened stock market.
The Company Law of 1993 required that all state-owned enterprises reorganize as
limited-liability corporations with corporate governance institutions. This helped change
the structure of the largest state-owned companies requiring the implementation of
regulations which were not previously evident. So, in 1999, the China Securities
Regulatory Commission was established, thus creating a mechanism of securities
governance. Additionally, smaller agencies such as the State Intellectual Property Office
and the State Administration of Technical and Quality Supervision were established
creating more regulatory oversight (Naughton, 2006).
The final sector addressed by the Chinese government was the external sector
which meant to establish a role for the country in the global economy. By the end of
1993, significant foreign trade reforms were passed unifying China’s foreign exchange
regime, devaluing Chinese currency, and creating a system to convert domestic and
foreign currencies. All of this intended to make it easier for China to enter the global
market and ensure the country’s membership with the WTO which would not be obtained
until 2001 (Naughton, 2006).
The second phase of economic reforms had several significant impacts on the
Chinese economy. The establishment of a central bank and endorsement of
macroeconomic austerity was largely successful in implementing price stability. Also,
the country began to observe the restructuring and shrinking of state enterprises as
competition increased and access to government funding was reduced. The lessening
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importance of state-run firms was largely encouraged by the government. And in 1997,
local government officials were provided the opportunity to reform the state-sector
through bankruptcy, sales and auctions, and mergers and acquisitions (Naughton, 2006).
Compared to the initial phase of reforms which maintained the state sector while
introducing markets, the second phase severely diminished the role of state enterprises in
the economy and external demand became the driver of economic growth. By the mid1990s, state enterprise employment declined sharply by more than 40% (Naughton,
2006). During the second phase of reforms, China truly embraced decentralization
through the restructuring of state-owned enterprises. The importance and relevance of
these institutions decreased in favor of private firms operating in the market. This laid
the foundation for a new development strategy in which workers lost bargaining power
and consumption as a share of GDP fell.
Opposed to the command economy which dominated the Mao-era, the first and
second reform periods implemented a market economy and embraced privatization
through buyouts of public firms (Naughton, 2006). China had implemented a so-called
“market socialism with Chinese characteristics” which integrated both the state and the
market to achieve the country’s economic goals. The implementation of the market and
privatization of the state-sector is evidenced by the period between 1978 and 2003 in
which the share of retail transactions with state-determined prices fell from 97% to 2.6%.
Similarly, the share of production inputs that were priced by the state fell from 100% to
10% during the same timeframe. China grew its private sector significantly as the share
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of industrial value added by state-owned enterprises fell from 100% in 1978, to 41.9% in
2003 (Hart-Landsberg, 2010).
During the second phase of reforms, the East Asian financial crisis of 1997
provided yet another obstacle in China’s market expansion. The country opted to combat
the financial crisis by utilizing two strategies. First, by fixing the renminbi exchange rate
to the U.S. dollar. Second, by implementing the largest Keynesian fiscal and monetary
expansion that the world had seen. The action taken by the Chinese government was
facilitated by public institutions, thus undercutting the privatization promoted by the
market reforms. The great success of China’s actions during this financial crisis opened a
role for the government to support the market economy. This established a new pattern
for growth during the first decade of the twenty-first century. Additionally, the pursuit of
WTO membership remained a priority despite establishing the groundwork for
membership several years earlier. Ultimately, the country’s membership with the WTO
influenced its integration with the global economy. An increased role for the state
coupled with China’s integration in the international economy led to a period of
unprecedented growth buoyed by investment and exports (Garnaut, Song, & Fang, 2018).
In conjunction with China’s membership with the WTO and deepened integration
with the global economy, China became the so-called “factory of the world”. The
privatization and industrialization of the Chinese economy led to it attaining a central role
as a manufacturer for industrialized nations. This is evidenced by the country’s
relationship with nations such as the United States. Because of the development in
China’s manufacturing sector, the U.S. has transferred its technology and manufacturing
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capacity to the country resulting in a growing trade deficit for the United States and an
increasing dependence on Chinese imports. From 1980 to 2007, the Chinese share of
non-petroleum imports in the U.S. rose from 0.1% to 19.7%. Similarly, Chinese nonpetroleum imports as a share of manufacturing GDP rose from 0.0% to 18.9% over the
same timeframe (Palley, 2011). This relationship demonstrates the success of China’s
economic reforms in increasing the country’s manufacturing capacity to improve
economic development. From the development of special economic zones attracting
modern technologies, to the country’s membership with the WTO and integration with
the global economy, the reforms successfully established China as a global economic
power and influenced unprecedented economic growth.
From 1979 through 2018, China achieved an average real GDP growth rate of
9.5% per year (Congressional Research Service, 2019). Though, it is important to note
that the average annual growth rate of China has slipped in the 2010s by about one-third
after exceeding 10% in the two decades prior (Coxhead, 2019). This record level of
growth allowed China to double its GDP every eight years and lifted an estimated 800
million citizens out of poverty. China grew its manufacturing industry significantly to
become the world’s largest economy based on purchasing power parity, largest
manufacturer, and largest holder of foreign exchange reserves. Additionally, China has
become the largest merchandise trading partner for the U.S. The country is the largest
source of U.S. imports, and is the third largest purchaser of U.S. exports. In total, trade
between the two nations grew from $5 billion in 1980 to $660 billion in 2018
(Congressional Research Service, 2019).
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4.2 The Environmental Impact of China’s Economic Reforms
China’s rise to prominence on a global scale would not have been possible
without the unprecedented growth experienced since 1978. China’s gradual transition
toward a market economy allowed the country to eliminate the inefficiencies of the
command economy and embrace the market. Each phase of reform contributed to the
country’s rise to prominence as a manufacturer in the global economy which greatly
impacted the country’s growth. Consequently, this success has led to China drastically
increasing its share of global greenhouse gas emissions.
Phase one of the reform period was largely based on the success of the TVEs
which promoted growth in rural areas but also exacerbated environmental degradation
and the exploitation of natural resources. By 1997, the township and village enterprises
accounted for one-third of China’s national GDP (Albert & Xu, 2016). Thus, the
importance of these enterprises to both phase one of the reform period and the country’s
economic growth is immense. But the pollution and abuse of natural resources have
contributed to the country’s current environmental predicament. Considering the success
of the TVEs served as a model for other industries, it has been difficult to impose
environmental regulations as economic targets often supersede environmental concerns
(Albert & Xu, 2016). Additionally, the establishment of SEZs along coastal regions
dedicated to attracting foreign investment increased the level of capital and production in
the country. This buoyed exports and encouraged imports of technology into China
(Congressional Research Service, 2019). All of these reforms served to industrialize and
grow the Chinese economy. By attracting more foreign investment and encouraging
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competition, the Chinese government was able to induce significant economic growth.
But, by encouraging rampant industrialization and development in rural areas, the
reforms also placed a significant amount of stress on the environment.
By 2007, China had surpassed the United States in emissions levels. In 2014, the
country was responsible for about 27% of global emissions (Albert & Xu, 2016). In
addition to its contribution to global climate change, China’s air pollution causes an
estimated 4,000 deaths daily due to the concentration of PM2.5 well beyond that
recommended by the World Health Organization (Piovani, 2016). Also, exorbitant
amounts of pollution have created a clean water crisis as about 300 million rural citizens
lack access to safe drinking water and 60% of cities suffer from the same predicament
(Piovani, 2016). The domestic impact of China’s economic success is evidenced by
dramatically reduced air quality in large cities such as Beijing. In January 2013, Beijing
experienced smog so severe that the event has been referred to as the so-called
“airpocalypse”. During this time, the concentration of hazardous particles was forty
times the level considered safe by the World Health Organization. Similarly, in
December 2015, Beijing issued warnings for severe pollution resulting in municipal
governments closing schools, limiting road traffic, halting construction, and ceasing
manufacturing (Albert & Xu, 2016). These examples of reduced air quality are not
limited to Beijing but are common across all of China. During the first nine months of
2015, at least 80% of China’s 367 cities with real-time air quality monitoring were not in
compliance with national small-particle pollution standards (Albert & Xu, 2016). A 2017
OECD report estimated that the health costs of China’s worsening air pollution were $1.4
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trillion or 7.8% of its GDP as of 2015. Furthermore, the adverse health impacts result in
heavy productivity losses estimated to be equal to 6.5% of GDP each year between 2000
and 2010 (Congressional Research Service, 2019). Therefore, the costs that China
realized as an effect of its development are not merely limited to its environment.
Because of the deterioration of air quality and the harmful pollutants that result from
production, China suffered substantial economic losses which negatively impacted
growth. Should pollution continue to increase, these costs will continue to weigh on the
country’s potential growth.
Despite the growing environmental issues, China made some strides in combatting
the levels of pollution imposed during development. To combat the relationship between
growth and emissions, a shift in ideology and policies is necessary to alleviate the
environmental pressures imposed by the country’s growth. Beginning in 2003, Hu Jintao,
the general secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, began promoting the idea of a
“scientific development concept”.

This concept promoted the pursuit of a new

development path which addresses rural development, regional gaps, science and
technology, as well as the environment and natural resources. In October of 2003, the
Third Plenary Session of the 16th Central Committee endorsed the concept by recognizing
the need for sustainable development and the need to promote economic, social, and human
development (Fewsmith, 2004).
Between 2003 and 2008, China has invested 1,636 billion RMB (U.S. $240 billion)
in environmental protection (Chunmei & Zhaolan, 2010). As a result of this investment
some environmental parameters have improved, such as vegetation cover and carbon106

trapping, soil erosion has decreased, and wildlife habitats have improved. The actions
taken by China include a reduction in emissions per unit of GDP, the implementation of
more renewable energy sources, and a commitment to attaining low-carbon economic
development. In 2005, the Chinese government issued the “Decision on Enhancing
Scientific Development and Environmental Protection” which for the first time, proposed
that in certain regions, environmental protection would be the prioritized and development
would be optimized, controlled, or prohibited. Also, in 2008, the country demonstrated its
commitment to improving green energy and technologies by becoming the highest investor
in Asia. At a time when investment in renewables dropped amongst developed nations,
China’s investment grew by 18% over the previous year and reached $15.6 billion which
represented 10% of the global investment (Chunmei & Zhaolan, 2010).
China demonstrated its increased emphasis on environmental indicators through the
transition of the policies in the country’s Five-Year Plans.

In the sixth Five-Year Plan

(1981-1985) starting just after the economic reforms in 1981, mandatory economic
indicators made up 60.7% of the total. With the twelfth Five-Year Plan spanning 2011
through 2016, the share of economic indicators dropped to 12.5% while non-economic
indicators accounted for 87.5% of the policies. Of the non-economic indicators, education
and technology made up 16.7% of the policies, environmental indicators account for 33.3%
of the total, and personal livelihood indicators made up 37.5% of the non-economic
indicators (Hu, 2013). Despite China making policy efforts to reduce emissions and clean
its environment, the country remains reliant on coal, and overall emissions levels continue
to increase. While the country has managed to make its technology more efficient, its
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growth is still largely dependent on emissions-intensive technologies. For mainstream
scholars that support neoliberal development, this transition represents the pattern as
predicted by the theoretical Environmental Kuznets Curve.

This theoretical pattern

coupled with the theory that countries can decouple economic growth from environmental
degradation, allows for indefinite economic growth which is prioritized by the neoliberal
model. As China has grown and urbanized, total income has also grown. China’s urban
population tends to be wealthier, better educated, and more politically active thus resulting
in a populace demanding a cleaner environment. In theory, this increase in income would
lead to the inverted U-shaped relationship between income and pollution as predicted by
the EKC (Coxhead, 2019).
4.3 China’s social and environmental development
China’s remarkable economic success provides optimism for those who would
argue that economies should develop first, then focus on abating emissions after incomes
have increased sufficiently. In China’s case, the economic reforms managed to create
economic prosperity, thus alleviating poverty for hundreds of millions of Chinese citizens.
Given the large-size of China’s economy, the economic improvements realized in China
have helped improve the well-being of approximately one-fifth of the human population
(Jia, Du, & Wang, 2017). The market reforms beginning in 1978 are cited as the main
driver of China’s economic growth and poverty alleviation. Since these reforms, the World
Bank estimates that 850 million people have been lifted out of poverty as a result of the
fastest sustained economic expansion in history (World Bank, 2019). As a result, by 2015,
China reached all Millennium Development Goals. In using China’s current poverty
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standard (per capita net income of RMB 2,300 annually in 2010 constant prices), the
country is on track to eliminate absolute poverty by 2020. Though, according to the
“upper-middle income” international poverty line of $5.50 per day, an estimated 372.8
million people still apply (World Bank, 2019).
The improvements made in alleviating absolute poverty are compounded by the
gains realized in educational attainment. While the socialist economy of China managed
to provide basic education to the population, the private return to education was nearly
zero. So, under the previous economic structure individuals were not properly incentivized
to attain higher levels of education. Comparatively, for a market economy to succeed,
individuals must be rewarded for actions that serve to better the productivity of the
economy (Naughton, 2006). Educational attainment is one such activity as it develops the
individual’s skill and improves the level of human capital. Under the market reforms,
return to education started to realize increases during the 1990s which it sustained
throughout the decade. During the late 1980s and early 1990s it is estimated that an urban
worker’s marginal return to education was merely 4%-5%. Comparatively, this trailed
behind the world and low-income country averages of 9.7% and 10.9% respectively. By
the 1990s, China was able to close the gap reaching a rate of return of 10% during the
period of 1999-2001 (as cited in Naughton, 2006, p. 194). The market reforms helped
facilitate a higher rate of educational return for Chinese workers due to structural reforms
which led to a shift in the determinants of wages. The influx of foreign investment resulted
in an increased demand for educated workers and bidding up of wages to attract talent.
Conversely, less-educated workers were in lower demand and more likely to experience
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lay-offs resulting in a downward pressure on their wages (Naughton, 2006).

The

implementation of the market helped legitimize the notion that a citizen’s investment in
educational attainment would be met with an appropriate reward in the form of a higher
wage. Without this promise, it is difficult to facilitate higher educational attainment and
develop a culture of innovation and skill required to advance a market-based economy.
The need for a higher level of human capital stems from the technological
advancement and restructuring of state-owned enterprises which created more demanding
job opportunities. While these opportunities were appropriately higher paying, the jobs
required a more skilled workforce. Thus, education policy became a core tenet of China’s
advancement. In 2004, China awarded 12,000 PhDs facilitating a culture of innovation
and improved skill.

China’s investment in higher education is also reflected in its

leadership. In 1982, 20% of China’s provincial leaders had attended college. By 2002,
this figure had increased to 98%. The number of provincial leaders with post-graduate
degrees have realized increases from 12.9% in 2001 to 29% just two years later. Younger
leaders under the age of fifty-four have benefited immensely from China’s investment in
higher education with two-thirds holding a masters or PhD (Ramos, 2004). Supporting the
attainment of higher education is vital to facilitate growth in the future. A more educated
populace is able to succeed in higher-skilled and higher-paying jobs. This both supports
growth and innovation as a more educated populace is able to leverage their human capital
to benefit technology and technological advancement.
As a result of the gains realized in educational attainment, China’s human
development rose accordingly. The UNDP measures human development using three
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dimensions: the ability to live a long and healthy life; access to knowledge; and the ability
to attain a reasonable standard of living. When assessing the ability to live a long and
healthy life, the UNDP utilizes life expectancy as a proxy. Access to knowledge is
measured using statistics indicative of an adult’s educational attainment, and the expected
number of years that younger students are estimated to obtain. The average years of
schooling completed among adults over the age of twenty-five is meant to determine the
life-time educational attainment of the population. And given the assumption that agespecific enrollment patterns will persist throughout a child’s life, the expected years of
schooling among younger children entering the educational system measures a child’s
access to knowledge. Finally, the ability to earn a reasonable standard of living is measured
using gross national income (GNI) per capita which is expressed using 2011 international
dollars converted using purchasing power parity conversion rates (UNDP, 2019).
Sustaining gains in educational attainment and income can have a profound impact on the
level of human development. China’s success in improving the return to educational
attainment allows for higher-earning jobs thus improving income levels. These gains allow
for improvements to both educational attainment and the overall standard of living as
measured by GNI per capita.
Between the period of 1990 and 2018, China realized a 51.1% increase in the
human development index (HDI) improving from 0.501 to 0.758 (UNDP, 2019). During
this period, China saw improvements in every determinant of the HDI: Life expectancy
increased by 7.6 years; both the average and expected level of schooling increased,
improving by 3.1 years and 5.1 years respectively; and GNI per capita increased by about
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954% from $1,530 to $16,127 (UNDP, 2019). Notably the gains realized in this period
correspond to the second phase of China’s economic reforms. So, the growth attained in
education, life expectancy, and income correspond with a transition to the market economy
and the high levels of growth recorded during this timeframe.

Figure 4.1. Trends in China’s HDI component indices 1990-2018.
Source: UNDP, 2019.

The level of growth realized in HDI led China to surpassing the average maintained
by the high human development group. China’s 2018 HDI of 0.758 is just above the global
average of 0.750 for countries in the high human development group (UNDP, 2019).
Despite the growth realized in the HDI, the high levels of inequality that persist in China
offset some of these gains. Because HDI measures only the average level of human
development achieved within a country, inequality is overlooked. When adjusting for
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inequality, China’s HDI decreases by 16.1% to 0.636.

Although this decrease

demonstrates a need for the country to address its level of inequality, it still ranks above
the average inflation adjusted level of 0.615 for the high HDI group (UNDP, 2019). Even
when considering the cost that inequality has imposed on human development, China has
made great strides in the index. The economic reforms helped create conditions which
allowed for improved incomes and returns to education which contributed to similar
improvements in life expectancy. But the improvements in these categories ignore some
of the costs associated with growth such as the persistent levels of inequality and
environmental degradation. The mounting cost of these factors has led the government to
take measures to address inequality and environmental pollution thus moving toward a
more sustainable development model.
Since the beginning of the 2000s, the government has made strides to address the
costs associated with development by establishing environmental measures meant to curb
the country’s environmental impact. These environmental policies have propelled China
as a world leader in such initiatives. For example, since 2015 China has led the world in
renewable energy investment. Additionally, in 2018, China was the global leader in nonhydro renewable energy capacity (REN21, 2019). While the country is still committed to
growth, its environmental policies provide hope that the country may be able to
successfully decouple growth from environmental degradation. Undoubtedly, China’s
growth has carried with it several significant costs: the abuse of natural resources, the
drastic increase in emissions, the deterioration of air quality, the worsening inequality
between rural and urban citizens, etc. These costs offset the economic growth realized
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during the reform period and will serve as obstacles to growth in the future. But the
progress made in poverty alleviation, educational attainment, and the commitment to
environmental regulations provide hope for China’s development model and future.

Figure 4.2. Renewable power capacities in World, EU-28, and top 6 countries, 2018.
Source: REN21, 2019

Figure 4.3. Global new investment in renewable power and fuels in developed, emerging,
and developing countries, 2008-2018.
Source: REN21, 2019
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For supporters of China’s method of economic development, income gains,
poverty reduction, and recent technological achievement provide arguments for
industrialization, globalization, and following the traditional development path based on
economic growth. While the country has improved the level of poverty, it still faces
many obstacles such as high inequality and environmental sustainability which require
policy attention. These obstacles will drag on future economic growth in the country,
which has been slowing. In its 13th and most recent Five-Year Plan, spanning 2016
through 2020, the Chinese government seeks to both correct the obstacles weighing on
growth and stabilize the slowing rate of economic expansion (World Bank, 2019). In the
13th Five-Year Plan, the Chinese government recognizes the country’s transition toward a
new era characterized by slower economic growth and the need for sustainable
development. The 13th Five-Year Plan addresses both the country’s desire to sustain
growth, but also address the growing inequalities and environmental issues. Broadly, the
plan details six objectives: 1) transition from capital accumulation-led growth to
innovation-led growth; 2) spatial development; 3) green development; 4) inclusive
development; 5) financial and SOE reform; and 6) opening up (Aglietta & Bai, 2016).
These goals address both the need to correct the criticisms tied to the country’s economic
success and the need to find new sources of economic growth. China neither expects nor
aims to achieve the double-digit growth which characterized its rapid economic
ascension. Nonetheless, if the economy wishes to continue to grow, it is still necessary
for the government to address new sources and methods of growth.
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While the economy remains a priority for the government, the 13th Five-Year Plan
also addresses the obstacles that face future economic development. By addressing the
inequality and environmental degradation that have arisen as a result of China’s rapid
economic development, the government demonstrates its commitment to resolving these
issues.

In addressing spatial development and inclusive development, the Chinese

government addresses one of the main criticisms of its economic growth: the existing
inequality between rural and urban citizens (Aglietta & Bai, 2016). To address spatial
development, the plan proposes reforming the social welfare system, rural land reform, and
coordinated regional development. The social welfare system does not have a unified
national method of financing. Therefore, contributions to social welfare are collected in
local funds and administered at the provincial level. This leads to interregional inequality
as citizens move from rural to urban cities (Aglietta & Bai, 2016). Also, land reform will
be necessary for the country to transition toward sustainable development. The large-scale
urbanization that has taken place in China resulted in the destruction of ecosystems, waste
of farmable land, as well as congestion and pollution resulting from increased car
ownership. Continuing this pattern would serve to defy China’s sustainable growth and
low-carbon objectives. Therefore, the 13th Five-Year Plan aims to restructure the urban
model toward spatially compact cities linked by mass transit systems. This would ensure
that a citizen’s place of residence is not disconnected from economic activity.
Additionally, industrial activities would be redirected to secondary cities with cheaper land
and labor while larger cities would specialize in high-value services and innovation
(Aglietta & Bai, 2016). Finally, to lessen the existing inequality, the country plans to
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pursue coordinated regional development. To accomplish this, the country plans to better
integrate underdeveloped regions into their economic development plans. For example,
the new high-speed rail transport to Lhasa in Tibet, and Urumqi in Xinjiang, better integrate
such regions. Additionally, renovating old industrial bases and manufacturing centers with
more advanced technological equipment allows these areas to create advanced
manufacturing and high-tech industries, thus closing the gap with some of the more
advanced Chinese cities (Aglietta & Bai, 2016). Further addressing inequality, the 13 th
Five-Year Plan aims for inclusive development. Inclusive development ensures that all
citizens improve their standard of living by both increasing real incomes and reducing
inequalities in disposable income. To achieve this, plans for sustainable growth, a new
urban model, and an energy transition will be necessary and are accounted for in the spatial
development and green development goals of the 13th Five-Year Plan (Aglietta & Bai,
2016).
While the government is committed to correcting the existing interregional
inequalities that exist between rural and urban communities, the swell of rural-to-urban
migration during the reform period resulted in poverty alleviation. Rural labor migration
is used as a means to alleviate poverty and achieve the country’s ultimate goal of
eliminating all forms of poverty by the end of 2020. This migration served as a principal
factor in China’s economic success as rural laborers transition from agricultural sectors
with low marginal productivity, to non-agricultural sectors of high marginal productivity.
The rural labor migration is estimated to account for 16% to 20% of the GDP increase
realized during the first 20 years after China’s 1978 economic reforms (Jia, Du, & Wang,
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2017). In addition to the productivity gains, rural-to-urban migrants also enjoyed increased
wages.

Migration from agricultural to non-agricultural sectors is associated with a

transition from lower to higher wages. According to the National Bureau of Statistics of
China (NBS), in 2005, the number of rural migrant workers was 126 million earning an
average monthly salary of 821 yuan. In 2015, the number of rural migrant workers
increased by 34.1% and the average wage increased 196.2% (Jia, Du, & Wang, 2017). As
a result of the increased amount of migration to urban areas and the resulting wage increase,
rural households have become increasingly reliant on non-agricultural work. Viable
economic opportunities are less prevalent in rural provinces, thus reducing the barriers to
entry for potential rural migrants can result in increased incomes and reduced disparities.
Thus, urbanization has played an important role in poverty reduction and will continue to
play a role in eliminating poverty going forward (Jia, Du, & Wang, 2017).
Despite the role that rural-to-urban labor migration has played in reducing poverty
and interregional inequality, rural laborers still face significantly more risk than their urban
counterparts. Often, the work received by rural laborers is seasonal or informal. In 2016,
urban local workers were estimated to earn an average monthly income only 7.6% greater
than their rural migrant counterparts. But the average hourly income gap reached 36.9%
suggesting that rural migrant laborers work longer hours. Additionally, rural migrant
populations are more susceptible to illness and health risks which places the group in a
precarious position of lapsing into poverty should they become unable to work (Jia, Du, &
Wang, 2017). So, despite the increases in income that have resulted from the rural-tourban migration spurred by China’s economic reforms, inequalities between rural and
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urban residents are still prevalent. But the 13th Five-Year Plan hopes to address such issues
through the strengthening of social programs and better integrating less developed regions
into the economy. Nonetheless, the role rural labor migration plays in poverty alleviation
leads to the Chinese government leveraging this as it aims to eliminate poverty by the end
of 2020.
To address the acute environmental issues stemming from its economic
development, China’s 13th Five-Year Plan also addresses the need for environmentally
sustainable development. The deterioration of the local environment as well as the
country’s contribution to global climate change led to the implementation of green
development in the Five-Year Plan. The country targets GHG emissions and clean energy
development that will require energy intensity as a share of economic growth to decrease
40% to 45% below 2005 levels by 2020 (Aglietta & Bai, 2016). The slowdown in
economic growth coupled with changes in production lead to optimism regarding the
country’s ability to attain that goal. As China transitions toward innovation-led growth
opposed to capital accumulation-led growth, the country is better positioned to make
improvements to its energy efficiency. Also, transitioning to clean energy will require new
technology which further contributes to the country’s desired transition to innovation-led
growth.
Due mostly to the slowing economic growth, since 2012, total energy demand has
fallen faster than economic growth. Between 2001 and 2011, total energy demand realized
8.8% annual growth before falling to -3.9% annual growth in 2013 and -2.5% annual
growth in 2014 (Aglietta & Bai, 2016). Should the country be able to achieve its goal of
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transitioning production from industry to services, the reductions in energy demand should
continue to decline. Additionally, the most recent Five-Year Plan will include ecological
protections which would designate certain so-called “functional zones”. Within these
zones, industrial productivity would be prohibited, construction would be controlled, and
agricultural and ecological areas would be protected. Furthermore, protections against the
exploitation of natural resources are planned for these zones, thus prohibiting extraction
beyond the land’s carrying capacity. Also, in areas with limited water supply, total water
usage will be controlled by following constraints to industry access and a quota-based
management system (Aglietta & Bai, 2016).
The pursuit of green development demonstrates the government’s desire to improve
the environmental impact of the economy.

By focusing on implementing policies

concerning emissions reduction, ecological protection, resource management, and
conservation, the Chinese government has made necessary and important strides in
transitioning from its pollution-intensive past. The National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) estimate that environmental degradation and resource exploitation
cost 9% of GNI. Successfully implementing a green development path would reduce the
cost of such damages to 3% of GNI (Aglietta & Bai, 2016). In order to pursue this goal,
significant investment and technological innovation will be necessary. The country is
dedicated to pursuing more innovation as indicated by the 13th Five-Year Plan. Also, as
part of the plan, a dedicated system to finance green investments was pursued. In 2014,
the State Council established the Green Finance Task Force (GFTF) which is chaired by
the People’s Bank of China. The GFTF was established to make recommendations and
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provide incentives regarding green investments. The GFTF recognized that polluting
industries do not internalize the cost of environmental externalities, thus it established a
mechanism for increasing the rate of return for green investment while decreasing the rate
of return for pollution-intensive investments. Due to the ability of polluting firms to shirk
the external costs of resource extraction and pollution, the rate of return of green
investments is outweighed by the financing costs. By making more funds available for
green investment while also raising financing costs and compliance regulations for
polluting investments, the GFTF hopes to correct this imbalance (Aglietta & Bai, 2016).
The efforts outlined in the 13th Five-Year Plan present a move toward more sustained and
significant green investment.

The implementation of green banks and increased

opportunities for green finance allow for the integration of more clean energy technology.
Additionally, the plan recognizes the need for international banks with majority Chinese
ownership to implement an environmental risk management system, disclose
environmental data, and encourage international green development (Aglietta & Bai,
2016). The ambitious environmental initiative also includes plans to shift tax credits from
emphasizing polluting industries to promoting industries such as renewable energy. As
part of the country’s newly established carbon-trading scheme, the government plans to
implement an environment tax which includes carbon-dioxide emissions (Aglietta & Bai,
2016).
In 2017, China launched its national carbon market which will serve as a prominent
policy tool in reducing GHG emissions. The Chinese carbon market is expected to cover
three to four billion tons of carbon dioxide emissions. While the national carbon market
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launched in 2017, it was preceded by multiple regional pilots across the country. First, the
Shenzen carbon emission trading pilot of 2013, followed by seven pilots in Shanghai,
Beijing, Guandong, Tianjin, Hubei, Chongqing, and Fujian. By the end of 2018, these
market pilots accounted for 270 million tons of carbon dioxide emissions. These eight
pilots serve as the foundation for the larger national Chinese carbon market (Hua & Dong,
2019). The carbon market is made up of a mandatory and voluntary element. In the
mandatory carbon market, the state will impose annual emissions reduction quotas to
participating organizations; then, if the emissions of a participant exceed the amount of the
quota, additional quotas can be purchased from participants with a surplus. The voluntary
market provides a complementary trading market established to facilitate clean energy
projects and receive economic and corporate social responsibility benefits (Hua & Dong,
2019). The utilization of carbon markets as a means to reduce carbon emissions is a
synthesis of China’s environmental policies and market economy. It is estimated that by
2030, carbon pricing could reduce carbon-dioxide emissions by 27.5% compared to the
business-as-usual scenario (Pike & Zhe, 2017). Despite the relative infancy of China’s
carbon market, it is clear that the country will utilize the system in pursuing its low-carbon
goals as set by the 13th Five-Year Plan.
The environmental policy improvements made by China contribute toward the
argument that the country is targeting a decrease in emissions consistent with the pattern
predicted by the theoretical Environmental Kuznets Curve. Increases in income and
pollution realized by China during its reform period are representative of the initial phase
of the EKC characterized by increases in both environmental degradation and income per
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capita. During the reform period, the mass urbanization of the population has led to
wealthier, educated, and politically active citizens who are more aware of the poor
environmental conditions faced by the country (Coxhead, 2019).

This is evidenced by

the growing number of environmental protests as citizens have grown increasingly
unhappy with the current environmental conditions. In 2013, the number of so-called
“abrupt environmental incidents” grew 31% over the previous year reaching a total of
712 cases (Albert & Xu, 2016). While China is still a communist country, such protests
threaten the legitimacy of the government and place pressure on the state to act. In
March 2014, Chinese Premier Li Kequiang declared a “war on pollution” and in May of
the same year, the country strengthened its Environmental Protection Law for the first
time in twenty-five years (Albert & Xu, 2016)12. Again, the government would take
additional actions in addressing necessary environmental improvements during the
implementation of its 13th Five-Year Plan. The actions of the government and the
decreasing demand for energy leads to the notion that China may be experiencing the
second phase of the EKC characterized by an inverse relationship between environmental
degradation and income per capita.
The best opportunity for China to successfully decrease its level of environmental
degradation is through strong environmental policy. For communist and autocratic
societies, pollution tends to be higher at any given level of per capita income thus leading
to a higher EKC turning point. Thus, it is important for the government to connect

12

In May 2014, Chinese legislators passed the amendments that allowed authorities to detain company
bosses for a maximum of fifteen days should they not complete environmental impact assessments or
ignore warnings to stop polluting (Kaiman, 2014).
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environmental policy with the growing demand for a cleaner environment (Coxhead,
2019). Additionally, the transition in technology will serve as a means to reduce
environmental degradation. As established in its most recent Five-Year Plan, innovation
will play a key role in China’s economy. Innovation can lead to increases in energy
efficiency and the adoption of renewable energy. Though, it is important to note that
merely improving energy efficiency only attains relative decoupling opposed to the
absolute decoupling necessary to make growth compatible with environmental
conservation. While China’s reliance on coal remains very high at 60% of the total
energy mix, newer capital models have started to make improvements in the country’s
energy efficiency (Stanway, 2020). Now, the new coal-fired plants are cleaner than those
operated in the United States. And by 2020, given the current regulatory trends in the
U.S., every coal plant would be illegal to operate in China (Coxhead, 2019).
Additionally, as a result of slowing economic growth, China’s coal demand peaked in
2013. Furthermore, the country’s adoption of renewables and natural gas contributed to
the decrease in coal demand (Coxhead, 2019). Technological innovation will further
reduce coal demand as more energy efficient and renewable technology is developed.
China’s increased focus on innovation and implementation of environmental policy
demonstrate a much-needed commitment to the costs imposed by the country’s economic
growth. Such action may represent the country’s transition from an EKC turning point
and a decoupling of its economic growth and environmental degradation.
China’s retained reliance on coal and continued emphasis on economic growth
cause some concern whether the country can successfully decouple growth from its
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environmental degradation. Over the period between 1990 and 2012, the country
demonstrated a positive Kuznets elasticity of 0.59. So, for every one percent increase in
GDP, China’s carbon dioxide emissions were found to increase by 0.59%. When
including other greenhouse gasses such as methane this elasticity climbs to 0.68 (Cohen,
Jalles, Loungani, Marto, & Wang, 2019). Over this time period, it is clear that China has
failed to achieve a low-carbon path on an aggregate level. During this time period, GDP
grows at a faster rate than emissions, but the country’s emissions are increasing,
nonetheless. But this is to be expected given the laxed environmental regulations and
industrial development of China during the earlier phases of its development. Going
forward, it will be vital that the country can improve upon this figure through policy and
innovation.
When separating China’s data between two periods, post-WWII (1950-1982) and
the Great Moderation (1983-2007) improvement in China’s elasticity is evident. During
the post-WWII period, China realized a Kuznets elasticity of 1.16 which is roughly three
times that observed during the period spanning 1990 and 2012. Comparatively, the Great
Moderation period trends toward the baseline result with an observed elasticity of 0.73
(Cohen et al, 2019). The carbon-intensive growth realized during the post-WWII period
resulted in a significantly higher Kuznets elasticity. When using this as the starting point,
China has successfully experienced some progress toward achieving decoupling.
Additionally, when analyzing the data at the provincial level, further progress is
observed. Because provinces on the eastern region tend to be more endowed than those
in the less developed central and western regions of China, differences are observed. For
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example, between 1995 and 2010, GDP per capita in eastern provinces Beijing, Shanghai,
and Tianjin tripled to above 71,000 RMB (more than $10,000). Meanwhile, central and
western provinces remain at real GDP per capita of roughly 25,000 RMB (less than
$4,000) (Cohen et al, 2019). Should the EKC be observed, it would be expected that
richer provinces realize a greater level of decoupling than those in poorer provinces.
While most provinces have positive Kuznets elasticities, thus demonstrating no signs of
absolute decoupling, richer, eastern provinces demonstrated a lower elasticity than their
poorer central and western counterparts. For example, of the observed provinces, Beijing
demonstrated the lowest Kuznets elasticity with one of the highest per capita incomes
(Cohen et al, 2019). Such a finding is consistent with the prediction established by the
theoretical EKC. Despite not achieving full decoupling, China’s richer provinces have
shown some signs of moving towards decoupling. An increased focus on environmental
policy such as that observed in the 13th Five-Year Plan can move the country closer
toward absolute decoupling. Additionally, should the pattern of the EKC hold, then
increasing the incomes of rural communities which were not well-integrated in the initial
reforms will have a positive impact on decoupling as well.
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Figure 4.4. Kuznets elasticities and real GDP per capita across Chinese provinces.
Source: Cohen et al., 2019.
Undoubtedly, China’s rapid economic growth had consequences which warrant
doubt and skepticism regarding the success of its development strategy. The fraught
relationship between economic growth and the environment was borne out with dramatic
results. Additionally, while the economic growth realized by China lifted many citizens
out of poverty, the country still experiences significant levels of inequality, especially
between its rural and urban regions. For supporters of China’s development path, the
most recent Five-Year Plan and China’s commitments to resolving some of the costs
imposed by its development provide optimism that the country can successfully decouple
growth from environmental degradation. The increases realized in education, income,
and poverty alleviation are positives that have created a more skilled workforce capable
of completing higher paying jobs and spurring innovation. As growth slows, the Chinese
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government has prepared to embrace a new normal characterized by slower economic
expansion and a transition toward more sustainable development methods. Should China
achieve its environmental ambitions and successfully decouple growth from
environmental degradation, then the country could continue to pursue growth as intended
under the mainstream development model. But it remains that China is heavily reliant on
the pollution-intensive methods of its past. And there is no historical precedent that such
outcome can be effectively achieved.
4.4 Challenges to China’s Development
Despite emerging as a leader in policies which aim to curb and reduce emissions
growth, China continues to pursue environmentally damaging growth methods. The
development path which the country has pursued has overlooked both human and
environmental issues in favor of achieving economic growth. The result of China’s
development path has been rapid economic growth at the cost of the environment and
public health. So, despite China’s economic success, their economy is highly unsustainable
and embodies the typical tradeoff between growth and environmental conservation. And
still, the country often prioritizes economic growth and jobs over environmental
conservation. Local governments would rather reap the benefits awarded from job creation
and taxes than concern themselves with how the energy is produced. For instance, despite
new goals for de-carbonization, Beijing still maintains subsidies for coal-fired energy
production and the transportation of coal by rail (Coxhead, 2019). These practices
reinforce the dominance of pollution-intensive natural resources and have resulted in
improved energy efficiency, but the trend in carbon-dioxide emissions remains positive.
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China’s commitment to offsetting its environmental impact and transitioning
toward sustainable development is undermined by subsidies for new coal-fired plants and
the construction of new, albeit cleaner, coal-fired plants (Coxhead, 2019). Since the start
of 2018, the country had finished building 42.9 gigawatts of new coal-power capacity
with an additional 121 gigawatts under construction and 74 gigawatts planned. To put
this in perspective, China currently maintains over 1,000 gigawatts of coal power which
accounts for more than 60% of its total energy mix (Stanway, 2020; Cui et al., 2020). Per
capita carbon dioxide emissions continue to rise, and the country remains the top polluter
in the world. Figure 4.5 demonstrates the substantial growth realized in China between
1990 and 2018. Due to the relatively large size of the Chinese population, the growth is
not nearly as drastic when measuring emissions per capita, but the evidence still
demonstrates a pattern of increasing emissions (UN, 2019c). While the country has made
significant strides in its environmental policy, such policy is contradicted by the
country’s continued pursuit of economic growth and reliance on coal. Tepid commitment
to resolving the country’s environmental woes will provide a major obstacle in the
country achieving sustainability as outlined by its most recent Five-Year Plan.
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Figure 4.5. Top greenhouse gas emitters on an absolute (left) and per capita basis (right).
Source: UN, 2019c.
For China to achieve its goals as set by the 12th and 13th Five-Year Plans, the
country will need to address its reliance on coal. In these plans, China has reversed growing
coal consumption, cancelled or suspended many new coal projects, and made existing coal
plants more efficient. Additionally, as China’s economy slows, the demand for coal has
and can be expected to diminish. But a slowing economy also places additional pressure
on governments to recoup lost growth leading to a reliance on proven methods. Still, coal
remains dominant in the existing power mix, and coal power capacity is still growing. In
2015, coal power plant capacity increased by 55% through the first half of the year (Albert
& Xu, 2016). By 2020, China’s coal power capacity is expected to reach 1,100 gigawatts
which is larger than all other countries combined (Cui et al., 2020). The growing level of
overall carbon emissions can be attributed to a focus on improving efficiency rather than
transitioning to a cleaner energy source. During the period spanning between 1993 and
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2007, coal consumption in the power supply, measured in grams of coal equivalent per
kilowatt-hour (gce/KWh), fell from 417 to 357. Furthermore, the newest coal plants saw
a greater reduction with measurements reaching the mid-200s gce/KWh (Coxhead, 2019).
But merely improving efficiency while increasing coal power capacity still results in more
pollution. From 2000 to 2013, carbon-dioxide emissions rose from 2.7 to 7.6 metric tons
(Coxhead, 2019). Merely improving energy efficiency will not be enough to make China’s
economic development sustainable. Continually increasing emissions, albeit at a slower
rate, still adds to the climate predicament that the world is currently experiencing. Another
important factor contributing to the environmental stress incurred from the economic
reforms was the high levels of urbanization which resulted. The Chinese government made
urbanization a priority and aimed to have more than 60% of its citizens living in cities by
2020. As of 2015, this figure was at 53.7% which has increased significantly since the year
2000 in which only 36% of the population lived in cities. The high level of urbanization
has been followed by increased energy demand and car ownership which places further
stress on an ailing environment (Albert & Xu, 2016).
The country’s commitment to growth remains evident in its economic policy
decisions. Because economic growth has slowed, the government has been pressured to
look toward new methods of attaining growth. Policies such as the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) and increasing levels of FDI directly contradict the country’s environmental policy
commitments. The Belt and Road Initiative plans to create a network of infrastructure
meant to improve trade across 65 countries linking China, Europe, and Africa. Given the
recent instability of the EU market and the trade protectionism exhibited by the United
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States, China seeks to establish the BRI as a means to maintain growth based on
infrastructure connectivity and reduce their dependency on foreign markets (Zhao, 2019).
As a part of the plan, China plans to build fifty special economic zones modeled after those
implemented in 1980 by Deng Xiaoping. The ultimate goal of the plan is to increase
productivity and open new markets for its consumer goods (Chatzky and McBride, 2019).
Ultimately, the BRI demonstrates the importance that economic growth plays in the
country’s economic policies. Such an expansion aimed at bolstering industrial capacity
will result in further increases in global emissions levels. With this policy, China is now
looking toward other developing nations as a destination for its excess production and
pollution. Supporters of neoliberal policy would argue that allowing developing countries
to pursue free-market economic reforms will allow the country to develop rapidly and clean
its environment later. But the evidence as observed in China came at the cost of great
increases in environmental degradation which imposed costs on the environment, the
economy, and the health of the population. Thus far, China has had trouble waning itself
from its pollution-intensive past as evidenced by its continually increasing emissions levels
and policies such as the Belt and Road Initiative.
In addition to policy initiatives such as the BRI, China has ramped up its FDI in
Africa and Latin America. Like the BRI, the increased level of FDI allows China to
increase its productivity and integration in foreign markets while limiting its reliance on
industrialized economies. By increasing their FDI in other emerging markets, China is
able to externalize its production processes abroad. By doing so, China follows the path
of other developed nations by establishing a global supply chain and externalizing pollution
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to other industrializing nations. In the case of Africa, China is the continent’s largest
trading partner. Because of Africa’s abundance of natural resources and raw materials,
China has benefited greatly from trade. Between, 2013 and 2014 the two economies traded
$210 billion worth of goods. But recently trade has slowed due to lower energy and solid
mineral export revenue. Additionally, China’s economic slowdown coupled with the
country’s desire to transition the economy from investment toward consumption has
negatively impacted the demand for imports and their ability to invest and lend to African
states (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). The high levels of growth sustained by
China in the early 2000s will inevitably slow leading to lower levels of trade and
investment, but still the country remains invested in boosting these figures. Policies such
as the BRI serve as evidence to this fact, and it remains that Chinese firms are still
attempting to attain extractive sector investments at lower prices with the goal of obtaining
longer-term supplies. These investment strategies are prevalent in Africa’s Copperbelt
where Chinese firms are engaged with the Democratic Republic of Congo and Congo
(Brazzaville) (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016).
While exports from Africa to China have slowed, imports from China have
remained at a high portion of total African imports. Chinese imports accounts for nearly
20% of total African imports due to the sale of plant machinery and materials. Because of
China’s strategy to invest in natural resource extraction, the level of imports into Africa
has not been impacted as much as Africa’s exports to China. Additionally, China’s desire
to open new markets for its consumer goods is evident as the country’s firms continue to
sell low-cost manufactured goods in emerging markets such as Africa (The Economist
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Intelligence Unit, 2016). The anticipated slowdown of the Chinese economy leads to the
desire to supplant the lost growth with new growth opportunities. Rather than focusing on
achieving its environmental commitments, the Chinese government encourages the country
to increase its extractive capacity thus allowing it to increase production. Africa is a market
that is featured in the BRI and China is interested in investing in the country with the
creation of special economic zones (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). Modeled
after those introduced during the initial economic reforms, the industrial development in
markets such as Africa would serve to boost production in those markets. The intention to
establish global supply chains with Africa only reduces emissions locally as it is
externalized abroad. Ultimately, by establishing special economic zones, the impact on
global emissions is increased.
Another beneficiary of China’s growing foreign direct investment and trade is Latin
America. Latin America has the desire to grow and reduce the inequality that weighs on
the nation. This has led to the country becoming increasingly reliant on the capital
investments of other nations. Between 2000 and 2015, China’s level of trade with Latin
America has increased by a factor of twenty. In 2000, trade between the two nations totaled
$5 billion which increased to $104 billion in 2015. The level of Chinese FDI has not
reached the same heights as the level of trade, but nonetheless has increased significantly.
Between 2010 and 2015, the level of FDI in Latin America totaled $84 billion. Consistent
with these statistics, finance by the China Development Bank and the China Export-Import
Bank to Latin America and the Caribbean increased markedly to a total of $104 billion
between 2010 and 2015 (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). Similar to Africa, for
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Latin America, the increased reliance on China has led to exposure of risk stemming from
China’s economic slowdown. The result has been a 20% reduction of Latin American
exports to China which fell from $126 billion in 2014 to $103 billion in 2015 (The
Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016).

The weakening demand for Latin American

commodities in China have impacted the Latin American economy greatly. Despite Latin
America’s desire to grow its economy, the country has suffered slow and disappointing
economic growth of only 0.1% in 2015 (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). The slow
growth is in part due to the country’s dependence on foreign nations, but also reflects
poorly on the country’s policymakers. The UN Economic Commission for Latin America
and the Caribbean assert that roughly three-quarters of the country’s exports to China are
made up of only four goods: oil, copper, iron ore, and soybeans. Meanwhile, China’s
exports to Latin America consist mainly of low and high-tech consumer goods (The
Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). Again, this is indicative of China’s desire to expand
extractive processes in foreign countries while opening up new markets for its consumer
goods. But this opens up a large trade imbalance between the two economies as Latin
America trades relatively cheap primary goods in exchange for higher-cost technological
goods (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016).
The economic struggles of Latin America make the country receptive of increased
levels of FDI. Although Latin America is not a region included in China’s ambitious BRI,
the so-called “1+3+6 Plan” attempts to increase the levels of Chinese investment and trade
in Latin America. The plan details one plan (the 2015-19 China-Community of Latin
American States Co-operation Plan), with three engines (trade, investment, and finance),
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and six priorities for cooperation (energy and resources, infrastructure construction,
agriculture, manufacturing, scientific and technological innovation, and IT) (The
Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). This plan reinforces China’s strategy of increasing its
productive capacity through foreign investment. While the BRI serves to connect China
with Europe, Asia, and Africa, this plan would connect the country with Latin America.
Additionally, the so-called “3x3 Plan” was amended to the “1+3+6 Plan”. The new plan
adds three priorities for development of integrated infrastructure networks in Latin
America (IT, electric power, and logistics), and three key agents in the reform (the
government, society, and the private sector) (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016). Both
the “1+3+6 Plan” and the “3x3 Plan” serve to bolster the integration of China in Latin
America. Like the BRI, the impact is increased production and pollution abroad. Both the
BRI and China’s commitments to Latin America demonstrate the Chinese government’s
commitment to growth regardless of the environmental impact.
China’s significant renewable energy investment and environmental policies have
led to increased optimism regarding China’s energy future. Embracing renewables while
maintaining economic growth would allow the country to progress toward absolute
decoupling. While China remains the world leader in renewable energy investments,
recent trends are troubling. In 2018, global investment in renewable energy declined by
11.5% from the 2017 level.

While China still attracts the most renewable energy

investment by a large margin, the level of said investment fell sharply to $91.2 billion from
its peak of $145.9 billion in 2017. For China, this was the lowest annual figure recorded
since 2014 (REN21, 2019). China’s steep decline in renewable energy investment stands
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out as developed and other developing countries both increased their investment in
renewables. In 2018, developed countries increased their renewable investment by 11% to
$136.1 billion. Meanwhile, excluding China, developing countries increased investment
by 6% reaching a record $61.6 billion (REN21, 2019). China’s focus on growth policy
which would serve to increase the country’s global emissions output coupled with a
declining investment in renewable energy provides reason to doubt the country’s
commitment to environmental policy.

Policies such as the BRI and “1+3+6 Plan”

demonstrate that the country remains committed to achieving economic growth at the
expense of the environment. Further demonstrating this point, the dip in renewable energy
investment was largely due to the government’s tariff policy which halved investment in
solar power from $89 billion to $42 billion (REN21, 2019). Such actions make it difficult
for the country to fully decouple growth and environmental degradation. Given the
country’s current reliance on coal, an energy transition would be necessary to achieve said
decoupling. Otherwise, the country may reduce its emissions output, but ultimately realize
increasing emissions.
Should China be able to decouple its economic growth from its emissions, then
supporters of such neoliberal policies could use this decoupling as evidence that other
developing nations can develop similarly. But this argument fails to consider the high
costs associated with such pollution. Additionally, the notion that countries can and
should develop rapidly, then clean the environment later has been shown not to work.
Instead, countries remain dependent on achieving growth as evidenced by China’s pursuit
of increased FDI and recently declining investment in renewables. In a global economy
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defined by global supply chains, countries have opted to externalize pollution to less
developed nations. China has experienced both sides of the global supply chain having
grown its manufacturing sector to become the “world’s factory”, then increasing its FDI
through policies in Africa and Latin America. The existence of a global economy
coupled with the looming threat of climate change means that countries cannot merely
make incremental steps toward slowly achieving a low-carbon economy. Globally,
China’s industrialization contributes to climate change and has worsened air quality for
countries as far west as the United States. The costs that China’s unprecedented
industrialization imposed have been estimated at over half of the country’s GDP
(Coxhead, 2019). Additionally, the long-term costs stemming from this pollution will
continue to cost China domestically and perpetuate the effects of global warming abroad.
Even after considering China’s decreased demand for coal and reduced rate of economic
growth their emissions are still expected to grow. After allowing for a diminishing share
of coal-fired factories to the total energy mix, and a lower rate of GDP growth estimated
at 5.2% annually, China is still expected to grow its greenhouse gas emissions by a factor
of 2.2 between 2010 and 2045 (Coxhead, 2019). This statistic highlights the
unsustainability of China’s growth model. The high costs borne onto the world will not
allow any country to indefinitely continue such a model.
Throughout its span of unprecedented growth, China relied heavily upon capital
and manufacturing. This has led to high levels of growth with features of high inputs,
high consumption, high emissions, and low efficiency. The country made great strides in
providing education and improving the level of human capital, but the impact of these
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factors on economic growth is estimated to be less than that provided by energy
consumption and investment in physical capital (Yang & Zhao, 2018). Wanping Yang
and Jinkai Zhao (2018) used the Solow growth model to decompose and assess the
sources of China’s economic growth using data spanning 1981 through 2012. It was
found that investments in physical capital accounted for 59.59% of economic growth.
Following the large share of growth attributed to physical capital, the contribution of
human capital accounts for 26.76% of economic growth. Energy consumption accounts
for 24.80% of the country’s economic performance resulting in great environmental
degradation. As a result, economic growth in relation to the environment was negative
1.14% thus supporting the notion that environmental degradation provides an obstacle to
economic growth. Furthermore, ecological loss was found to contribute 10.67% of
economic growth (Yang & Zhao, 2018). The findings demonstrate the country’s reliance
on environmentally damaging economic growth. This point demonstrates the
unsustainability of the country’s economic growth and the need for it to transition away
from its carbon-intensive production methods which drove growth during the reform
period. The environmental policies and commitments suggest that the government is
fully aware of the need to transition away from such methods, but in practice,
environmental damages are still increasing. Lower rates of economic growth and the
country’s transition toward innovation-led growth should help the country improve its
sustainability. But, increasing the level of FDI thus outsourcing manufacturing to other
developing nations will undoubtedly increase global emissions levels. China has
demonstrated that it will continue to rely upon former methods of economic growth
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which have proven successful. While slowed rates of economic growth are often cited as
a means to reduce the country’s environmental and ecological impact, it has also resulted
in the country looking toward older, proven methods of growth characterized by
resource-intensive production and trade.
Thus far, the environmental policy commitments made by China have not been
successful in waning the country from carbon-based energy sources. Ultimately,
resource efficiency has improved resulting in reduced energy demand, but it remains that
the country’s overall emissions are still increasing. Because energy production and
consumption play such an important role in the economy, targeting the technology behind
these factors serves as a means to improve energy efficiency. The Policy of Electricity
Substitution illustrates the ineffectiveness of merely targeting energy efficiency. To
promote electric energy, reduce environmental pollution, and achieve green economic
growth, the National Development and Reform Commission issued and implemented the
Policy of Electricity Substitution in 2016 (Wu, Cheng, Lin, & Yao, 2019). Electricity
substitution emphasizes the consumption of electric energy through technological
innovation. Improving technology such as the traditional coal-burning boiler, residential
heating, and cooking such that an electricity mode is included, could help reduce the
consumption of coal. But, in China, energy production is so reliant on coal that such
technological innovation would still result in coal consumption. Still, the result of policy
focused on electricity substitution is increased efficiency because electric equipment has
a higher energy conversion than the direct consumption of fossil fuel energy (Wu, Cheng,
Lin, & Yao, 2019). As cited in their 13th Five Year Plan, China intends to make such
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technological improvements by focusing on innovation. While this successfully
improves energy efficiency, it does not reverse the country’s trend of increasing
emissions.
In China, fossil fuel energy production still dominates as the proportion of
thermal power reached 71% in 2017. Comparatively, while the proportion of fossil fuel
energy has been increasing, renewable energy sources comprise a far smaller share. In
2017, renewables composed only 29% of the total (18.59% hydro, 4.73% wind, 3.87%
nuclear, and 1.82% solar) (Wu, Cheng, Lin, & Yao, 2019).

The heavily favored thermal

energy results in energy production largely relying on coal. Therefore, the impact of the
Policy of Electricity Substitution is negated by the country’s dependency on thermal
power. While the policy aims to substitute fossil fuel energy sources such as coal and
crude oil with electricity, the availability of cheap thermal energy limits its effectiveness
(Wu, Cheng, Lin, & Yao, 2019). Without a transition in energy sources, the policy will
only improve energy efficiency rather than achieve green economic growth. While the
promotion of electric technology reduces the direct consumption of fossil fuels, it still
promotes energy production which is largely dependent on fossil fuels. Without the
increased implementation of renewable technology, this will result in increased fossil fuel
consumption. Thermal energy will remain an attractive solution due to its relatively low
costs and effectiveness. Without policy that would tax thermal energy production to
better align the cost with its environmental costs, its utilization will continue to dominate
energy production and handicap the effectiveness of policies such as the Policy of
Electricity Substitution.
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Figure 4.6. Power generation structure in China.
Source: Wu, Cheng, Lin, & Yao, 2019.

Despite the increased emphasis on environmental policy, China remains
dependent on pollution-intensive technology. Adding to this predicament, several of the
country’s recent policies demonstrate the government’s commitment to maintaining
growth in spite of the environmental costs. The traditional neoliberal development model
and China’s so-called “market socialism” both rely on the market to achieve the most
efficient levels of growth and do not address the role of the environment in the economy.
Thus, the quality of the growth attained under these models is highly questionable.
Whereas mainstream development is judged upon the level of GDP growth achieved,
other alternative models, such as the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI), consider
environmental and social costs when assessing growth. The GPI calculation is highly
sensitive to income inequality, climate change damage, and abuse of non-renewable
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resources (Long & Ji, 2019). By considering the costs of economic growth these models
seek to establish a more complete picture of the quality of a country’s development.
The calculation of GPI is highly contentious because many complex calculations
and assumptions are factored into the calculation to account for income inequality,
environmental damage, and the depletion of renewables. Xianling Long and Xi Ji (2019)
used GPI to calculate the quality of economic growth for thirty-one Chinese provinces
between 1997 and 2016. To calculate income inequality the researchers opted to employ
the Atkinson Index which considers a social welfare function to assess inequality. By
doing so, the Atkinson Index aims to capture the welfare losses resulting from economic
inequality (Long & Ji, 2019). The study estimates the Atkinson Index for both the urban
and rural populations, then calculates the overall Atkinson index through group weighting
(Long & Ji, 2019). Calculating long-term environmental damages often comes under
criticism due to frequent double-counting of future environmental damages. Long-term
environmental damages can be calculated using the product of the social costs of carbon
and carbon emissions. Alternatively, this can be calculated by assuming the long-term
damage equal to the consumption of fossil fuels, then multiplying consumption by a tax
or rent per barrel equivalent of fossil fuel. The tax or rent use is justified as the amount
of money necessary to compensate future generations for the long-term damage (Long &
Ji, 2019). These calculations reflect the total present value of all future emissions. Many
studies subtracted this present value from the present and all subsequent years, resulting
in duplicate counting. To avoid this criticism, Long and Xi (2019) discount the present
value of future damages to the present year. By using the discount rate recommended by
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the Interagency Working Group in the U.S. Department of Energy of 3%, the study
avoids the duplicate counting issue that was criticized in other GPI studies (Long & Ji,
2019). Finally, to calculate the depletion of nonrenewable resources, the authors
calculate the costs to replace nonrenewable fossil fuels with renewables. Although the
current stock of nonrenewable resources is large enough to last for a long while, the
environmental damages caused by these resources ensure continued utilization is
unsustainable. Thus, using the cost of replacing such resources presently is seen as an
accurate representation of the costs associated with the depletion of natural resources
(Long & Ji, 2019).
The study found that for most Chinese provinces, GPI per capita has been
increasing between 1997 and 2016. But for some provinces, a decreasing trend of GPI
has been observed suggesting that the quality of economic growth has deteriorated.
Furthermore, most of the provincial GPI per capita estimates are less than the GDP per
capita suggesting that social welfare is overestimated by traditional estimates of growth
(Long & Ji, 2019). This indicates that the quality of China’s economic growth has not
effectively addressed inequality and environmental indicators. And although GPI and
GDP are both rising, the gap between the two is observed to be widening. This widening
gap between GDP and GPI is indicative of the so-called “threshold effect” which
assumes that economic growth beyond a certain point – the threshold point – results in a
decline in the quality of life. This gap was observed in most provinces as the promotion
of social welfare lagged behind the increases in economic growth (Long & Ji, 2019).
These results demonstrate the concern regarding China’s economic growth. While
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efficient in promoting economic growth, the model employed by China has not resulted
in the same improvements to overall quality of life. Because of factors such as income
inequality, environmental damages, and the abuse of nonrenewable resources, the full
gains from income growth are not realized.

Figure 4.7. National GPI per capita under various assumptions.
Source: Long & Ji, 2019.

Between provinces, a gap is observed in economic growth, social disparities, and
environmental damages. Because eastern regions in China are home to many of the
economic activities, these regions performed better economically compared to their
western counterparts. Because economic activities are associated with higher incomes
and better education and health qualities, the eastern region also performed better in
social disparities than the western regions (Long & Ji, 2019). This gap between the
Chinese regions represent the growing inequality between urban and rural China. The
Chinese government has addressed this inequality in the 13th Five Year Plan by planning
to better integrate western regions into areas of economic activity. Policies such as the
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BRI plan to enhance infrastructure and connect central and south-east Asia resulting in a
boon to economies connecting these regions. Such policies can be expected to result in
convergence between the eastern and western provinces (Long & Ji, 2019). While these
policies may facilitate the economic convergence of the two regions, the policies will also
result in a convergence of the environmental quality between the two regions. Although
the eastern provinces have performed better in terms of economic performance, the
opposite is true with regard to environmental quality. This performance results in a
smaller gap in GPI between the two regions relative to the larger GDP disparity.
While eastern provinces are home to commercial infrastructure which facilitates
international trade resulting in a higher overall GDP and GPI, western provinces suffer
from less air and water pollution and deplete less non-renewable resources (Long & Ji,
2019). Thus, the gap in GPI is lessened due to the disparity in environmental quality
between the two regions. By implementing policies that seek to correct this issue by
better integrating western regions into the economic activity merely makes the regions
closer to their eastern counterparts. While this will improve both GDP and GPI through
the improvements to income, education, and health quality, the costs resulting from
environmental pollution will escalate. According to the estimates of Long and Ji (2019),
environmental and ecological damages account for more than 33.8% of the total negative
value contributing to GPI. Of the environmental damages, water pollution is the most
damaging. Water pollution accounts for 16.8% of all negative components in 2016
(Long & Ji, 2019). While water pollution as a fraction of all environmental costs has
been decreasing, climate change costs have realized the opposite effect. Climate change
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costs resulting from carbon emissions accounted for 20.3% of all environmental costs
(Long & Ji, 2019). The economic policies of the Chinese government can be expected to
accelerate such costs. In attempting to converge the economies of the eastern and
western provinces, the environmental and ecological costs will be increased. These costs
will impact the rate of climate change as well as the health of Chinese citizens. The
observed difference between GPI and GDP demonstrate the role that those costs play in
the development of a country. GDP overestimates well-being due to its ignorance of
social and environmental factors. While economic expansion still results in increases to
social welfare, the growth rate has slowed, and the costs associated with such growth
have been accelerating.
4.5 Conclusion
China’s reform process has generated an “economic miracle” when measured by
mainstream standards. The economic expansion realized by China has allowed the
country to improve incomes, education, and the health of the country’s population. Due
to the method of reform, significant costs were also felt by the country. China’s growth
focused largely on industrialization, urbanization, international trade, and a market
economy fueled by fossil energy (primarily, coal). All of these tenets of China’s reform
resulted in great environmental damages. The pollution-intensive growth of China
exacerbated the global climate crisis, depleted natural resources, and worsened air and
water pollution. Despite the government recognizing the need to transition toward
sustainable development, such a transition has yet to occur. Technological improvement
and increased investment in renewables have demonstrated important steps toward a low147

carbon development path. But the country’s economic policies either directly contradict
or limit the effectiveness of its environmental policies. Increases in FDI, trade, and the
development of underdeveloped provinces serve to worsen the country’s environmental
impact. Additionally, China’s economic success is less impressive when considering that
GDP growth overestimates social well-being. Because GDP merely measures production
growth and ignores social and environmental progress, it will outpace gains in social
welfare. Alternative measures such as the Genuine Progress Indicator better account for
issues such as inequality, environmental degradation, and the depletion of nonrenewable
resources which often result from economic expansion. Unsurprisingly, in China, GDP
growth outpaces GPI due to the environmental impact of the country’s economic
expansion. Without a transition to renewable energy, China’s promotion of economic
growth will continue to rely upon environmentally damaging technology. Thus, relying
solely on GDP as a measure of economic progress will perpetuate the unsustainability of
the country’s economic system. Focusing more on social and environmental indicators
will better serve the country’s desire to transition toward sustainable development.
The marketization of China’s economy has had profound impacts on the global
environment. The result of China’s market transformation has allowed the country to
attain its position as the “world’s factory” leading to an acceleration of pollution,
resource abuse, and climate change. Thus far, the government, while implementing
important steps toward sustainability, has not done enough to transition from its
pollution-intensive past. Because the market economy ultimately prioritizes economic
growth, the Chinese government has often relied on improving energy efficiency of
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existing technologies rather than moving away from the use of damaging resources. The
possibility of absolute decoupling and achieving a turning point in the EKC as touted by
mainstream analysis is not apparent and thus cannot be relied upon. For the country to
achieve the sustainability goals outlined in its 13th Five-Year Plan and its commitment to
the Paris Climate Agreement, it will need to prioritize an energy transition, halt the
construction of new coal plants, and place the needs of the environment and society over
the growth of the economy as defined by GDP.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The prominence of neoliberalism in the current economic system has supported
the environmental damages that threaten the environment. The shift toward
neoliberalism supported the expansion of the global economy defined by powerful
multinational corporations. These entities have utilized the global system to exploit
abundant natural resources, cheap foreign labor, and relatively weak environmental
regulations. Inherently, the neoliberal economy does not account for the externalities of
its growth-driven model. The assumptions of the dominant economic theory upon which
neoliberalism is based merely promotes a reliance on the free market to produce the most
efficient outcome.
Thus, the expansion of neoliberalism to foreign markets has predictably resulted
in increased emissions through productivity increases. While the orthodox neoliberalism
as promoted by the Washington Consensus failed to provide meaningful growth, the core
goals of its suggestions were maintained by its successor. The successes of East Asia
provided a case for the state to interact with the economy, but ultimately, an increased
reliance on the market and the liberalization of trade and investment were pursued. This
formed the basis of the post-Washington Consensus, which was set in opposition to its
neoliberal predecessor, but failed to divorce its policies from the core tenets of
neoliberalism. Instead, the state assumed a role in the economy merely to correct market
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failures and facilitate an environment more conducive for privatization and the
liberalization of trade and investment.
The resulting externalities realized from neoliberal development exemplify the
unsustainability of the current economic model. Nonetheless, the growth-dependent
model depends on exponential growth. Theoretically, this is justified by the weak
sustainability hypothesis, the notion of decoupling, and the Environmental Kuznets
Curve. These theories argue that the dominant economic model can co-exist with
sustainability despite the costs inherent to the system. By polluting first, then cleaning
later, these theories allow for an economy to follow the traditional development path.
But, in practice, this has proven too unpredictable to rely upon. At the global level,
relative decoupling prevails, suggesting that only energy efficiency is increasing leading
to growths in GDP outpacing the resulting growths in environmental degradation.
Should economic growth be made compatible with environmental sustainability, absolute
decoupling must be achieved. But this level of decoupling is uncommon and largely
dependent on the historical experiences of the individual country. Furthermore, the
prevalence of GVCs obscures the true level of decoupling due to the outsourcing of
pollution.
Similarly, the theoretical pattern as predicted by the EKC is too inconsistent to
rely upon. While this theory prevails in some regions, it has failed to emerge in others.
Some regions experience an EKC pattern, but at relatively high turning points that occur
in the long run. Other regions experience patterns that do not fit the predictions of the
EKC. This includes monotonically increasing emissions, a U-shaped relationship, an N151

shaped relationship, or no relationship. The inconsistency of the EKC does not allow for
the reliance on income growth as a panacea for environmental degradation. While
supported by mainstream theories such as decoupling and the EKC, the notion that
countries should pollute now and clean later has failed to prove itself in reality. Instead,
the neoliberal development model maintains an adversarial relationship between growth
and environmental conservation. This negative relationship provides a need to embrace a
new model of development that focuses less on growth and integrates social and
environmental sustainability.
Given the need for indefinite expansion, the dominant economic system will
continue to wreak havoc on the environment. Heterodox economic theories, such as
ecological economics present a better system to preserve the environment. By taking into
account the limitations of the environment in providing natural resources and absorbing
pollution, this economic theory does not allow for infinite exponential growth as
promoted by mainstream theory. This theory acknowledges the environmental dangers of
an ever-expanding economic system. The dangers that belie this system lead to doubts
regarding the capabilities of the neoliberal capitalist model in attaining environmental
sustainability. Instead, the expanding role of corporations in the global economy has
created a system predicated on expansion and efficiency.
Under neoliberalism, the power of MNCs has increased due to their role in the
global economy. Corporations remain the primary drivers of growth, hence creating an
environment conducive for increased profits and exploitation. Because corporations are
the main drivers of growth, these entities are also the drivers of pollution. Heterodox
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theorists assert that the constantly increasing political and economic power of
corporations contribute greatly to the growing environmental problem. The nature of the
corporation limits the liability of corporations for gross negligence, grants it
constitutional rights meant for individuals, allows it to influence policy through lobbying,
and mandates the pursuit of the greatest profit for its shareholders. These characteristics
have contributed greatly to the environmental damages caused by these MNCs. Under
these conditions, corporations continue to assert the need for profit maximization both
politically and economically. This leads to the lobbying against environmental
regulations and the support for fossil fuel subsidies. Additionally, this level of
importance leads to political pressure to maintain an environment nurturing of corporate
success.
As a result of the growing environmental concerns, a departure from the current
economic system is necessary. This departure may include the restructuring of the
corporation, the implementation of a steady-state economy, the integration of a more
sustainable measure of economic success, and/or a departure from the capitalist system.
Speth (2008) recommended changes to the nature of a corporation that would serve to
make these entities less powerful both economically and politically. Czech and Daly
(2004) embraced an economy in which stocks of labor, capital, as well as the resources
and energy spent in production (throughput) are held constant. Also, GDP growth which
serves as the main determinant of economic success overstates social well-being.
Because this measure of growth does not consider environmental or social indicators, a
new measure such as GPI may be necessary. Lastly, a socialist democratic system is
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recommended to best promote environmental conservation. Under such a model, the
state would be better integrated with the economy and protect against the perverse
incentives of private ownership over education, health care, and environmental
protection. Additionally, under such a system, the government would provide services
that improve social safety nets such as improved unemployment benefits, greater
protection against layoffs, free or nearly free healthcare, and education. Ultimately,
embracing these changes creates an environment better suited to promote social and
environmental sustainability. Given the historical evidence supporting the
unsustainability of neoliberalism, such changes will prove necessary to successfully
attain the environmental improvements required to avert a climate disaster.
The case of China demonstrates that relying on a development strategy that
prioritizes economic growth can have disastrous environmental results. By promoting the
role of the market, establishing special economic zones, and liberalizing trade, China
managed to experience immense economic growth at the expense of its environment. An
economic system predicated on the need for expansion imposes obstacles to successfully
achieving sustainability. Instead, growth is prioritized over social and environmental
needs as the government faces increased pressure to attain higher levels of growth.
Despite the strides made in income growth, poverty reduction, and educational
attainment, China also realized growing inequality and environmental degradation. The
drastically worsening air quality caused by the industrialization and urbanization of the
Chinese economy has increased threats to human health. Furthermore, the increases in
pollution have contributed to a clean water crisis which leads to more threats against
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Chinese citizens. Although China addressed the unsustainability of its development
model through commitments to international climate accords, increased environmental
policies, and strengthened renewable investment, the country continues to grow its coal
capacity and global emissions. Additionally, in the face of slowing economic growth,
China continues to embrace environmentally damaging practices which seek to
compensate the growth lost due to economic maturation. Policies such as the BRI and
increased FDI in Latin America and Africa seek to create a global network for China’s
production. Similar to the country’s developed counterparts, China is seeking to expand
its production across multiple countries in order to encourage economic expansion. So,
regardless of its environmental aspirations, the country continues to embrace the
environmentally damaging production methods that earned its position as a global
economic power.
Given that the environmental impact of neoliberalism shown no signs of slowing,
it is clear that this system is not currently compatible with resolving the climate crisis.
The United Nations’ Emissions Gap Report (2019c) presents a foreboding outlook given
the global statistics for 2018. Despite dire scientific warnings and political agreements
such as the 197 member Paris Agreement, there was a failure to successfully curb global
GHG emissions. During the last decade, GHG emission increased at a rate of 1.5%
annually until reaching a record of 55.3 GtCO2 e in 2018. The largest share of this record
figure is contributed from energy use and industry which grew at rate of 2% in 2018
accounting for 37.5 GtCO2 e per year (UN, 2019c). Adding to the bleak statistics, there
has been no sign of GHG emissions peaking in the short-term. Continually increasing
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GHG emissions will place a greater strain on our environment and require deeper and
more rapid cuts to offset the damages in the future. By 2030, emissions would need to be
25% and 55% lower than the 2018 levels to be on course to limit global warming below
2°C and 1.5°C respectively (UN, 2019c). So, despite the climate agreements and policy
efforts, global emissions continue to increase. The current trend further demonstrates the
failures of absolute decoupling and the second half of the EKC to flourish in a global
neoliberal economy.
The focus on growth coupled with a reliance on the market unperturbed by the
limits of the environment causes the rift between neoliberalism and sustainability. While
neoclassical economists have used decoupling, the EKC relationship, and weak
sustainability as means to rationalize and maintain the current economic system, it
remains that the environment is worsening. These theories have shifted the burden of
sustainability on the technological progress of future generations who will have to make
harder and more rapid cuts to offset the damage that preceded. Even still, rather than
facilitating a transition toward green technology, technological growth has improved
energy efficiency and economic expansion, thus exacerbating the human impact on the
environment (Czech & Daly, 2004). The need for capitalism to induce more growth,
more consumption, and more profits causes it to be at odds with environmental
conservation. Instead, recognizing and addressing the tenuous relationship between
economic growth and the environment is necessary to achieve sustainability.
Clearly, the direction in which the global economy is moving has catastrophic
environmental consequences. Every year, the environment continues to worsen, the
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burden imposed on future generations grows. A departure from neoliberalism which has
governed our current economy characterized by globalization, capital investment, and
marketization, is necessary to truly realize the goals as set forth by landmark climate
agreements. Waiting for the theoretical EKC relationship or absolute decoupling will
prove insufficient given the global reliance on fossil fuels. Continually allowing MNCs
to exploit the economic system by abusing pollution-intensive inputs and combatting
climate change regulation through intensive lobbying perpetuates a cycle of a worsening
environment. Even when countries have committed to combatting a worsening
environment, growth still prevails resulting in the pursuit of policies which serve to
undermine climate initiatives. Policies such as China’s Belt and Road Initiative and the
United States’ intent to pull out of the Paris Agreement serve only as attempts to improve
economic growth without regard for the damage that these decisions cause. The current
economic system defined by neoliberalism cannot be sustained. It is at odds with the
environment that continues to worsen despite efforts to improve. Recognizing that
neoliberalism and its neoclassical underpinnings cannot attain the absolute decoupling
necessary to realize sustainability is important in transitioning toward a system that can
successfully do so. Otherwise, growth will continue to be offset as environmental
damages worsen and it becomes more difficult to produce given the Earth’s
environmental limits.
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